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ABSTRACT
Presented in this work are some modifications of the synchronous 
machine by C. C. Young. The development of model III and h was suggested. 
A study of the sensitivity analysis of the machine's controller para­
meters and their impact on the machine's controller response was an 
object of this dissertation.
Also, the impact of the machine data variation on the overall 
system studies is the object of this dissertation. This study could 
lead to the characterization of those parameters which do not effect 
the. machine's controller model and the machine's model for future 
studies.
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND REMARKS
Present day power systems are large and very complicated. With 
the current rise in the demand of electrical energy, power systems will 
continue to grow both in size and complexity. Our dependence on elec­
tricity is so great it is essential to have an uninterrupted supply of 
electrical power within set limits of frequency and voltage levels.
This can be achieved by a well-coordinated operation and planned system.
Therefore, one of the most important steps in power system 
planning is studying the transient and dynamic stability characteristic 
of the systems. Stability studies involve the simulation of the be­
havior of generators and their control using a digital computer model 
program. The computation cost of this process is a function of the 
complexity of the model being used. The value of bus voltages to be 
maintained or compensated for load and circuit changes may be of 
great importance. Also, generator model complexity effects the accur­
acy of the stability study results which varies with many factors.
The dynamic behavior of the real generators varies in a non-linear way 
with the electrical load on the generator.
The parameters of synchronous machine control equipment in a 
generation station have a considerable influence on the overall system 
performance. The parameters of exciter and governor need to be adjusted 
to satisfy the system from an overall performance standpoint.There­
fore a carefully chosen model to represent the generator must be accurate
(49)over a range of operating conditions. The loads are assumed to be
linear in such stability simulation in order to simplify the solution.
It is well known that the method of supply excitation to systems has an
(33)adverse effect on stability.
Recently, exciter parameters, such as exciter time constant, Tg,
and exciter gain. Kg, were subject to discussion by Francisco P. Demello
and C. Concordia. They noted that the parameters were important as well
as what was the boundary of their values for the exciter determined by
(24)
the exciter system stability, hence, machine stability studies.
M. K. El-Sherbing shows in his work that the stability of the
system is affected by the excitation system and governor system. Both
are found to have adverse effects on the damping of the system. Of the
two, the voltage regulator has the more detrimental effect; moreover,
(32)
the system stability is sensitive to gain regulator. There has been
a lot of work done in the stability area, but there has been a need for 
more studies in the literature on the excitation, governor-turbine, and 
machine data for purposes of modeling system stability studies. There­
fore, it is important to draw conclusions on the behavior of the machine's 
controller as well as the machine upon variation of their data. The end- 
result is to study the sensitivity analysis of the machine's controller 
parameters and to see their impact on the machine's controller response. 
This could help to characterize those parameters which do not contribute 
a major change on the exciter and governor-turbine response for future 
work. The impact of machine data on the research work that was done in 
connection with this dissertation tests the machine's parameters in the 
sense that it checks which of these parameters influences the machine's
performance. Hence, this could lead to characterize these parameters 
which do not effect the machine model's representation, in their absence.
Chapter II, tdiich is a review, presents some modifications of 
synchronous machine modeling by C. C. Y o u ng , de f in i n g  new terms 
of the machine, stating their physical representation and developing 
new model III and h- The synchronous machine model has been classified 
based on the assumption used for each model. For instance, the number 
of rotor windings being used in machine model II is one, while the number 
of rotor windings in machine model IV is four. Therefore, machine model 
I represents the classical machine representation. In a sense the assump­
tion has been adopted in Chapter II. Machine model II is characterized 
by transient voltage behind the direct axis transient reactance.
Machine model III is suitable fora.round rotor machine. It's character­
ized by two rotor windings and transient voltage behind the direct axis
(52)transient reactance. It was stated by H. E. Lokay and R. L. Bogler 
that the priority of machine elements can be classified in the following 
order: 1) damping of machine, 2) excitation, 3) saturation, 4) system
damping and 5) speed governor action. The machine damping is the next 
most important factor in the stability study over the saturation factor, 
therefore, the idea to develop the machine model III and is highly 
recommendable for digital representation to the stability studies. This 
model will be in between machine model II and machine model IV. The 
model is characterized by three coils in the rotor winding, voltage behind 
the direct axis subtransient reactance and no saturation factor being 
represented. Machine model IV is a more complicated model. It's char-
acterized by four rotor windings, voltage behind the direct axis sub­
transient reactance and the saturation factor is included.
Chapter III presents a study of data sensitivity analysis on the 
machine controller system using C.S.M.P. computer package for four types 
of excitation system (see appendix B) and two models of governor-turbine 
(see appendix E). Root locus technique and frequency response technique 
are used to study some coupling points of the excitation system data
for the first two types.
Chapter IV presents the impact of the machine's data variation on 
the overall system studies. Performance of the four machine model's 
simulation (machine model two, machine model three, machine model four, 
and machine model five) upon variation of machine five data (figure 4-1) 
is the goal of this chapter. The system study is a model of a 345 KV
/ C O \
transmission system typical of Northeast utilities in figure 4-1.
This consists of 10 machines being equipped with an IEEE type I excita- 
tion system and a Philadelphia Electric Company (PECO) generalized 
steam and hydro m o d e l . I t  is the EPRI 39 bus, 46 line, 10 generators.
Chapter V presents a summary and the conclusion of this work and
an indication of those problems which remain subject to further research.
CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE MODELING
The synchronous machines, both generators and motors, have 
several ways to describe their physical characteristics. A complete 
description of the dynamic behavior of the synchronous machine requires 
consideration of its electrical and mechanical characteristics as well 
as those of associated control systems. The necessary mathematical state­
ments as well as a vector diagram will describe the machine’s model in 
relation to the stability analysis of a power system.
The synchronous machine to be analyized is assumed to be an 
ideal machine proposed by P a r k . T h e  assumptions are:
1) The stator winding is sinusoidally distributed around the 
air gap as far as the mutual effects between them and the rotor 
are concerned.
2) Nonlinearities such as the hysteresis and saturation effect 
of the flux interlinkage are neglected.
3) The stator-winding self and mutual inductances vary sinu­
soidally as the rotor moves and are of the form phase A.
ha ' ^aao + ^ aa2 ' "G'abo + \a2 .
The sinusoidal voltage output of the machines demonstrate the validity 
of assumption 1.
Basically machines have saturation effects and we will illustrate 
how these effects might be included by changing the representation of
the Ideal machine.
Recently there has been expressed dome doubt on the validity of
assumption 3 in the case of salient pole machines but there is no evidence
(27)to suggest that it is unsatisfactory for round rotor machines. These
self and mutual inductances include fundamental and second harmonic fre­
quency terms which make the solution really hard but which may be removed 
from the equations by using an axis transformation from R. H. Park.^^’^ ®^
At this time there is a need to define certain quantities of the syn­
chronous machine. Basically synchronous machines are classified into 
two principle types, round-rotor machines and salient-pole machines.
If the air gap is uniform the machine is called a round-rotor machine.
For example, the steam-turbine generator is a round-rotor type. Salient 
pole machines have laminated rotors, to minimize eddy currents, and 
round-rotor machines have solid steel rotors, in which eddy currents 
can flow. The eddy current flowing in the solid steel rotor of a round- 
rotor machine performs the same damping function as the amortisseur 
currents except that they cannot be used for starting or for any condition 
where dangerous heating might occur. The basic difference in their re­
presentation is that there are now an infinite number of short circuited 
windings and the paths that the current take are a complex function of 
the frequency of the currents and saturation effects. The current paths 
in a round-rotor machine are usually referred to as "iron circuits" and 
the current is referred to as "iron current". It is assumed that the 
salient pole machine has the winding structure given in figure 2-1.
The stator has the three phase windings each located 120° 
apart electrically. The rotor has one field winding and the damper
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FIGURE 2-1
RELATION OF SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE WINDINGS 
windings are represented by two orthorgonally closed circuits. The 
rotor has two axes that are symmetrical; one axis passes through the 
center line of the north pole and is defined as the direct axis; the 
other axis is located 90° from the direct axis and is called the quad­
rature axis. The angle 6 is the angle between the center line of the 
"a" phase and the direct axis.
The installation of damper windings may take many different 
physical forms. The generators for one installation were supplied with 
a new type of damper winding which consists of a double cage arrangement 
in which the outer row of bars is made of high-resistance material and
the inner row of bars is made of a low-resistance material imbedded in 
(2)
the iron. For double frequency associated with the negative sequence 
the copper bars possess a high reactance and, therefore, force most of
8the current through the high-resistance bars, but for the low frequency 
associated with the system oscillations, the current varies inversely 
with the resistance of the damper bars in which case most of the current 
flows through the copper winding.
The benefits from high-resistance damper windings will be de­
creased as the fault duration is decreased by the use of faster breakers 
and relays. Damper windings also have characteristics which tend to sup­
press spontaneous hunting and to reduce system voltages and recovery 
rates arising from short circuit. So in these respects low-resistance 
copper dampers are somewhat more effective than high-resistance dam-
pers.<«)
Damping windings have been installed in the salient pole machine 
because of the need requirement to increase starting torque for the auto­
matic operation in the case of the motor. It has been found that the 
effect of the damper windings on the machine's behavior can usually be 
represented by two equivalent short circuit windings. These windings will
carry current when the machine is subjected to a disturbance which causes
(3)the rotor to temporarily depart from synchronous speed.
Electrical torques will be introduced in the case of disturbances 
which will help the machine to maintain the stability and to damp out 
any oscillations. If a machine loses synchronism and operates continu­
ously out of step, then these windings will continuously carry slip 
frequency currents. If the machine is operated under steady state con­
ditions, there is no current flowing in the damper windings.
2-1 Steady State Operation
When an ideal synchronous machine is operating at synchronous 
speed, under balance conditions and in a steady state condition, the
machine's performance can be described by a vector diagram. One form
of a vector diagram is shown in figure (2-2)'..(28,29,30)
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FIGURE 2-2
VECTOR DIAGRAM OF AN IDEAL SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE
The construction of this vector diagram is from the know­
ledge of terminal conditions V^ , I^ , and from machine reactances.
From it one can find out some important quantities such as E^ , the 
voltage corresponding to the field excitation, the voltage back of the 
transient reactance, ê', and the angle between the rotor quadrature 
axis and a synchronously rotating axis 6. The reference axis is 
arbitrarily chosen when solving the system's steady state equa-
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tion. All of the Individual machine's axis and system phasors are measured 
In reference to reference axis 6. Under steady state conditions all amortis­
seur current and brake torques are equal to zeoo. The vector diagram, figure 
2-2 could be adapted for either a salient pole machine or a round rotor 
machine. The only difference which affects the vector diagram Is that 
the quadrature axis synchronous reactance x^  and direct axis synchronous 
reactance x^ are almost equal numerically for an Ideal round rotor ma­
chine. Otherwise, the diagram Is the same as that of the salient pole 
machine.
The effect of saturation has been shown to be important In an 
analysis of the steady state performance of synchronous machines.
It Is necessary during a transient oscillation to include the effects 
of generator saturation. Most transient stability analyses are 
made on the basis of constant field flux linkages during the first swing 
of the machine. The effect of saturation Is very important when repre­
senting the excitation system because It directly influences the Initial 
operating conditions of the excitation system.Saturation effects 
are very complex. There are several methods to represent the saturation 
effect In the calculation of other values.
Most methods used for the analysis of a machine's performance use
a single Index of saturation together with an open-circuit saturation
curve of the machine so as to estimate the saturation effect on the field
current. One Index usually adapted Is the Potier voltage which will re-
(2)
present the voltage back of a reactance called the Potier reactance X^ .
The Potier voltage Is shown on figure 2-3.
The magnitude of this voltage Is used to estimate the difference
between the actual field current and the field current predicted when
11
saturation is neglected. Hiis difference, e^ , is, therefore, added to 
the field current determined by neglecting saturation. So as to predict 
the actual field current figure 2-3 has been illustrated.
1.0
1.0
FIGURE 2-3 
OPEN CIRCUIT SATURATION CURVE*
*e^  equals per unit saturation mmf corresponding to the voltage
back of Potier reactance X .
P
Figure 2-4 illustrates the machine vector diagram showing e^  
voltage. So far almost all of the methods in common have been using 
predicted field currents which are very close to measured values. This 
implies that no unique method has been adapted to represent the main 
field saturation for the purpose of stability analysis.
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FIGURE 2-4 
SALIENT POLE VECTOR DIAGRAM 
INCLUDING EFFECT OF SATURATION
2-2 MACHINE REPRESENTATION FOR STABILITY ANALYSIS(2)
A synchronous machine characteristic in relation to the stabi­
lity study has a practical assumption regarding machine model interface 
with the exciter and the network. In describing the machine’s model, 
with taking care of the saturation effect, it will be required to 
also represent the transmission line and transformer in detail. On 
the other hand, implying that it increases the complexity of the compu­
tation to the point that only a relatively simple system could be repre­
sented on even a large scale digital computer, it leads to higher compu­
ting costs without gaining many benefits. The simplification of the 
particular type of study being made needs to be recognized and as many
13
appropriate simplifying assumptions as possible need to be made. There­
fore, the assumptions that are made for a stability analysis may not be 
used as well in the other kinds of studies, hence, one has to be care­
ful in using a stability program for other branches of study.
There are some assumptions that can be made that are acceptable
for power system stability analysis regardless of the detail of repre-
(3)sentatlon of the control systems, the load or the machines. These 
are:
1. Only fundamental frequency current and voltage, in this 
case d.c. and second harmonic components of the phase current
and phase voltage, are represented in the stator and the connected 
system. Therefore, the d.c. offset current and the rest of 
harmonic currents and voltages are neglected.
2. The effect of machine speed variations is neglected.
3. Symmetrical components will be used in the representation 
of an unbalanced condition.
The first assumption assumes that all of the machine and system 
voltages and currents can be represented by a vector diagram. Generally, 
this first assumption gives substantially correct results for stability 
analysis with one important exception. This is that during a fault 
which occurs near the machine terminals, a significant amount of d.c. 
offset current may be produced in the machine stator and, therefore, a
(3)significant electrical torque may be produced by this current. This 
"d.c. offset torque" decays rapidly. Its magnitude is large and will 
have an Important effect upon the actual machine angle and eventually 
the velocity will change during the fault. The generator when 
its torque is neglected gives conservative results (a system more
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likely unstable than It may actually be), system designers often feel a 
desire to have some representation of the effect of the d.c. offset tor­
que during a fault. This can be accomplished by making a separate and 
special calculation of this torque, in other words, we could correct 
the electrical torque during the fault period.
The third assumption represents the system by a symmetrical 
component model. This assumption reduces the calculation time of the 
model substantially.
These machine equations are relatively complex and taking in
a large system these equations need further simplifying assumptions.
(2)
Hie studies indicate for specific situations, other simplifying 
assumptions might be necessary with little effect on the result. Obvi­
ously, if the situation changes, the assumptions might have to change 
too.
To have an idea of what some of these assumptions might be and 
their effect upon the representation, five classes of models have been 
chosen. Four of the five models presented include most of the models 
currently being used for stability analysis.
2-3 Model I
In addition to the previous assumptions we could have the fol­
lowing assumptions:
1. The voltage behind the direct axis transient reactance is 
constant in magnitude but, of course, not in phase.
2. All generators in the same power plant have to be represented 
as one machine.
3. The amortissuer winding effects are neglected.
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A. Stability is determined by the first swing of the machine 
including those with the longer period.
5. Damping torques are neglected.
6. Armature resistance is neglected.
The resulting model is the so-called classical machine represen­
tation for transient stability analysis. The vector diagram in figure 
2-5 and the equations (2-1) and (2-2) will represent the "classical 
model".
^  = 0) (2-1)
dw 180f (T - + Km) (2-2)
dt ■ H “
where is the mechanical torque (per unit); is the electrical torque 
(per unit) ; 6 is the angle between the q axis and the synchronous refer­
ence (degree); and H is the inertia constant (MW - seconds/M9A). K is the
damping factor.
/y/ /
e = 6q
d-Axis
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FIGURE 2-5 
VECTOR DIAGRAM OF MODEL I
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Assumption one represents a great simplification of the synchron­
ous generator in which transient saliency and saturation are neglected. 
Therefore, the rational of this assumption depends largely upon a good 
regulator and exciter that can maintain constant voltage behind a tran­
sient reactance and secondly, the assumption depends on the severity as 
well as the duration of the fault.. For severe, long duration faults 
(greater than 6 cycles), a constant voltage behind transient reactance
is often optimistic and the classical model may not give a proper indi-
(2)cation of stability. Therefore, this representation is not good for 
dynamic stability studies where the damping is an important consideration. 
The amortissure currents contribute positive damping effect and thus, the 
damper winding effects the interaction of the field and stator. Also, the 
assumption of constant field flux linkages would not be added to the value 
of the representative model for it to represent the damper winding effect. 
Therefore, the amortissure effects need to be represented as well as the 
fixed field transient by an equivalent damping coefficient in the torque 
equation which is represented by Kw in order to give reasonable results. 
Saliency can be shown to have little effect on the power limit.
Saturation in the synchronous machine has only a minor effect on 
transient stability because the currents induced in the rotor circuits 
by changes in the stator currents tend to maintain constant flux linkages 
in the rotor circuits.
The period of swing of the machine is short and the motion of 
the machine was calculated only to the crest of the first swing (one 
second or less). In so short a time, the effect of speed governors is 
negligible.
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With the assumption of the machine's combination. It Is quite 
true that If two or more similar machines are connected to the same node, 
they may be represented by an equivalent machine whose resistance and 
reactance parameters are obtained by treating them as If the correspond­
ing resistances or reactances of the Individual machines were connected 
In parallel. The equivalent Inertia constant Is the sum of the Inertia 
constants of Individual machines.
The conclusion Is the classical model is suitable for some 
transient studies. However, It may be necessary to use a more compli­
cated model which would result In more reliable stability studies.
The advantages of model I are:
1) There Is a simple approach toward transient stability.
2) It requires less computer time.
3) Data requirements are minimum (see table 2-1).
4) This model Is adequate for studying first swing transient
stability.
The disadvantages of model I are:
1) The voltage behind the transient teactance is constant im­
plying that there is abundant exciter action, therefore, we 
may lose the affect of exciter on the machine and that may 
cause questionable results.
2. It is very difficult to judge whether the results obtained
are conservative or not.
2-4 Model II __ _
In addition to the previous assumptions we could make some addi­
tional assumptions.
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1) All generators in the same power plant are represented as
one machine.
2) The amortissure effects are neglected.
3) Damping torques are neglected.
4) Armature resistance is neglected.
The vector diagram for this model is shown in figure 2-6 and the 
dynamic equations are shown in equations (2-3), (2-4) and (2-5).
^  ^  «fd - <2-3)
do
is the exciter output.
= 0) (2-4)
^  (T. - + K") (2-5)
In the vector diagram the correction for field saturation e^  is 
a function of the saturation index, where the saturation index is Potier 
voltage which has been exposed. The function used might be the open-
circuit saturation curve, which was described earlier under the steady
state vector diagram. The method used for representing saturation 
during stability analysis must be consistant with the steady state model.
At any instant of time the angel 6, rotor angle, and the magni­
tude of the field flux linkages e^  are known from the solution of the 
dynamic equation (2-3). Therefore, it is necessary to find a value of 
Eq which will simultaneously satisfy the known conditions for every 
machine and the system conditions. Once E^  is known the field current 
can be found from the vector diagram relations. The field voltage and
field current, calculated from the excitation system equation (2-3), 
can be used to predict the change in e^ .
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FIGURE 2-6 
VECTOR DIAGRAM FOR MODEL II
The assumption of ignoring the amortissure currents implies that 
the amortissure damping is being ignored too as well as neglecting the 
shield effect of the amortissures between the field and stator during 
transient. The damping contributed from the armature is primarily of 
significance upon the inter-unit damping of closely coupled machines.
The contribution to the inter-system damping is not as large. Therefore, 
the effect of amortisseur damping can be approximated by adding an equal 
element damping coefficient to the motion equation (2-5) in order to 
have a better solution. The shielding effects of the amortisseurs are 
relatively unimportant for rotation exciters, but it may be relatively 
unimportant for rotating exciters, but it may be relatively important
20
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for some static exciter systems. To be more secure and avoid the
doubt of the shielding effect, a more complicated model needs to be
represented.
The advantages of this model are:
1) It exposes the representation of field transients, in other 
words, saturation effects are included which are a more accur­
ate representation.
2) It is the simplest model to use for dynamic stability
studies.(2*44)
3) It requires a fair amount of machine data (see table 2-1).
The disadvantages of model II are:
1) It requires more machine data than the previous model.
2) It requires more computing time than model I.
2-5 Model III^^ )
This model is concerned particularly with round rotor machines 
(with solid iron rotors). The damping of the round rotor machine is 
provided by iron circuits while the salient machine eliminates these 
iron circuits.
The additional assumptions that are required are:
1) The armature resistance is neglected.
2) All generators in the same power plant are represented as 
one machine.
3) Transient saliency is neglected.
4) The quadrature axis iron circuit is represented by a single 
circuit whose constants are established for a rotor current fre­
quency of one hertz.
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This model will be represented by vector diagram figure 2-7 and 
dynamic and algebraic equations (2-6), (2-7), (2-8), (2-9), (2-10), (2-11) 
and (2-12).
q**Axis
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FIGURE 2-7 
VECTOR DIAGRAM FOR MODEL III
ë' = (e’ + Je*) e^^  ^q d
# - tdo
(2-6)
(2-7)
t o
Ed - Ed - - q^) \
(2-8)
(2-9)
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E = E' + (x, - Xj) I, + e (2-10)q q a a a s
~  = üi (2-11)
Ilote equation (2-6) can be written in general form if we don’t accept 
ignoring the saliency transient.
Therefore, at any instant of time all of the quantities are known.
Strictly speaking, x^ and x^ have quite different values, but
trouble comes about if they are not equal because i^  needs to be found
as well as ê'. The procedure might be to assume a value of ê’ and solve the
(2)system equations. The question is how far are we right when assuming 
the value for ë'. Therefore, it is practical to only assume that x^ = x^ .
Model III can be represented as model I if we assume that inter­
nal voltage behind the transient reactance is constant.
As it has be shown, model II was derived with neglecting all 
damping winding or iron circuit effects. Therefore, amortisseur damping
was not represented directly in the equations. But model III represents
directly the major part of this form of damping by representing the quad­
rature axis iron circuit whose constants are appropriate for the usual 
order of magnitude of inter-unit oscillations. At no load all of the 
amortisseur'a damping is produced by the quadrature axis iron circuit 
whose constants are appropriate for the usual order of magnitude of inter­
unit oscillations. At no load all of the amortisseur’s damping is pro­
duced by the quadrature axis iron circuit. At full load, for the usual 
range of reactances, the quadrature axis iron circuit continues to pro­
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vide a major amount of this form of damping. and can be adjusted 
so as to represent more of the total damping effect of the iron circuit 
and for other frequencies. This requires information which is not avail­
able.
The advantages of model III are:
1) Representation of the quadrature axis iron circuit may pro­
vide a direct representation of dançing, hence, a better result.
2) This model is used only for a round rotor machine where the 
field effects are represented and where a direct representation 
of inter-unit damping is desired.
3) It is simple and accurate enough to use for all kinds of 
stability studies.
The disadvantages of model III are:
1) Model III requires more computing time than does model II.
2) It requires more machine data (see table 2-1).
2-6 Model III & h
This model represents the damper winding of the machine in both 
the direct and quadrature axis.
The additional assumptions that are needed are:
1) The armature resistance is neglected.
2) All generators in the same power plant are represented as 
one machine.
3) Saturation is not represented.
This model is illustrated in vector diagram figure 2-8 and dyna­
mic equations as well as algebraic equations (2-13), (2-14), (2-15),
24
(2-16), (2-17), (2-18), (2-19) and (2-20). For derivation of these 
equations see appendix A.
^  ^d + ®
=q ' -<='d - =‘d> ^d +
ql • -q2
X. - xV
'q2
"d
de'
dt ’'do
eq2 '4
dt “ wUdo
dt
dt
dw j 
dt
ed
Tqo
w
ISOf (T - T + Kw) — g- m e
(2-13)
(2-14)
(2-15)
(2-16)
(2-17)
(2-18)
(2-19)
(2-20)
e 2^ and have been defined in Appendix A.
Ihe relative importance of representing damping winding over re­
presenting the saturation, amortissure winding has been represented; one 
winding in each of the direct and quadrature axis. The next model, model 
IV, will consider the saturation effects in addition to this model.
The advantages of model III & h are:
1) Representation of damping winding in direct and quadrature 
axis will provide a direct representation of damping, hence, a 
better result.
2) It is modem, simple and sufficient enough for using in 
stability studies of the machine's representation.
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The disadvantage of model III & ^  is it requires more machine 
data (see table 2-1).
9-4xfs
FIGURE 2-8 
VECTOR DIAGRAM FOR MODEL III & h
2-7 Model IV
Model IV is the most complicated model so far. To define this 
model; in addition to the three assumptions stated previously, the fol­
lowing assumptions are made.
1) Machine subtransient saliency is neglected, that is x" = x".q d
2) The braking torque is neglected.
3) All generators in the same power plant are represented as one 
machine.
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Assumption one is valid for a round-rotor machine, but for sa­
lient pole generator x”, it is some what larger than x^ , but the effect 
of assuming that x” = x^ is negligible for stability analysis.
The vector diagram is represented in Figure 2-9. Dynamic equa­
tions as well as algebraic equations are represented as equations (2-21), 
(2-22), (2-23), (2-24), (2-25), (2-26), (2-27), (2-28), (2-29) and
(2-30).
= Sd (2-21)
(2-22)
de' ,
dt“ " ( f^d "
GO
(2-23)
Xkd
dt
2 -1
(ltd) (2-24)
dt ^  (-=d) qo
El = «q + <’'d - *d)(ld - ^d> + %
. = (xl - xV)
(X* - x p 2  [ \ d  - ^q +  <^d -  ^£>^dl
'd + - %d)i.
dS
dt
dw _ laof (T - T )
dt “ ~ r  “ *
(2-25)
(2-26)
(2-27)
(2-28)
(2-29)
(2-30)
It has been shown that this model represents subtransient 
amortisseur in both direct and quadrature axis. Amortisseurs are repre-
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FIGURE 2-9 
VECTOR DIAGRAM FOR MODEL IV
sented in both axes and subtransient saliency is neglected. Of course,
the equations will change, but the vector diagram will not. Also, the
technique for solving the system equations will not change. This model
requires ten items of data in addition to the data needed to represent
saturation.
At any instant of time, the angle 6, the direct axis components 
of subtransient flux X^ , and the quadrature axis component of subtransient 
flux Xq are known. Therefore, ê" is known. Thus, the representation
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beçoœes that of a constant voltage behind a constant subtransient
(2)reactance at any point in time.
Iherefore, this representation is as simple as that of model I
as far as the solution of the system equations is concerned. Once the
system conditions are determined, it is a simple process to compute the
rotor and stator currents as well as the variations of the rotor flux
(2)linkages. For round rotor machines, it is necessary to represent two 
quadrature axis iron circuits so as to be sure of a complete represen­
tation of the damping effect.
The advantage of this model is it represents the field effect 
and amortisseur effect implying a more accurate solution than others.
The disadvantages are 1) since it so complicated, computing cost 
compared to the other models is high; 2) a large amount of data is needed 
which probably discourages many power system engineers from adapting this 
model (see table 2-1).
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CONSTANTS MODEL I MODEL II MODEL III MODEL III&Î2 MODEL IV
- - X X X
X X X X X
^d
- - - X X
- - X X X
- - - X X
"q
- - - X X
"^do
— - X X X
rtifl
^do
- - - X X
- - X - X
qo
- - - X X
H X X X X X
K
R
X X X X -
- - - - X
TABLE 2-1
MACHINE PARAMETERS USED FOR EACH MODEL
CHAPTER III 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF MACHINE CONTROLLER
3-1 Introduction to the Excitation System
Ihe field windings of synchronous machines are provided with
direct current from d-c devices called exciters. The excitation system
is the source of field current for the excitation of the principal
electric machine, including the means for its control. An excitation
system, therefore, includes all of the equipment required to supply
(23)field current to excite an a-c generator.
Loss of excitation of an a-c generator generally means that the
generator will act as an induction generator for only a limited amount
of time. Therefore, a reliable source of excitation is essential.
The common way of providing exciter is for each a-c generator to have
its own exciter. Another way, which is impractical, is to have an
exciter bus fed by a number of exciters operating in parallel and which
(3)will supply power to the fields of all a-c generators in the station.
Several types of excitation systems provide automatic voltage
regulation for a-c generation. The physical configuration is discussed
as well as the four models of computer representing the excitation
system. It is well known that the excitation system does effect the
(24)stability of the machine. The lack of excitation data for purposes
of modeling system stability studies has a severe impact on the stability 
studies being conducted.
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Hence, data sensitivity of the excitation system in the sense
of the effect of each parameter to the response of the exciter will be
considered. In other words, the study on the behavior of the exciter
models, considered to be a mathematical representation of almost all
kinds of excitation systems (see appendix B), are classified by the IEEE
(8)committee as four models. Each of the four models have a non-linear
term represented by the exciter saturation factor as well as a hard
limiter. Therefore, the simulation technique has to be adapted to deal
with this kind of system. Root locus and frequency response technique
have been used for certain sample points because their responses are
reserved only for linear systems. The aid of the digital computer,
(12)C.S.M.P. package, enables us to simulate the mathematical represen­
tation of the excitation system. C.S.M.P. has three main sections 
regarding the executing of the problem. The initial section provides 
the initial conditions of all the variables; the dynamic section is 
where the integration subroutine is applied to solve the governor's 
equation; the terminal section is involved with the control statement,
plotting, printing, etc. The output listing of programs for all exciter
(47)
models, shown in appendix C, was used for the simulation. This
program provided us with the results of the effect of each parameter 
variation to the exciter response.
To see how that can be done, let's take one parameter of the 
exciter and that will be regulator amplifier time constant, T^ . The 
simulation program enables us to vairy the value of T^ by fourty-one values. 
That is accomplished by incrementing T^ by T^ + AT^ . So we have to have 
fourty-one exciter responses, in other words fourty-one computer runs.
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The new variable named by system time constant "T^ " needs to be defined 
simply to furnish fourty-one exciter responses In one single curve rather 
than having fourty-one Individual computer runs for varying only one para­
meter. That can be done by defining TT^ = (1 - e multiplied by the 
steady state value of the system. TT^ Is an acceptable operating point 
at the exciter response. Therefore, we use the TT^ as a comparative 
quantity with exciter output, as seen In figures (3-2) and (3-3). So 
whenever the exciter response Is equal or greater than the TTg quantity 
It causes the computer to record the value which Is the system time con­
stant. Each exciter response can be characterized by system time con­
stant Tg and that enables us to see the system time constant variation 
in one single curve versus the time axis which really represents fourty- 
one exciter responses due to varying one single parameter. A typical 
exciter response Is shown In figure (3-1) with a Incremented change of 
AA. So each Incremental of AA corresponds to a new exciter response.
The same thing can be carried over to the rest of the other exciter • 
parameters. Exciter models behavior regarding given data is shown In 
table (3-1).
TJ
UJ
tTc = Time
TJ
UJ
tTc = TimeTc * Time
FIGURE 3-1 
TYPICAL EXCITER RESPONSE
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Time
FIGURE 3-2 
ONE-TO-ONE RELATION OF T^ AND TIME
Exciter
Output
TTC
Tc Time
FIGURE 3-3
RELATION OF SYSTEM TIME CONSTANT AND EXCITER OUTPUT
3-2 Exciter Type I
Figure (3-4) illustrates the behavior of exciter model, type I, 
upon changing the regulator input filter.time constant, T^ . Physically 
T^ is the combined time constant of the regulator input filter of the
EXCITER TYPE 1 EXCITER TYPE 2 . EXCITER TYPE 3 EXCITER TYPE 4
PARAMETER ** Max Min ** Max Min ** Max Min ** Max Min
"^R 0.00 .08 0.000
0.00 .08 0.000 0.00 .08 0.00 - - -
^A 40.00
150.00 1.000 40.00 100,00 1.000 40.00 150.00 1.00 - - -
A^ .02 0.40 .000 .02 1.00
0.000 .02 0.00 .50 - - -
- 6.50 -6.500 - 6.50 -6.500 - 6.50 -6.50 - 10.5 -10.50
Kf 0.03 .30 .003 .03 .03 - .03 .30 .01
- - -
1.00 5.00 .010 1.00 3.50 .100 1.00 15.00 .01 .10 2.0 -.01
.73 5.00 .010 .73 3.50 .100 .73 5.00 .01 .01 5.0 .01
C
Emax .74
- - .74 - - .74 - - .85 - -
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■
'^ 2
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exciter. By inspecting the figure regulator input filter time constant 
Tg doesn't contribute a significant effect on the system time constant 
of the exciter system. In other words, the output of the exciter does 
not effect it by changing T^ . The reason is, as we know the nature 
design of the time constant that it has a very small value. There­
fore, its pole location, in a S-plan configuration, is an infinity 
relative to die other parameters of the exciter. Thus, it does not con­
tribute a significant change on the exciter output.
Figure (3-5) shows the behavior of exciter model, type I, upon 
changing the regulator amplifier time constant, T^ . Physically T^ is 
the combined time constant of the exciter amplifier system. Looking 
to the figure, system time constant of the exciter shows a slight change 
upon changing the regulator amplifier time constant, T^ . The reason, as 
we know the nature design of regulator amplifier time constant, T^ , is 
that it has a small value compared to other parameters of the exciter.
In other words, its pole location in the S-plan is far with respect to 
the others. The result is that there is little effect on the exciter 
output.
Figure (3-6) shows the behavior of exciter model, type I, upon 
changing the feedback time constant, T^ . Physically is the combined 
damping time constant off the exciter. Again looking to the figure, feed­
back time constant, T^ , does not contribute a significant value to the 
system time constant of the exciter model. In other words, the output of 
the exciter is not effected by changing Tp. Damping feedback transfer 
function can be plotted in frequency response. The Bode diagram will 
show the pole effect cancelled by the existing zero. If we have zero
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located at the origin of the axis, they will cancel the effect of each 
other. This is why the feedback time constant, T^ , does not contribute 
any change to the exciter output.
Figure (3-7) shows the behavior of the exciter model, type I, 
upon changing the regulator gain, K^ . Physically is the combined gain
parameter of the exciter amplifier system. By inspecting the figure 
regulator gain shows that the lower value of does effect the output
of the exciter, while the higher value of does not contribute any 
change to the exciter output. The reason is that the existing hard 
limiter probably takes action which is recommended to limit the value of
V
Figure (3-8) shows the behavior of the exciter model, type I, 
upon changing the exciter time constant, Tg. Physically Tg is the com­
bined time constant of the exciter system itself. Looking to the figure, 
exciter time constant, Tg, shows the linear relationship with respect 
to the exciter output. This is the most dominant parameter. It is clas­
sified by a greater value than Tg and T^ . The reason for this is that 
it plays a very strong role on the characteristic of the equation of the 
exciter system under the assumption that nonlinearity is not defined.
Figure (3-9) shows the behavior of the exciter model, type I, 
upon changing the dançing gain parameter. Kg. Physically Kg is the 
equivalent damping gain parameter of the exciter. Looking to the figure, 
the feedback gain parameter. Kg, shows exponentially the changing relative 
to the system time constant of the exciter. In spite of knowing that the 
feedback parameter plays a strong role on the exciter model's stability 
as well as the nature value of Kg is so high relative to other values, I
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could say it is very hard to predict the reason of Kp's change exponen­
tially bearing in mind that the hard limiter exists, thus, nonlinearity 
is defined.
Figure (3-10) shoifs the behavior of the exciter model, type I, 
upon changing the exciter gain parameter, K^ . Physically Kg is the 
equivalent gain parameter of the exciter system itself. Looking to the 
figure, the gain parameter. Kg, shows an almost linear relationship 
with the exciter response. It is the most dominant parameter of the 
exciter system model. Singly, it shows the variation with the exciter 
output. Secondly, it represents the term of a characteristic equa­
tion which makes it an inçortant parameter.
3-3 Exciter Type II
The behavior of the exciter model, type II, upon changing the 
regulator input filter time constant, Tg, is shown in figure (3-11). 
Looking to the figure, Tg does not contribute a significant effect on 
the system time constant of the exciter system. Therefore, the output 
of the exciter would not be effected either. The reason its value is 
so small is that you can hardly see its effect on the system's behavior.
Figure (3-12) shows the behavior of the exciter model, type II, 
upon changing the feedback time constant, Tg. Looking to the figure 
the feedback time constant, Tg, does not contribute a significant value 
on the system time constant of the exciter. Therefore, the output has 
not been effected by changing Tg. Ihis is because of the small value of 
Tg as well as the adverse effect of the existing zero.
Figure (3-13) shows the behavior of the exciter model, type II, 
upon changing the regulator gain, K^ . Looking to the figure regulator
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gain parameter, K^ , shows that the lower value of does effect the 
output of the exciter, this is the same as type I, while the higher value 
of does not contribute any significant change to the exciter output. 
This is because of the hard limiter's involvement.
The behavior of the exciter model, type II, upon changing the 
exciter time constant, Tg, is shown in figure (3-14). Again, the ex­
citer time constant, Tg, shows the linear relationship with respect 
to the exciter output, which is the same as type I. It is the most 
dominant parameter which one would expect. Discontinuity exists at the 
end of the curve which shows that the exciter output at a higher value 
of Tg is less than the defined operating point, EfDITC.
Figure (3-15) shows the behavior of the exciter model, type II, 
upon changing the exciter gain parameter. Kg. Looking to the figure, the 
parameter. Kg, shows an approximate exponential relationship with the 
output. Again, it is also the most dominant parameter of the exciter 
and it has an adverse effect on the exciter response.
Figure (3-16) shows the behavior of the exciter model, type II, 
upon changing the regulator amplifier time constant, T^ . Looking to 
the figure the system time constant of the exciter shows a slight change 
upon changing T^ , obviously T^ is a larger value than Tg. Therefore, it 
has to effect the exciter output as its value is increased.
3-4 Exciter Type III
Figure (3-17) shows the behavior of the exciter model, type III, 
upon changing the filter regulator time constant, Tg. Looking to the 
figure, the filter regulator time constant, Tg, does not contribute any 
significant effect on the system time constant. It states early its
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nature design of a small value, abundant on its effect of the exciter 
system’s behavior.
Figure (3-18) shows the behavior of the exciter model, type III, 
upon changing the regulator amplifier time constant, T^ . Looking to the 
figure, the regulator amplifier time constant does not effect the exciter 
response in this model, while it does show a slight effect on the pre­
vious two models. Appendix B shows the differences between type II and 
type III which is why we have a different result. Figure (3-19) shows 
the behavior of the exciter model, type III, upon changing the feedback 
time constant, T^ . This figure shows that the system time constant does 
not change under changing the feedback time constant, T^ . Thus, all 
three models show that the system time constant does not change under 
changing feedback time constant, Tp, for the same reason stated previously.
The behavior of the exciter model, type III, upon changing the 
regulator gain parameter, K^ , is shown in figure (3-20). Upon changing 
the value of the system time constant does show a change at the first 
portion of the curve while it became steady at the rest of it. So, the 
exciter output is sensitive to the smaller value of K^ . shows the 
same behavior with all three models.
Figure (3-21) shows the behavior of the exciter model, type III, 
upon changing the feedback gain parameter, Kp. The system time constant 
decreases exponentially with the increase of the gain parameter, Kp. 
this is because of the nature values of the data set assigned to the ex­
citer system of this model.
Figure (3-22) shows the behavior of the exciter model, type III, 
upon changing the exciter time constant, Tp. The exciter time constant
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Is the one most dominated by the exciter response, as seen in the figure 
that a linear relationship does exist between them. Also, the fact 
of its value makes it play a strong role on the characteristic equation.
Figure (3-23) shows the behavior of the exciter model, type III, 
upon changing the exciter gain parameter, K^ . Again the exciter gain 
parameter is the one most dominated by the exciter response. It almost 
has a linear relationship with the exciter response. It plays a very 
strong role in the characteristic equàtiûn of the exciter system under 
the assumption that nonlinearity does not exist.
3-5 Exciter Type IV
Figure (3-24) shows the behavior of the exciter model, type IV, 
upon changing the exciter time constant, Tg. Again Tg has a linear 
relationship with the exciter response. This is reflected in its impor­
tance on the characteristic equation of the exciter system. Kg shows 
a linear relationship of this model too. The conclusion is that Tg 
and Kg are the most important parameters of the excitation system for all 
model types.
3-6 Linear Technique
The root locus technique and frequency response technique have 
been implemented to help in the understanding of the behavior of the 
exciter data. We are dealing with a nonlinear system but it is worth 
while to determine, for some sanq)ling point of data, how the roots of the 
characteristic equation of a given system migrate about the S-plane as the 
parameters are varied. It is useful to see the behavior of the exciter 
model by adapting both root locus technique and frequency response technique.
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The root locus method provides the engineer with a measure of 
the sensitivity of the roots of the characteristic equation to a varia­
tion in the parameter being c o n s i d e r e d . H e n c e ,  it leads us to 
see the system performance of a relative stability of the excitation 
system.
Computer facilities provided us with the solution of the above 
technique.Another approach to test the relative stability of a 
system is the frequency response method. The advantage of it is the 
availability of sinusoidal test signals for a different range of fre­
quencies and amplitudes of any given transfer function. Computer faci­
lities provided us with the solution of this technique.The close 
and open loop transfer function of the excitation system are (for the 
first and second type) in equations (3-1), (3-2), (3-3), and (3-4).
The close loop transfer function of the exciter type I is shown 
in equation (3-1).
®fd (1 + S Tj)
Avt s \  T4 Ip + [(Kj + Sp) Ip + Ipdp + +
S [dy + I^ ) (Kj + Sj.) + Ip + (Kp + Sp) (3-1)
The open loop transfer function of the exciter type I is shown in 
equation (3-2).
GH .  ^ f "
(1 + S T^ ) (Kg + S Tg + Sg) (1 +S Tg) (3-2)
The close loop transfer function of the exciter type II is shown 
in equation (3-3).
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Avt
T j  s'* +  ( K ^  +  Sg) +  I g  T ^  +  2 T j  T g  I  J
S ^  [ I f  ( ^  +  S g )  +  2 I f  T ^  ( K g  +  S g )  +  2 I g  T g  +  T ^  T g
+  K f  H  K J  +  S  [ 2  T g  ( K g  +  Sg) +  T ^  ( K g  +  T g )  +  T g
+ Kg Kg K^ + Sg K^ K^ + (Kg + Sg) (3-3)
Uie open loop transfer function of the exciter type II is shown 
in equation (3-4).
S K K
GH = -------. ■-- ----  (3-4)
(1 + T^S)^ (1 + S T^ )
Figure (3-25) shows the root locus of exciter type I behavior of 
a given value of the exciter parameter. There are three poles and one 
Zero located at S-plane with the Zero located at the value S = 0.0. 
Therefore, the segment of the root locus exists on the real axis between 
S = 0.0 and S = -1.0 in which is the first loci. The second segment of 
the root locus exists on the real axis between S = -2.34 until break­
point, at S = -26.0, at real axis and then it goes to positive infinity 
which is the second loci. The third segment of the root locus exists on 
real axis between S = -50.0 until the breakpoint, at S = -26.0, at real 
axis and goes to negative infinity which is the third loci. The arrow 
shows the direction of loci in the curve. Fourteen different sets of 
data have been conducted. These data have been already used on C.S.M.P. 
simulation, on exciter model type I. It has been found that as the exci­
ter parameter increases incremently, it has resulted in a breakpoint in-
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ROOT LOCUS OF EXCITER TYPE I
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crease too. The loci breakpoint is varying from S = -26 to S = -10 at 
the real axis. This shows that as the exciter parameter values increase, 
they become more dominant. Exciter model type I is stable in the sense 
of root locus analysis in which all loci at the left side of the S-plane 
satisfies the stability condition. The slower response has dominated 
the characteristic equation of the model, while the faster response 
has had a less effect on the characteristic equation of the exciter 
model.
Figure (3-26) and (3-27) show the Bode Diagram of the exciter 
model type I behavior of a given data set of exciter parameters. The 
gain and phase margin are easily evaluated from the Bode diagram. The 
critical point for stability is y = -1, y = 0 in which the Œ(jw) plane, 
which is equivalent to a logarithmic magnitude of Odb and phase angle 
of 180° in the Bode diagram. Figure (3-26) and (3-27) represent the 
results of an assigned data set; this data set has been used in C.S.M.P. 
simulation of exciter model type I. It shows the phase margin is 70° while 
the gain margin is high. Based upon this result, the exciter model is 
stable. In addition, there has been fourteen data sets conducted. Also, 
these data sets have been used in C.S.M.P. simulation of exciter model 
type I. Their results were phase variance as well as amplitude of the 
Bode diagram. This causes the critical points to vary too. The phase 
margin, of fourteen data sets, is tolerated between 40° to 70° and that 
satisfies the stability condition. It is extremely hard to correlate 
the results obtained by C.S.M.P. simulation of a nonlinear system with 
results obtained by linear techniques althou^ it did give a sligjht 
indication of model behavior.
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Figure (3-28) shows the root locus of exciter type II behavior 
of given values of the exciter parameter. There are three poles and one 
Zero located at the S-plane with the Zero located at the value S = 0.0.
Therefore, a segment of the root locus exists on the real axis between
S = 0.0 and S = -.917 which is the first loci. The second segment of the 
root locus exists on the real axis between S = -.917 until breakpoint, at 
S = -10.5, at real axis and goes to positive infinity which is the second
loci. The third segment of the root locus exists on the real axis be­
tween S = -20.0 until breakpoint, at S = -10.5, at real axis and goes to 
negative infinity, which is the third loci. An arrow shows the direction 
of loci in the curve. Fourteen different sets of data have been conducted; 
these data have been already used on C.S.M.P. simulation on exciter model 
type II. It has been found that as the exciter parameter increases in­
cremently the resulting breakpoint increases too. The loci breakpoint 
varies from S = -10.5 to S = -1.25. This shows that as the exciter para­
meter values increase, they become more dominant. Thus, exciter model 
type II is stable in the sense of root locus analysis in which all loci, 
of the fourteen sets of data given (two of which are not stable) in the 
C.S.M.P. simulation program, is at the left side of the S-plane which is 
the necessary condition to satisfy the stability of any system. Again 
the slower response in exciter model type II controls the characteristic 
equation of the exciter system. The faster response has a less effect 
on the characteristic equation of the exciter model.
Figure (3-29) and (3-30) show the Bode diagram of the exciter 
model type II behavior of a given data set of exciter parameters. The 
gain and phase margin are easily evaluated from the Bode diagram. The
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above mentioned figures represent the results of data sets given, these 
data sets have been used in C.S.M.P. simulation of exciter model type II, 
which shows phase margin was 35°. While the gain margin is high, the 
conclusion is that this system is stable with this data set. In addition, 
there has been fourteen data sets conducted. Also, these data sets have 
been used in C.S.M.P. simulation of exciter model type II. Their re­
sults were varied. The first two data sets show that the system is not 
stable because poles were located at the right hand of the S-plane. The 
other set shows a variance in the phase as well as an amplitude of the 
Bode diagram, hence this causes the critical points to vary also. The 
phase margin, of fourteen sets of data, is tolerated between 20° and 
35° and that shows that the system is a less degree of stability than 
exciter type I. The computer output listing of this section is in Appendix D.
3-7 Introduction - Prime-Mover
The second essential part of the machine's controller is the 
prime-mover. It is this input that causes a speed deviation of the rotor.
We need to understand the importance of the prime-mover regarding the 
stability study and recognition of the effect of the governor-turbine 
data on the system stability. Therefore, the study of the behavior of 
the turbine-govemor model is recommended in which we are trying to see
the impact of each parameter of the governor-turbine to its response.
(12)By the aid of the digital computer, C.S.M.P. package , it enables us 
to simulate the mathematical representation of the govemor-turbine model. 
(See appendix E.) This includes the physical layout of the mechanical- 
hydraulic hydrogovemor and the mathematical models of the speed governing 
hydro system, the speed governing system for steam turbine, tandem com­
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pound double reheater, and PECO governor turbine system. The study 
of the behavior of the tandem compound double reheater model and the 
PECO governor turbine system model is the subject of this section. 
Listing of computer output is provided in appendix F. The program pro­
vided the results of the effect of each governor-turbine parameter 
variation to its response.
The govemor-turbine model's behavior regarding certain given 
data, table (3-2), will be discussed for the tandem compound double 
reheater and PECO model (see appendix E).
3-8 TCDR-Type
Figure (3-31) shows the behavior of the governor-turbine model, 
tandem compound double reheater IEEE type (abbreviated TCDR), upon 
changing the speed relay time constant, Tj. The figure shows that there 
is not a significant change in the turbine response upon changing the 
speed relay time constant, T^ . This is because of the nature of the 
value of T^ ; it is very small. Figure (3-32) shows the behavior of the 
governor-turbine model, TCDR, upon changing the speed governor time 
constant, T^ . The figure illustrates that the output is effected 
slightly upon changing the speed governor time constant. The output is 
increased upon increasing T2* In other words, as Tg has a larger value, 
it starts to dominate the loci of the system.
Figure (3-33) shows the behavior of the governor-turbine model, 
TCDR, upon changing the servo motor time constant, T^ . Again the figure 
shows that the output has a slight change with changing T^ . The value 
of this is very small, thus, its effect is apparently too small.
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Parameter PECO TCDR
** Max. Mln. ** Max. Min.
3.000 15.00 .050 .070 .15 0.00
2^ 5.000 15.00 .050 .125 .30
.01
% .200 2.00 0.000 .125 .30 .01
4^ .050 2.00 .050 .250 .60
.05
5^ 5.000 15.00 .000 7.000
15.00 1.00
FR .285 - - - - -
^max
- 6.87 1.335 - - -
6^
- - - 8.500 15.00 1.00
7^ -
- - .400 .99 .10
KG - - - 15.000 25.00 .40
- - - .220 .50 0.00
^3 -
- - .220 .80 0.00
- - - .300 .80 .01
7^
- - - .260 .80 .05
Pmax
- - - 1.000 - -
P
mln -
- - -1.000 - -
Aux - - - 2.000 - -
Initp - - - 6.0 - -
**Original data
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Figure (3-34) shows the behavior of the govemor-turbine model, 
TCDR, upon changing the steam chest time constant, T^ . The figure shows 
that has almost a linear relationship with the output. has a 
larger value of the previous one and it has an effect on its character­
istic equation under the assumption that the govemor-turbine system is 
linear.
Figure (3-35) shows the behavior of the govemor-turbine model, 
TCDR, upon changing reheat time constant, T^ . Again the figure shows 
that Tg has a linear relationship wich the output of the model. Its 
higher value is relative with the previous one. It does dominate the 
characteristic equation which effects the root locus.
Figure (3-36) shows the behavior of the govemor-turbine model, 
TCDR, upon changing steady state speed regulator, K^ . Again the figure 
shows that K_ has a constant effect on the output of the model. The
Vr
fact of its small value probably shows that there is no effect on the 
output of the model. Secondly, the existence of the hard limiter could 
have an effect of the holding of Kg effect on the output of the model.
Figure (3-37) shows the behavior of the govemor-turbine model, 
TCDR, upon changing the limit of the hard limiter. Again the figure shows 
that the hard limiter variation has no significant values on the output 
of the model.
Figure (3-38) shows the behavior of the govemor-turbine model, 
TCDR, upon changing the second reheat time constant, Tg. At this point 
there is no effect on the output of the model at the first value of Tg.
But it does show a constant effect on the output of the model. This 
tells us that the small value of Tg is not significant while the higher 
values have a significant change on the output model.
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Figure (3-39) shows the behavior of the govemor-turbine model, 
TCDR, upon changing crossover time constant, T^ . The figure shows that 
the first portion of T^  does not have a significant value effect on the 
output model while it does show an almost linear relationship with 
output. Thus, the small value of Ty does not have force to drive the 
characteristic equation while the higher value did effect it. This im­
plies that there is some certain degree of change in the loci.
Figure (3-40) shows the behavior of the govemor-turbine model, 
TCDR, upon changing the fraction parameter, K^ . The figure shows that 
Kg does not have any significant value effect on the output of the model. 
Apparently, it is just a constant parameter.
3-9 PECO Type
Figure (3-41) shows the behavior of the govemor-turbine model, 
PECO type, upon changing the time constant, T^ . The figure shows that 
Tj^ does change the response of the PECO model at only the first portion 
of Tj^, while it suppresses the variation of the output limiter action.
Figure (3-42) shows the behavior of the govemor-turbine model, 
PECO type, upon changing time constant, T2. Here the linear rela­
tionship exists between the output and time constant, T2. The figure 
shows that at the higher value of T2 there is no change in PECO re­
sponse, and again the hard limiter suppresses that change.
Figure (3-43) shows the behavior of the govemor-turbine model, 
PECO type, upon changing the time constant, Tg. Tg has an, ex­
ponential relationship with the model response. It appears 
that it has the most influence at first on small values while 
with a higher value of Tg it does decay its effect. This is probably
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due to the effect of the poles when they start to dominate and reduce 
the Zero effect.
Figure (3-44) shows the behavior of the governor-turbine model, 
PECO type, upon changing time constant, T^ . It acts exactly like the 
previous one with the same reason.
Figure (3-45) shows the behavior of the governor-turbine model, 
PECO type, upon changing time constant, T^ . does not have any in­
fluence on the system response. Its value probably does not have the 
range to effect the output of the system.
Figure (3-46) shows the behavior of the governor-turbine model, 
PECO type, upon changing the hard limiter. This kind of data causes 
no action to the hard limiter at the first portion of the curve, while 
it does act constantly at a later value of the hard limiter. So it is 
simply that the data action causes the model to behave like this.
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CHAPTER IV
IMPACT OF MACHINE DATA ON 
THE OVER-ALL STABILITY STUDIES
4-1 Introduction
Power system stability is concerned with maintaining the syn­
chronous operation of all inter-connected generation and load so the 
loss-of-synchronism operation may be caused by loss of system compo­
nents resulting in structure instability or by sudden load changes, 
energy imbalance, resulting in dynamic instability. Structure instabi­
lity results from loss of capacity which can be initiated by such 
things as:^ '^^
1) mechanical or thermal failure and maybe both,
2) relaying action either for desirable protection or due to
a wrong setting or misoperation,
3) neutral phenomena (for example, lighting),
4) and human errors as well as intentional errors.
Dynamic instability can result from any of the following causes:
1) improper regulation,
2) self-excitation,
3) inadequate synchronizing power,
4) and inadequate dynamic reserve.
If an operation condition carries the presence of one of the 
first two causes above, it takes only a small imbalance (perturbation),
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which is usually present, to initiate the corresponding dynamic in­
stability. The third cause takes a large disturbance, such as a short 
circuit cleared by tripping a line to initiate the corresponding (tran­
sient) instability.The instability can occur during the first swing 
or second swing if the inadequacy of synchronizing power is the real rea­
son of transient instability. Major failure can happen in an island 
separated from the inter-connection with gross generation-load im­
balances by inadequate dynamic reserve. In a situation like this, it is 
not enough to have sufficient spinning reserve in an island, because 
dynamically it may be too slow and therefore, generation can be lost 
due to the speed protection's relay against unacceptable system fre­
quency deviation.
One of the primary objectives of electric utility industries 
is to maintain a satisfactory power supply to its customers all the time 
under any circumstances. This can be achieved by a well-coordinated 
plan and operation of the system. Therefore, one of the most important 
quantities of the power system is the machine data. The past history 
of electric power systems shows unsufficient study on machine data. You 
will find some machine's data given by manufacturers which is actually 
reflected in a physical system being used. But what happens is that 
you take the manufacturers machine data and switch these data in the 
simulation program. Thus, you may end up with an unstable system.
Several reasons can be pointed out to why this happens. First 
of all, the simulation program may have errors; secondly, the data given 
probably was wrong; and thirdly, both data and simulation programs can 
have errors. The machine data given by the manufacturer may be wrong
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due to the measurement of the machine's parameters or the method 
of measurement that has been used. Therefore, it is worth investiga­
ting the machine's data and how it influences the stability studies. 
Especially up to this date, there has been no unified method to measure 
the machine data under operating conditions.It is true that 
today teh trend is to adapt a unified method to measure the machine's 
quantities, but the ieda of investigating the impact of machine's 
data is highly recommended. This chapter will investigate the impact 
of the machine's data on the over-all system stability studies.
As we know at this time power systems are large and complex. 
Therefore, most of the stability studies in power systems are done by 
simulation. This consists of step-by-stop integration of the system
differential equations by using one of the many numerical techniques.
(53)Thus, the simulation program will be used in this study.
4-2 Study of the System
In order to see the impact of changing the machine 5 data on an
over-all system, a sample system was chosen. It is a model of a 345 KV
(58)transmission system typical of Northeast utilities in figure 4-1.
This consists of 10 machines being equipped with an IEEE type I excita- 
(8)tion system and a Philadelphia Electric Company (PECO) generalized
steam and hydro m o d e l . I t  is the EPRI 39 bus, 46 line, 10 generator.
Machine data, bus data, line data, excitation system data, and turbine-
governor system data are given in appendix G. This system has been used
(58)by several investigators on the ERC-RP-90.
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The studies in this chapter will consider the sampling system 
subject to a .075 second three phase fault on the 26-29 line side of 
bus 29. The fault location is shown in figure 4-1. "The location and 
level of the disturbance was based on the following:"
1) "The fault was placed on the high side of the machine trans­
former, slightly distant from the machine, thus, avoiding the 
level of d-c components that would be established by a closer 
fault to machine 9."
2) "Machine 9 is loosely coupled to the system through the 
line (26-28), (28-29) and (26,29). Hence, a fault at bus 29 
would serve to exhibit the model test under severe and small 
disturbance conditions, bus 29 being severely disturbed and the 
remainder of the system buses having only moderate disturbance."
3) "The clearing action, removal of line 26-29 further serves
(53)
to loosely couple the machine 9 to the rest of the system." 
Therefore, simulation will carry on under the above situation. 
Machine 5, of system figure 4-1, was chosen to vary its parameters. The 
attempt was made to see the impact of machine 5 parameters on the over­
all system stability studies. Those parameters are: direct axis syn­
chronous reactance, x^ , direct axis transient reactance, x^ , direct axis 
subtransient reactance, x^ , quadrature axis synchronous reactance, x^ , 
quadrature axis transient reactance, x^ , quadrature axis subtransient 
reactance, x^ , direct axis transient open-circuit time constant, T^ ,^ 
direct axis subtransient open-circuit time constant, quadrature
axis transient open-circuit time constant, T^ ,^ quadrature axis subtran­
sient open-circuit time constant, T^ ,^ and inertia constant, H. The
9a
machine will be simulated by machine model 5, model 4, model 3 and 
model 2.
The comparative of the machine model's performance will be con­
sidered. There are several machine quantities to observe upon changing 
the machine parameters; for instance machine rotor angle, field voltage, 
terminal voltage, electrical power output, quadrature axis voltage, 
direct axis voltage, mechanical torque and turbine power. The quantities 
which are sufficient to tell the behavior of the system are: rotor angle, 
field voltage and quadrature axis voltage which will be used.
Next x^ will be varied, of machine 5 of a given system (figure 
4-1), n times and at the same time keeping the rest of the parameters 
and initial condition of the machine unchanged. The major change on 
the machine quantities is seen upon changing only the x^ parameter.
The same thing can be done for the rest of the other machine parameters 
mentioned previously. Per unit quantities are being dealt with; machine 
parameters are in per unit. The per unit value of any quantity is de­
fined as the ratio of quantity to its base value expressed as a decimal. 
For instance, if a base voltage of 120 KV is chosen, voltages of 108 KV, 
120 KV and 126 KV become 0.90, 1.00 and 1.05 per unit, or it can be in
a percentage scale in which the above quantities would become 90, 100, 
(4)and 105 percent. The per unit system is adapted as a log in the 
industry’s system, therefore, it is used internationally in the simula­
tion of any power system problem. Hence, a small variation of any para­
meter in per unit will reflect a large quantity in scale of ohms, voltage 
and current. Therefore, a very sensitive scale is being dealt with, 
for instance, x^ to n + 1 set of data cannot be used. This is because
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the system will become unrealizable in the engineering design point 
of view. Therefore, there is a limited ceiling for which must be 
considered and that is when the system becomes unrealizable. Sampling 
the n set of data of x^  is enough to see the machine quantities behavior 
as well as its impact on the rest of the system.
Another point needs to be mentioned which is x^  cannot exceed 
Xj, which is well known. Also, x^ cannot exceed x^ . The same thing is 
true for x , x is more or equal to x ’ and x' is more or equal to x".
q q q q q
There is another relation that is well defined, that is x^  is more or 
equal to x^ . Therefore, precautions need to be taken of the basic rela­
tionships of these parameters in the sense that x^  cannot be more than 
Xj, hence, n set of data has to be defined for the x^ variation. The 
same is true for x',', x’, and x . Other parameters such as the inertia
d q q
constant H and machine time constants T\ , T' , T" , and T" have to bedo qo do qo
limited to n set of data. Simply this is that n + 1 causes the system 
to be unrealizable in the sense of the design point of view.
Simulation has also been done which in this case perturbated the 
initial terminal voltage of machine 5 and investigates the impact of the 
variation of the machine data on the over-all system stability studies. 
Another case of simulation has been done which has perturbated one of 
machine 5 parameters and varies the other one parameter up to n set of 
data. Table 4-1 reflects that the machine 5 data has been simulated.
4-3 Result Analyses of the Machine’s Models Performance
It needs to be pointed out that the stability or instability of 
the system will be evident as the swing curves are carried on. For
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MACHINE 5 
PARAMETER
SAMPLE 
VALUE 
PER UNIT
MINIMUM 
VALUE 
PER UNIT
MAXIMUM 
VALUE 
PER UNIT
.67000 .62000 2.0000
.13200 .10000 .4000
d^ .05400 .01000 .1730
X
q
.62000 .18000 .7000
< .16600 .10000 .6000
^q
.11620 .01000 .1600
"do 5.40000 1.00000 15.0000
T» .44000 .01000 1.0000qo
mfl
do .05400 .01000 .8000
qo .05400 .01000 .4000
H 26.00000 12.00000 40.0000
R .00014 .00010 .0015
TABLE 4-1 
SIMULATED MACHINE PARAMETER
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stability the relative angular displacement of the machine groups should 
tend to return to or oscillate about a position or relative equilibrium, 
that is no one machine group should increase indefinitely in relative 
angular displacement with respect to the other groups.
Base to simulation has been done to the four machine models under
variation to the machine 5 parameters. It was found that some instability
occurs due to changing the data of machine 5 parameters. The reference
simulation curve for all cases is shown as curve N in figures 4-2 to
4-45; this is the simulation of the study system data given in appendix
G. It needs to be mentioned here that it is sufficient to observe the
performance of the system study of the following machines; machine 5
(the data of this machine has been tested); machine 9 (the nearest one to
the three phase fault on the system study); machine 1 (the furthest one
from the tested machine); and machine 2 (some where in the middle of the
system). Machine 1 was represented in simulation by curve A, machine 2
by curve B, machine 5 by curve E and machine 9 by curve I. Figures 4-2 
to 4-45 reflected machine model 5 performance while the other machine
models used a statement of their performance.
4-4 Performance of Machine Model with Changing x^
Figure 4-2 and 4-3 are a plot of the system's transient rotor 
angle. It plots for several values of the x^ parameter. The plot shows 
that the rotor angle of machine 5 is sensitive to the change of x^ . x^  
causes machine 5 to be unstable at the value of 1.8 per unit. It was 
found that the rotor angle is directly proportional to x^ , and this is 
expected because x^ is an element of the A matrix, x^ causes machine 1 
rotor angle to change conservatively noticing that the curve is degraded
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from reference curve N. As the value of increases this causes the 
machine 9 rotor angle to slightly change from the reference curve. 
Changing of machine 5 does influence the rotor angle of the tested 
machine as well as other machines to change.
The same test of x^ parameter applies to machine model 4 simula-t 
tion. The system's transient rotor angle plots for several values of x^  
parameters. Its amplitude has increased over machine model 5, increasing 
the value of x^ . x^  drives machine 5 to unstable limits at the value of 
1.6 per unit while it was unstable at x^ equal to 1.8 per unit at 
machine model 5. This is due to representation of more damping winding 
assigned to model 5 than was assigned to model 4. So machine 5 is sen­
sitive to the change of x^ under machine model 4 simulation. As the 
value of x^ is increased it causes the rotor angle of machine 1 to be 
degraded than the reference curve N, which acts the same as machine
model 5 simulation. The rotor angle of machines 2 and 9 have a very
slight change upon changing x^ .
The same test of the x^ parameter applies to machine model 3 
simulation. The system's transient rotor angle plots for several values 
of Xj parameter. Its amplitude has increased over machine model 4. This 
is because there is less damping winding in machine model 3 than machine 
model 4. Increasing the x^  value drives machine 5 to instability at the
value of Xj equal to 1.1 per unit while machine model 4 at x^  equals 1.6
per unit. Changing x^ parameters has influenced the change of the rotor 
angle. The rotor angle of machine 1 and machine 9 show change starting 
at 2.0 seconds.
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The same test of parameter applied to machine model 2 simu­
lation. The system's transient rotor angle was plotted for several 
values of x^  parameter. It appears that machine 9 acts unstable for 
all x^ values. Changing the value of x^ drives machine 5 to instabi­
lity at the value of x^  equal to 1.0 per unit. The rotor angle of 
machines 1 and 2 has changes that are relatively small. Therefore, 
changing x^ is proportional to the rotor angle of the machines as it 
was stated earlier.
Figure 4-4 is a plot of per unit field voltage of the 
exciter system. It plots for several values of x^  parameter, machine 
model 5 simulation, comparing the reference curve N with other curves. 
This results in that almost each value of x^ causes the field voltage 
to be different from the referenced curve N. This implies that the 
amount of damping supplied by excitation system to machine 5 is change­
able and depends on the x^ value as shown in figure 4-4. For instance, 
at x^  equal to .82 per unit, machine 5 required more damping by the 
exciter. At x^ equal to 1.4 per unit, it initially required tremendous 
amounts of field voltage while it slowed down under the normal reference 
curve N. This is what would be expected of field voltage to control 
the system. Figure 4-4 shows x^  does not provoke the field voltage of 
machines 1, 2 and 9. It remains constant.
The same test of x  ^parameter applies to machine model 4 simula­
tion. The per unit field voltage E^^  plots for several values of x^  
parameter. The performance of machine model 4 holds the same behavior 
as machine model 5. So there is a tremendous amount of changed values 
of the field voltage when changing x^  parameter. In other words, the
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amount of damping supplied by the excitation system to machine 5 is 
changeable and depends on the x^ parameter's assigned value. By changing 
x^  parameter, it shows a slight change in the field voltage of machines 
1 and 9. But it does not show any change in the field voltage of ma­
chine 2.
Again, the same test of x^ parameter applies to machine model 3 
simulation. The per unit field current plots for several values of 
the x^  parameter. The field current of machine 5 is changing as x^ is 
changed, but it shows a less amount of change than the two previous 
models. Apparently this is caused by the less amount of damping supplied 
by the exciter of machine 5. By changing the x^ parameter, the field 
voltage of machines 1, 2 and 9 isr not provoked. This shows a less corre­
lation of dynamic equations in this particular part.
The same test of x^  parameter applies to machine model 2 simula­
tion. The per unit field voltage E^^ of the exciter plots for several 
values of x^  parameter. Increasing x^ values causes the field voltage of 
machine 5 to increase which is the amount of damping supplied by the 
exciter. Comparing it with other previous models, it shows a similarity 
with machine model 3 in the sense of the amount of field current being 
used for controlling the system. There has been no significant change 
on the field current in machines 1, 2 and 9.
Figure 4-5 is a plot of the machine's internal voltage e^  using
machine model 5 simulation. It plots for several values of x^ parameter.
The internal voltage e^  of machine 5 shows different curves for each one
value of Xj since the change in e^ is a direct measure of the d-axis
(53)damping provided by the exciter. But e^  in the other machines re-
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main relatively uneffected by changipg the value of x^ . The machine's 
internal voltage e^ plots for several values of x^  parameter, e^  of 
machine 5 degraded only at a higher value of x  ^for all four machine 
models being used. Further, it shows a slight change at a smaller 
value of x^ for machine model 2 and 3. This is because of the influ­
ence of the exciter response over the e^ value. Internal voltage of 
machines 1, 2 and 9 do not show any significant change upon changing 
the x^ parameter.
4-5 Performance of the Machine Models upon Changing x^
Figure 4-6 and 4-7 are a plot of the system's transient rotor 
angle. It plots for several values of the x^  parameter, machine model 
5 simulation, comparing reference curve N with other curves, which re­
present different values of x^ . The rotor angle of machine 5 shows a 
slight change from referenced curve starting from 2.0 seconds. The 
rotor angle of machines 1 and 2 have been damped starting from 3.0 
seconds of simulation. But machine 2's rotor angle shows a slight 
change upon changing x^ . Therefore, x^  has an influence over the ma­
chine's rotor angle of the system study.
The same test of x^  parameter applies to machine model 4 simu­
lation. Plots of the system's transient angle for several values of x^ 
were observed. The transient rotor angle curve of machine 5 shows an in­
creasing amplitude that is very high upon changing x^ , while it does sup­
press the rotor angle of machine 9 (starting at 2.5 seconds). Also, 
machine I's rotor angle has been suppressed (starting at 3.0 seconds). 
Machine 2's rotor angle did not significantly change.
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The plot of the system’s transient rotor angle for several 
values of parameter is observed using machine model 3 simulation. The 
rotor angle of machine 5’s amplitude is increased by increasing the value 
of Xj. Machine 9’s rotor angle does not change at all under varying x^ . 
It’s characterized by high amplitude of oscillation which is the severing 
of the 3-phase fault. Machine I’s rotor angle has been damped out 
(starting at 3.5 seconds) by increasing x^ . So changing x^  has an in­
fluence over the whole machine’s system that can be true for other 
machines.
The plot of the system’s transient rotor angle for several 
values of x^  parameter is observed using machine model 2 simulation.
Again machine 5’s rotor angle increases the amplitude by increasing 
x^ . This is also because of less damper winding being used for this 
machine model. Machine 9 was unstable for all causes tested of x^ . 
Machine I’s rotor angle curves show a slight change but it is damped 
out (starting at 2.50 seconds) by increasing x^ .
Figure 4-8 is a plot of the per unit field voltage of the 
exciter system using machine model 5 simulation. It plots for several 
values of x^ parameter of.machine model 5 simulation. Almost each value 
of x^ causes the field voltage to be relatively different from the re­
ferenced field voltage of machine 5. That is because of the damping 
needed to suppress the system supplied by exciter. Field voltage of 
machines 1, 2 and 9 did not provoke it by changing x^  parameter. This 
system is not dynamically correlated in this particular point of view.
The plot of the per unit field voltage of the exciter system, 
machine model 4 simulation, was observed for several values of x^ para­
Ill
meter. Machine 5's field current showed oscillation as was increased. 
This tells us the amount of damping needed by the exciter. The 
field voltage of machines 1, 2 and 9 was not provoked by changing x^ 
parameter. This is because the system was not dynamically correlated in 
this particular point of view.
The plot of the per unit field voltage of the exciter system, 
machine model 3 simulation, was observed for several values of x^ para­
meter. The only machine severe field voltage was changed in machine 5, 
while the field voltage of machines 1, 2 and 9 did not change at all.
The plot of the per unit field volta-ge of the exciter system, 
machine model 2 simulation, was observed for several values of the x^  
parameter. Again the only machine severe field voltage was changed in 
machine 5 while the field voltage of machines 1, 2 and 9 did not change 
at all.
Figure 4-9 is a plot of the machine’s internal voltage e^  using 
machine model 5 simulation. It plots for several values of x^ parameter. 
Internal voltage of machine 5 shows a tremendous amount of change as x^  
is increased. .This change reflects that the change in this voltage is 
a direct measure of the d-axis damping provided by the exciter system.
The plot of the machine’s internal voltage e^  uses machine model 
2, 3 and 4 simulation. It plots for several values of x^  parameter. 
Internal voltage of machine 5 becomes larger by increasing x^ . The 
internal voltage of machines 1, 2 and 9 did not show any change upon 
changing x^ .
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4-6 Performance of the Machine Models upon Changing
Figure 4-10 is a plot of the system’s transient rotor angle. It
plots for several values of parameter using machine model 5 simulation. 
It is found that none of the machine's rotor angles changed. Therefore,
Xj does not contribute any significant change to the whole system under
the existing situation described before.
The plot of the system’s transient rotor angle, machine model 4 
simulation, was observed for several values of x^ . Again there has been
no change in the rotor angle of all of the machines due to the change of
*d'
Figure 4-11 is a plot of the machine’s internal voltage e^  using
machine model 5 simulation. It plots for several values of the x^  para­
meter. e^  of machine 5 shows a slight change. Internal voltage of 
machines 1, 2 and 9 did not show any change at all upon changing x^ .
This is because x^  did not effect the eigen value of the system.
4-7 Performance of the Machine Models upon Changing x^
Figure 4-12 and figure 4-13 are a plot of the system's transient 
rotor angle. It plots for several values of x^ , machine model 5 simula­
tion, comparing reference rotor angle curve N with other curves which 
represent different values of x^ . The rotor angle of machine 5 is shown 
initially changing. Increasing x^ causes the transient rotor angle 
shaft up by constant quantity. Machine 1 does not change at all under 
such change of value x^ . The rotor angle of machines 2 and 9 remain 
unchanged too.
The plot of the system’s transient rotor angle for several values 
of Xq is observed using machine model 4 simulation. Machine 5’s rotor
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angle shows a slight change upon changing while the rotor angle of 
machines 1, 2 and 9 doesn't change at all.
The plot of the system's transient rotor angle for several values 
of Xq is observed using machine model 3 simulation. The transient rotor 
angle of machine 5 shows a high oscillation with increasing the value of 
Xq. But the transient rotor angle of machines 1, 2 and 9 does not show 
a change with the value of Xq changing.
The plot of the system's transient rotor angle for several values 
of Xq and Xq was observed using machine model 2 simulation. Note that 
machine model 2 carried the same value for x and x'. Machine 9 was
q q
unstable and was not effected by changing Xq and x\ Machine 5's tran­
sient rotor angle shows a change while machines 1 and 2's rotor angle 
does not change by changing Xq and x\
Figure 4-14 is a plot of the per unit field voltage of the 
exciter system. It plots for several values of Xq, machine model 5 
simulation, comparing the reference curve N with other curves, which 
corresponds to different values of Xq of machine 5. It was found that 
the field current increased with increasing values of Xq. In other 
words, the system has been damped by the exciter system. The field 
voltage of machines 1, 2 and 9 remains uneffected with the changing of
The plot of the per unit field voltage of the exciter system
for several values of Xq was observed using machine model 4 simulation. 
Machine 5's field current remained unchanged. This is the same for 
machines 1, 2 and 9. This shows the system dynamically uncoupled in 
reference to the field current.
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The plot of the per unit field voltage for several values 
of Xq was observed using machine model 2 and 3. In both models the 
per unit field of machine 5 showed a slight change, while the other 
machine's field voltage remained unchanged with x^  changing.
Figure 4-15 is a plot of the machine's internal voltage e^  , 
machine 5. It plots for several values of x^ . The figure shows e^  of 
machine 5 changing slightly. The change in e^ is direct provided by the 
exciter. The other machine's internal voltage remains unchanged.
The plot of the machine's internal voltage for several values 
of Xq was observed by using machine models 2,3 and 4. Internal voltage 
of machine 5 shows the same change on machine model 5 while the other 
machine's internal voltage remain constant for all of the machines using 
machine model 2, 3 and 4.
4-8 Performance of the Machine Models upon Changing Xg
Figure 4-16 is a plot of the system's transient rotor angle.
It plots for several values of Xg using machine model 5 simulation.
It is found that all of the machine's rotor angles remain uneffected by 
changing x\ One fact is this value of Xg is so small, it probably 
could not make any change to the system's eigen value.
The plot of the system's transient rotor angle for several 
values of Xg was observed using machine models 3 and 4 simulation.
Again all of the machine's rotor angles remain uneffected by changing 
Xg. This is because of the system's eigen value was not changed.
Figure 4-17 is a plot of the per unit field voltage E^^  of the
exciter system. It plots for several values of Xg by using machine model
5 simulation. Here again, the field current remains unchanged for all machines,
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The plot of the per unit field voltage of the exciter system,
using machine model 3 and 4, was observed for several values of x%
E.j of the machines remained uneffected for the same reasons mentioned id
previously.
Figure 4-18 is a plot of the machine's internal voltage e\
It is plotted for several values of using machine model 5 simulation, 
e^ of the machines being tested remained constant. This is because the 
system's eigen value did not change by changing x\
The plot of the machine's internal voltage e^ , using machine
model 3 and 4 was observed for several values of x'. e' for all of the
q q
machines remained also uneffected.
4-9 Performance of the Machine Models upon Changing x^
Figure 4-19 is a plot of the system's transient rotor angle.
It plots for several values of x|j using machine model 5 simulation.
It was found that all of the machine's rotor angles remained uneffected 
by changing x|j. This can be expected since x|| is a very small value 
which cannot contribute to changing the eigen value of the system.
The plot of the system's transient rotor angle for several
values of x|j was observed using machine model 4 simulation. Again all 
of the machine's rotor angles remained uneffected by changing x^ for the 
same reasons stated above.
The plot of the per unit field voltage of the exciter, using
machine models 5 and 4, was observed for several values of x^ . It is
found that the field voltage of machine 9 showed a sli^t change. Field 
voltage of the other machines remained uneffected.
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1 2 2
The plot of the machine's internal voltage e^ using machine 
models 4 and 5 was observed for several values of x^ . Again e^ of the 
machine remained uneffected by changing xÿ.
4-10 Performance of the Machine Models upon Changing
Figure 4-20 is a plot of the system's transient rotor angle.
It plots for several values of using machine nK>del 5 simulation.
Looking at the curves, it showed that the transient rotor angle remained
uneffected for the machines being tested.
The plot of the transient angle, using machine model 4 simulation,
was observed for several values of Tl . The transient angle of machinesdo
5 and 9 showed high oscillation upon increasing T^ .^ The transient angle 
of machine 1 remained uneffected by such a change in T^ .^ But the 
transient rotor angle did not show any change, by using machine model 3 
simulation, on all of the machines.
The plot of the machine's transient rotor angle for several 
values of T^ ,^ using machine model 2 simulation, was observed. The 
rotor angle of machine 5 did change with the decreasing amplitude. The 
rotor angle of machines 1, 2 and 9 did not change although machine 9 
severed instability due to the fault that existed in the system.
The plot of the per unit field voltage of the excitet system 
was observed using machine models 2, 3,4 and 5 simulation. Machine 5's 
rotor angle showed a slight change for all of the machine models. But 
the field voltage in the other machines remained uneffected by varying
d^o"
The plot of the machine's internal transient voltage e^ was
observed by using machine models 2, 3, 4 and 5 simulation, e^ * of machine
123
5 and 9 has changed slightly than the referenced curve N, while other 
internal voltage of the machine remained uneffected.
4-11 Performance of the Machine Models upon Changing
Figures 4-21 and 4-22 are plots of the system’s transient 
rotor angle and the per unit field current The machine's rotor
angle remained uneffected while the field voltage of machine 5 showed 
a very slight change as well as machine 9. The field current of the 
other machines was not effected at all.
The plot was observed for the machine’s rotor angle and the 
field current using machine models 3 and 4 simulation. Curves of both 
rotor angle and field current remain unchanged which showed the mode 
of the system was not changed by changing T^^..
4-12 Performance of the Machine Models upon Changing T”^
Figure 4-23 is a plot of the system’s rotor angle. It plots 
for several values of T^^ using machine model 5 simulation. Comparing 
the rotor angle curves with N reference curve showed a very slight change 
on the rotor angle of machines 1 and 5. But the rotor angle of machines 
2 and 9 remained uneffected. The same test was applied to machine model 
4 which showed that all of the machine’s rotor angles remained uneffected.
Figure 4-24 is a plot of the per unit field voltage E^  ^of the 
exciter system. The field current of machine 5 fluctuated around the 
reference curve N in which damping was supplied by the exciter which 
fluctuated too. The field currents of machines 1 and 9 were changed 
slightly with respect to reference curve N while the field current of 
machine 2 remained unchanged.
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4-13 Performance of the Machine Models upon Changing H
Figures 4-25 and 4-26 are the plots of the system's transient 
rotor angle. It plots for several values of the inertia constant H 
using machine model 5. Increasing the value of H causes the amplitude 
of the rotor angle of machine 5 to increase, while it showed a reverse 
on the rotor angle of machine 1, (increasing H serves to suppress the 
rotor angle oscillation as it was seen in figure 4-20). The rotor angles 
of machines 2 and 9 were suppressed too by increasing the inertia con­
stant. Therefore, the anç>litude of the rotor angle of machine 5 is
directly proportional with the inertia constant.
The same test was applied to machine models 2, 3, and 4 with 
the system's rotor angle being observed. Generally looking at these 
curves, it was reflected that the rotor angle of machine 5 increased 
its amplitude for all of the machine models by increasing the inertia 
constant. It suppressed the rotor angle of machines 1, 2 and 9 by 
increasing H. Note that machine 9 severed the instability for all 
inertia values that had been assigned. This is due to the 3-phase 
fault at bus 29.
Figure 4-27 is a plot of the per unit field voltage of the 
excitation system. It is plotted for several values of the inertia 
constant H using machine model 5. The field current of machine 5 showed 
a slight fluctuation around reference curve N. The field voltage of 
machine 9 changed slightly while increasing H. The field voltage of 
the other machines remained uneffected. This test was applied for 
machine models 2, 3 and 4. The field voltage was observed during this
test. It behaved relatively the same as machine model 5.
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The plot of the turbine output power was observed for several
values of x,, x% x'J, x , x' and x" using machine model 5. It wasu n u q q q
found that the turbine output power was not sensitive to any of the 
above machine parameters. This is what would be expected. The plot 
of the system's rotor angle, field current and the internal
voltage e^ for several values of the rotor angle was observed using 
machine model 5 simulation. It was found that there had been no change 
on the above quantities upon changing the rotor resistance. The fact
is it is too small to compare it with the other parameters, hence, it
would not change the performance of the system.
4-14 Performance of the Machine Models upon Changing x and Holding x^  
 with abnormal value__________________________ _^____________
Simulation is carried on by holding the abnormal value of x^  
and changing the x^ parameter using machine model 5. Figure 4-28 is 
a plot of the machine's rotor angle. Recall that figures 4-12 and 4-13 
represent the machine's rotor angle simulation with varying only the 
parameter. Comparing figure 4-28 with figures 4-12 and 4-13 you find 
that they are identical. The rotor angle, the field current and 
terminal voltage of the machine 5 are identical. The rotor angle of 
machines 1, 2 and 9 remain uneffected in both cases.
Again comparing figure 4-14, this is a plot of the field current 
upon changing x^ only, and figure 4-29, which is a plot of the field 
current upon changing x^ and holding x^ equal to 1.0 per unit, it showed 
a difference in the amount of damping used for machine 5. Figure 4-29 
shows a higher field current used than in figure 4-14, this is reflected 
in the amount of damping supplied by the exciter to machine 5 upon changing
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X, and X which Is larger. The field current of machines 1, 2 and 9 d q
remain unchanged for both cases.
Figure 4-30 is a plot of the machine’s internal voltage e%
It is a plot for several values of x^ and holding the abnormal value 
of Xj. Comparing figure 4-15, which changes only the x^ values, and 
figure 4-30 we would find that figure 4-15, the internal voltage of 
machine 5, was more sensitive to the change than the internal voltage 
of machine 5 which was shown in figure 4-30.
4-15 Performance of the Machine Model 5 Upon Perturbation Terminal 
_____Voltage of Machine 5 as well as Varying its Parameters______
The initial terminal voltage of machine 5 was 1.012 per unit,
(this is given in appendix G). The simulation will consider the small 
perturbation of terminal voltage of machine 5 which is equal to 1.092 
per unit. Figure 4-31, 4-32, 4-33 and 4-34 are plots of the machine’s 
rotor angle, field current and internal machine voltage e^  for several 
values of the x^ parameter. It was found that these curves are identical
to the machine’s performance by changing only the x^ parameter, this is
shown in figure 4-2, 4-3, 4-4 and 4-5.
Figures 4-35, 4-36, 4-37 and 4-38 are plots of the machine’s 
rotor angle, field current and internal machine voltage e^  for several 
values of the x^  parameter. It was found that there were no differences
between this simulation and the one in which we only changed the x^
parameter as seen in figures 4-6, 4-7, 4-8 and 4-9.
Figures 4-39, 4-40, 4-41 and 4-42 are plots of the machine’s 
rotor angle, field current and internal machine voltage for several
values of the x  ^parameter. By comparing these figures with figures 
4-12, 4-13, 4-14 and 4-15, it was found that these figures were identical.
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Figures 4-43, 4-44 and 4-45 are plots of the machine's rotor 
angle, field current and the internal machine voltage for several 
values of the parameter. Looking at these figures it showed that 
they were Identical with figures 4-16, 4-17, and 4-18 when changing 
only the x^ parameter.
Therefore, the conclusion of this simulation was that there 
was not a major effect to the system under the pertubation initial 
condition of the terminal voltage of machine 5 by 1.092 per unit.
4-16 Summary
It is known that power systems are large and complex. Nonlinearity 
does exist in machine representation, load representation and line 
representation. Therefore, most of the stability studies in power 
systems are done by simulation. This consists of a step-by-step 
integration of the system's differential equations by using numerical 
techniques. This chapter presents a computer simulation of a synchronous 
machine's performance under variation of machine 5's data and the impact 
of this data on the system's stability. The simulation reflected the 
following parameters.
The x^  parameter has an adverse effect on the system's stability.
It causes machine 5 to be unstable at the value of x^  equal to 1.8 per 
unit (machine 5 simulation), 1.6 per unit (machine model 4 simulation),
1.1 per unit (machine model 3 simulation), and 1.1 per unit (machine 
model 2 simulation). Also, it has an adverse effect on the performance 
of other machines of the system study. It damps out the rotor angle of 
machines 1, 2 and 9 starting at 2.5, 2.5 and 3.0 seconds, respectively. 
Noted that the breakpoint of x^ which causes machine 5 to be unstable
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is the difference in the values from one machine model to the other.
That is actually reflected in the structure level of machine modeling.
The parameter shows an adverse effect on the machine's 
performance under machine models 2, 3, 4 and 5. causes a change 
on the machine's performance which was a lesser degree than x^ , which is 
obvious.
The test on x^  shows no change in the performance of the machines 
for all levels of machine models.
The Xq parameters has become very important in the sense that it 
did change the machine 5's performance while it did not cause machines 1,
2 and 9's performance to be changed. Both x^ and x^ cause the machine's 
performance not to be changed.
T^^  and T^  ^were not active parameters in the sense that no change 
of the machine's performance was noted.
The inertia of machine 5 has an adverse effect on the machine's 
performance under all of the machine models simulation. Thus, increasing 
the value of H causes the frequency of oscillation to increase, similarly 
the lower inertia value causes it to slow the frequency of oscillation 
of machine 5. The inertia of machines 1 and 2 act as a damping out of 
the rotor angle starting at 2.0 seconds by increasing its value.
The performance of the machines, by changing and holding x^ to 
1.0 per unit and at the same time varying the x^ parameter, show an 
adverse effect on machine 5's performance.
Although the system is nonlinear, the reader should have
some feeling of the variation structure of the machine's data. If 
in fact, we consider the whole system to be linear, this allows us to
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represent the system by dynamical equations:
X = {A} X + {B} U 
Y = {C} X
Where the machine and network parameters can be considered as elements 
of matrix {A}, the machine's controller elements are elements of matrix 
{B}, and the output of the system is an element of matrix {C}. Therefore, 
any change of the machine's data causes the mode of matrix {A} to be 
changed. Hence, the eigen values of the system change too. So these 
changes on the system's eigen values will reflect the change in the 
physical structure of the system. Physically, changing any value of the 
inductance leads to the change of the permeabilities, lengths, and cross- 
sectional areas of the associated magnetic circuit. Appendix H presents 
the definition of machine parameters as well as explains the physical 
interpretation of the machine data upon varying them.
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This dissertation was conducted mainly to test four types of 
excitation systems (appendix B), two types of governor-turbine (appen­
dix E), synchronous machine upon variation of their data, and the im­
pact of machine data on overall system stability studies. The end- 
result is to study the sensitivity analysis of the machine’s controller 
parameters and to observe their impact on the machine’s controller 
response. This could help to characterize those parameters which do 
not contribute a major change on the exciter and governor turbine re­
sponse for future work.
The curves in figures (5-1) and (5-2) reflect the behavior of 
exciter type 1 upon variation of the damping time constant T^  and the 
exciter time constant T^ , respectively. Figure (5-1) shows that the 
exciter response does not change upon varying the time constant T^ .
This will lead to the conclusion that this parameter is not important 
to be represented in future digital simulation studies. Figure (5-2) 
shows that the exciter output holds a linear relationship with varying 
the exciter time constant Tg. The behavior of the exciter system is 
dominated by the slower response while the faster response has a lesser 
effect on the exciter response. Therefore, the conclusion can be stated 
that this parameter is essential to be represented in digital simulation 
studies.
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The curves in figures (5-3) and (5-4) reflect the behavior of 
the governor-turbine model, tandem compound double reheater IEEE type, 
upon variation of the servo motor time constant, T^ , and the reheater 
time constant, T^ , respectively. The governor-turbine response has a 
slight change with the variation of T^ . This will lead to the con­
clusion that this parameter has some sort of correlation with the 
governor-turbine response. Changing the data of the governor-turbine 
system may cause the structure of the governor-turbine to also change. 
Figure (5-4) shows that the governor-turbine response holds a linear 
relationship with varying the reheater time constant, T^ . The governor- 
turbine system output is dominated by the slower response.
The end-result is to study the impact of the machine data on 
overall system stability studies. Figures (5-5) and (5-6) are the 
machines' (machines one, two, five and nine) swing curves, upon varying 
the direct axis synchronous reactance of machine five (figure 4-1).
"N" represents the reference simulation curve of the study system data 
which is given in appendix G. Varying the x^ value reflected an adverse 
effect on the machines' quantities as shown in figures (5-5) and (5-6). 
This simulation could characterize those parameters which do not con­
tribute a major change in the machine's performance for future simulation 
stability studies.
Therefore, this dissertation's conclusions will be presented in 
the following points:
A) The modification of a digital representation of synchronous 
machine modeling by G. C. Young, which includes a development 
of machine model III and h.
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B) The study of data sensitivity analysis of the excitation 
system. Four types of excitation systems were tested to see 
their performance. A conclusion can be drawn that the exciter 
type I and type II parameters can be classified into three 
categories;
i) Essential parameters such as exciter time constant Tg 
and exciter gain K^ .
ii) Important parameters such as regulator gain K^ ,
feedback gain parameter K.p and regulator amplifier 
time constant T^ . 
iii) Exciter parameters not as important such as regulator 
input filter time constant T and feedback time con­
stant T^ .
Exciter type III parameters can be classified into the following 
three categories:
i) Essential parameters such as exciter time constant Tg 
and exciter gain parameter Kg.
ii) Important parameters such as regulator gain and 
feedback gain parameter, K^ . 
iii) Parameters not as important such as regulator ampli­
fier time constant, T^ , regulator input filter time 
constant Tg, and feedback time constant, T^ .
In exciter type IV all of the parameters are essential. Some 
parameters of exciter types I, II and III were not as essential 
to the effect of the exciter's response. Thus, the degree of the 
exciter dynamic equations can be reduced for digital representa­
tion of the above models.
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C) Study of data sensitivity analysis of governor-turbine system. 
Tandem compound double reheater model and a Philadelphia Electric 
Company (PECO) model were subject to a test of their performance. 
A conclusion can be drawn that the tandem compound double re­
heater model's parameters can be classified into three categories:
i) Essential parameters such as steam chest time constant
T, and reheat time constant Tç.4 5
ii) Important parameters such as speed governor time con­
stant Tg, servo motor time constant T^ , and cross-over 
timve constant Ty.
iii) Parameters not as important such as second reheat time 
constant Tg, fraction parameter Kg, hard limiter and 
steady state speed regulator K^ .
Also, a conclusion can be drawn that the Philadelphia Electric 
Company model's parameter can be classified into the following 
three categories:
i) Very important parameters such as time constant Tg 
and time constant Tg.
ii) Important parameters such as time constant T^ .
iii) Parameters not as important such as time constant T^ , 
time constant Tg, and the hard limiter.
Some of the governor-turbine parameters are not essential to the 
effect of the behavior of the models. Therefore, the reduction 
of the dynamic equation's order is possible for the digital 
representation of the above two models.
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D) Study of the impact of the machine data on overall stability 
studies' performance using synchronous machine models two, three, 
four and five simulation. A conclusion can be recognized that 
machine parameters have an adverse effect on the system stability 
and machine models four and five parameters can be classified 
into the three categories below:
i) Essential parameters such as direct axis synchronous 
reactance x^ , direct axis transient reactance x^ , quad­
rature axis synchronous reactance x^  and inertia con­
stant H.
ii) Important parameters such as direct axis subtransient
reactance x^ , quadrature axis subtransient open-
circuit time constant T" .qo
iii) Parameters not as important such as quadrature axis
transient reactance x^ , quadrature axis subtransient
reactance x^ , direct axis transient open-circuit time
constant and quadrature axis transient open-
circuit time constant T' .qo
A conclusion can be drawn that the machine model's three para­
meters can be classified into the following three categories:
i) The essential parameters such as direct axis syn­
chronous reactance x^ , direct axis synchronous tran­
sient reactance x^ , quadrature axis synchronous 
reactance x^ , and inertia constant H.
ii) Important parameters such as direct axis transient 
open-circuit time constant,
1 . 3 J
iii) Parameters not as important such as quadrature axis
synchronous transient reactance x^ , quadrature axis
transient open-circuit time constant T' .qo
And finally, a conclusion can be drawn that the machine model's 
parameters can be classified into two categories:
i) The essential parameters such as direct axis synchronous 
reactance x^ , direct axis synchronous transient reac­
tance Xj, quadrature axis synchronous reactance x^ , 
and inertia constant H,
ii) And important parameters such as quadrature axis tran­
sient synchronous reactance x^ and direct axis tran­
sient open-circuit time constant T' .do
From this dissertation it can be concluded which parameters have 
an influential action on the system's stability. The conclusion of this 
study is that some of the machine's parameters do not influence the 
system model's performance for all the machine models. Therefore, the 
reduction of the dynamic equation's order is possible for the digital 
representation of the above four models.
APPENDIX A 
DERIVATION OF MODEL III & h EQUATIONS
Park's model describing the dynamic characteristic of synchronous 
machine in a per unit form is given below. As stated, one winding 
of a damper will be represented in the d and q axis of synchronous 
machine referred to as X for d axis damping and g for q axis with 
the assumption mentioned earlier. The equation can then be written as: 
Direct axis flux linkage
\  = -\f Id + if + ^ fx \
\  id i \ f  if + ’'axd i%
= ->‘axd id + %xx ix + ^ fx if 
Direct axis voltages
V, = dXd - w A - R ij (A-4)
<1 1 ^O 0)o
Vc = rvif + dAf (A-5)
w dt o
"x ° + V xo
Quadrature axis linkage
A = -X i + X i (A-7)8 ag q gg g
A = -X i + X i (A-8)
q q q aq g
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Quadrature axis voltage
V = 423- + -E - riq (A-9)
q ü) dt (ü  ^ o o
V = R i + dAg (A-10)
® ® ® ü) dto
Noted, equations (A-1), (A-2), (A-3), (A-7) and (A-8) are in 
five unknown currents. Equation (A-7) can be written as
ig " + %as iq)
If field current, i^ , is eliminated from equations (A-1), (A-2) and 
(A-3) we will have;
id = - d^ ^ ^d d XX
Now taking i^  from (A-11) and put it in equation (A-8) which yields the
following:
where
and
i - - ^  \
q q gg
X . X + X x_f - 2X _ x_ X 
X" - X. - , «   a.f_ fx_ay (A-13b)
x" = X - ^  (A-13c)
4 4 =gg
Further assumptions which must be made are:
1) Relationships must exist between the rotor and stator coil
. . (59)inductances in each axis.
L L_ — L L - ax fx XX af
or
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2) The time constants of the two rotor coils in each axis should
(59 )be different by at least a factor of ten. îlence, the following
can be defined as;
X - X" = ag (A-15)
q q x '
gg
%d - 3% = Xaf/Xff (A-17)
x; - - x L  W-18)
^xx *ff
Concordia had defined the so-called open circuit (that is, the 
armature is open circuited) rotor time constants as:
^qo ~ Radians (A-19a)
g
Tj = f^f Radians (A-19b)do -—
' 4
X - X
T" = (-Ü--- — ) Radians
do R
or
X' - X" X
T" = (- Radians (A-19c)
do Xj - \
Proof of these relations are:
.2
_  v ' l  y
^^ gg ~ _ yn) ^  as follows:
X
T" - x; - XI
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X" = 
do
2Xax
X
"  XfCXX ff
4 « £ £
X
XX
R
X^ X^  ax ax fx
' t ^ £ £
X2L/Xff
X
X X
R
X
(XffXxx - %'") Xfx f f X X  
R
4 = ' f f
^ Xff\x ~ Xfx 3^ 
 ^ X  ^R
XX X
do = (X^  ^- *fx) 1ff R
XX X
which is equal to the above and 
T
Radians
II L „,i X= __g& sec or T = _ggqo R qo
Radians
S
R
Next i,, i , i_, i and i will be found. Since we have five d q f g X
equations and five unknowns, the following can be implied to find the 
unknowns. Recall equation (A-7),
1 = -X i + X i
g ag g gg g
g ag g
gg
Recall equation (A-8),
X = X i - X i q ag g q q
ag
(A-20)
(A-21)
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Equating equations (A-20) and (A-21) yields
 ^ {X + X i } = {X + X i }
8 ag q q q q
X X  X_ X
gg ag ag gg
X^  X X X
q gg q q gg
Define
*q = «q - faS> «q '
=ss
• • S  ■ |:r (-Xq + X )g) (A-22)
Equation (A-2) can be written as
&  - i -  - If +  %d ‘d>
ax
Substituting i^ in equation (A-1) yields
■ -='a£ + Xff ' if + (^ d - \f  4  + %did)ax
'f ' id (-^ af + + if »£f - i-idax ax ax
if«ff='ax - V a f )  - ' W d  + id<='af\x-W
(A-23)
i^  of equation (A-2) can be eliminated by substituting it into equation 
(A-3).
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\c = -Zaxid + :f=lf + (%d - =afif + 3:did)ax
+ Vxx> + 4  % x  -
(A-24)
Eliminate i^  from equation (A-23) and (A-24)
2 *fx*ax^Sc^^if ,
= ^d<-\x + Vxx) + ^X „ X ' -X/X” > l\x»f-Wdff ax fx af
+ ^ d ' V a x  - W  I + XX d
- X. X --X X^.X -XjX^ X +X.X. X X -1 ly y y2 fx ax af xx af ax , d fx ax d fx xx af
' d XX “ ax X^^X__- X^.X_^ (XffX -X. X,'d  [>= ff ax fx af ff ax fx af
X. X -X X f X- X , -X- X X ,^ , , fx ax XX af^  ^ , , , , „ , fx fx fx xx afs
-  ■ S W a f '  -  ==££W a f  '
d^ I'Vxx - %f%)'Xff%ax - V a f )  + V L \ t  ' V Î A x
- + V f x V a f I  ' - V f x \ f >  'x
- f^'^ 'fx’i - V a V  + 'd'-Vf£Wxx='af-^4x='ax
- Vxx^af'
2
id'Vxx='fAx - 4 = ' £ £ - ^ ' V L \ f - V r f W f x V
= " x ' ^ L ^ f f W a f )  + ' d ' = ' L W f A x >  - 
'^£X^X - V a A x >
’‘d-
X X^.+X^ X__-2X_ X" X _ XX af ax ff fx ax af
(X X-.X -X^  X ) XX ff ax fx ax
X (X^  X._-X  X- X .) X, X  ^X -X X..X X ax ff ax fx af , d . fx ax xx ff axv
(X X..X -X^  X ) 4  X..X -X^ X ’
XX ff ax fx ax xx ff ax fx ax
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-
(''xxVax -
Bearing in mind that X X  ^= X X . Define X*? as ° XX af ax fx
and
/ax&f ■ ’‘fx^aAx,
^d^d -  \  ^ X X X  -  x2 X )
X X  ff ax fx ax
Xr -  X X _X
1 f fx ax ^  af ax-i
■  * ’'xx'f/ax -
^ X  x__x -X^ X ^
XX  ff ax fx ax
Therefore, «
i X" - X (^ ax f^f ~ Vaf^ax, _
' A  - 'x _ x ' x  ' ^
XX ff ax fx ax
or
V S  ' -%d + 'x %af
\ x
To find i- substitute it for i^  in equation (A-23).
4^S ‘V a £  - a^x^ ff) ' "d «fx^ 'd + ^ at’^ ax'Vfx»
-  Vax^f + X,) (-X^ ,X^  ^+ %a^ fx'
XX
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First term:
"d «fx :=d + - Vfx> =
(-X,_ X,„ + X , x._) =fx ax 
^xx
ax
"d <-\f + \f \x> = »
='fK
Second term:
X" X X .  X Xd ax t__________  . ax xx.
% f  - ^ ax Xff) ’‘ax ’‘xx °
« d  -  ’‘P  4
«af’‘fx - ’‘ax ’‘ff)
« d  -  ’‘3’ ’‘xx'f
« L  ’‘xx ■- ’‘ix Xff)
« d  -  ’‘3’ ’‘xx'f
X^
« d  -  ’‘3> 'f
(ÿS) =
ax
’‘ff «: - ’‘P
Third term:
,5 sx X , (- ’‘af ’‘ax + ^ d %fx>
’‘xx ’q «fx’‘af - ’‘ax ’‘ff>
’‘ax,
2
-X  ^Ax. ^xx + X. X. 
af(ÿ— ) -—  d fx
ax ^xx
=3 (=fx %af - =ax Xff)
X X X ax
XX
-%af(%d - 3%) + %d Xfxax
’‘3 «fx ’‘af - ’‘ax Xff)
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XX
-X fX X, + X," X .X + X, X. Xaf XX d d af XX d fx ax
Xax*3 (Xfx%af " =ax %ff)
(—  X )X _X 4  X''af XX XX_______
%ax(Xfx%af - V f £ >
X  ^
af XX
^ff “ *d)
Therefore,
=
f (XJ - x p  X „ x ^  (X4 - x p (A-26)
From equation (A-7) and (A-8)
A = -X i + X 1 
g ag q gg g
A = X i + X i 
q q q ag g
Solving for i
g
XA - X A = i (XX - X _) q g ag q g q gg ag
X X - X l = X i ( X  - X^ „) 
q g ag q gg g q _a£
"gg
XX X^ X
V g f d  ("q -  ^
' g - 3 r ^  «q -
(A-27)
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Equation (A-2) can be written as
d^)
Switch the value of i  ^from equation (A-25) to the above.
1 = (X. - X " ’'P X + \ x  'x X.i.)
«d - ^xx (%d-xP
. _ _1_ ^ < V ^ P  . . \ x  <V^d>^x.....
%  '  % a x  d  '  s '  ^  * x x  ^
1 =  
X ==ax ^ax 1 ’‘af '’‘M  ’‘xx^^-’^ P \x
(x^-xpx^ X,l^
1_
ax
X , + 5 z!Â^
d R. X^l-x"^  q (X'-X") %  d^^ cf '"d “d ** "^d ""d'
(59)We could also define the following as:
(A-28)
" \  ' %aflf
e Œ-1 -v e = X i d g d ag g
e" “ X -*■ eII _ ^ax
X  q X X 
XX
e’ Œ X- -»■ e, _ \ f
(A-29)
(A-30)
(A-31)
(A-32)
(A-33)
(A-34)
There is now a need to eliminate the flux linkages from the 
voltage representation. Refer back to equation (A-8) and switch X^  in
equation (A-4).
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dX, w
V, = — |r - —  (-X i + X i ) - R i, d w^dt cü^ q q ag g ad
dX w
^d = ^TdF ■ ^  - %'> - V dO O
(A-35)
and
From equation (A-2)
= -='d"d + %afif + ='ax"x
Now switch Xj in equation (A-9)
dX w
V = — ^  + —  (-X.i, + e + e ) - ri q w^dt u)^ d d q^  q2 q (A-36)
Equation (A-24) can be written as a function of (i^ , e^  , e^ )
after eliminating X^ .
e = afXff
-X , + ^ e
 ^ hi 1l ='ax 92
e' =
<  - -‘='d - =<p ^d+
'■ \ x  f£ ^
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ax
= -»d - >'P
This is equation (2-14).
Equation (A-23) can be written as a function of (i,, e , e )
Û q2
after eliminating X^ .
e" = ax\  - X [ - W d  +
XX
X X X .
gn _ ax r -IT , XX _ j _  fx
-X^
e" = i, + e + e
q %xx d q, q^
e" = -(X, - X") i, + e^  + e (A-38)q d d d qg q^
This is equation (2-13).
Equation (A-25) can be written as a function of (i^ , e^ ) after 
eliminating X^ .
'd - >=ag
' d - ^  [-:=ag \  + ^ gg V  
^g - -*d/*ag
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-X^  i
e" = — âS_l _e 
®d X, 
gg
or
This is equation (2-15).
THE FIELD FLUX LINKAGE RATE OF CHANGE
Apply Kirchoff's voltage law to the field circuit. 
dX
®£d - Kf if + -dF
Egj is an exciter armature e-m*f
e = X r if (A-41)af f
Also
Xff
= T' (A-42)
Therefore,
do
J i  X = T- e' R^  X g^ f^ "-do q
Multiplying equation (A-40) by X^^ yields
E, - R ^ f i  
R^ ^fd - f^ Rg f^ + Rj dt
X.. X - dX. 
^fd - %af if + R:- ' dE^
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®fd ’ 5 ^  ^ fd
named the open-circuit armature voltage which would be produced by 
voltage Egj in a steady state. Equation (A-43) can be written as
de'
or
^fd ^do dt
This is equation (2-16).
The above equation represents the rate of change of the flux 
linkage of the e^ component. The rate of change of e  ^and e^  is de­
fined by the following.
de" e„, X' - X"
dt-= " T ^  ( x - r W
do d d 
This is equation (2-17). 
de"
~  = -e,/T" (A-46)dt d qo
This is equation (2-18).
The mechanical motion equation is
APPENDIX B
PHYSICAL AND SIMULATION MODEL OF EXCITATION SYSTEM
B-1 Rototrol Excitation System
Rototrols for excitation systems are available having single 
stage or two stage amplification. The principle of the operation of both 
types depends on the energy available in the control circuit and the 
total power output required. The Rototrol is similar in design to the 
d-c machine. The two stage Rototrol can be used as either a pilot ex­
citer or a main exciter. Either the one or two stage of the amplifica­
tion is supplied in the four-pole machine, hence, the Rototrol can be 
directly connected to the shaft of the generator. Figure (B-1) is the 
schematic design of the excitation system with the Rototrol pilot ex­
citer and the single-field main exciter.
Variable voltage is supplied to the main exciter field by the 
Rototrol pilot exciter which is connected directly to the field. It 
is under the control of the voltage regulator automatic control unit or 
the manual control unit.
The manual control unit consists of a bridge circuit excited by 
the voltage drop across the main exciter field. By the way, the Roto­
trol control field is differentially connected in a the bridge circuit. 
Under a normal deviation of the main exciter shunt field voltage from 
its hand set value causes an unbalance in the bridge circuit and current 
flows in the Rototrol control field to correct the voltage. The manual 
control unit, therefore, regulates the main exciter shunt field voltage
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Reg. Cont. 
Switches
Self-energies 
Series Field
Moin Exciter 
Shunt Field C-T
Gen. Fid.Voltage
Regulotor
Auto. Control 
Unit
Rtrol.
pilot
Exc.
o A-C"
GEN.,VM o
P-T
Voltage Regulotor 
Automotic 
Control Unit
Monuol 
Control Unit
\P e g . Control 
Switches
FIGURE B-1 
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF EXCITATION SYSTEM 
WITH ROTOTROL PILOT EXCITER AND 
SINGLE FIELD MAIN EXCITER
to maintain its constant at any value set by the operator without further 
attention on his part. The self-energized series field of the Rototrol 
provides all the excitation requirement of the pilot exciter when the a-c 
generator is operating with the regulated voltage output. The Rototrol 
pilot exciter supplies all the excitation requirements of the main ex­
citer. In this respect, this scheme is identical with the exciter 
reheostatic system.
B-2 Static Voltage Regulator for Exciter
Figure (B-2) is a schematic diagram showing the Rototrol pilot 
exciter, an exciter, and an a-c generator. A static type of circuit for
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ROTOT. EXCITER EXCITER A-C MACHINE
self V engr. o'RtrolA ^  f  
pilot) o '  (EXC. 
o(
GEN.,
Damping
Transformer P'T
Trons.
Reoctor
FIGURE B-2 
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF ROTOTROL PILOT 
EXCITER REGULATOR SYSTEM
the purpose of regulating the a-c generator uses Rototrols for the ampli­
fication. As seen the resistor path Ij^ and a saturation reactor path I^ , 
with the current in each path rectified, is fed into the control fields 
of the Rototrol. The Rototrol control fields are connected to be equal 
and opposite magnetically when the a-c generator voltage is normal at the 
regulated value. Under this condition the Rototrol output voltage is
maintained at the required value by its self energizing shunt and series 
fl8^fields. If the alternating voltage does not have a normal deviation,
the control fields adjust the Rototrol as needed to restore normal 
voltage.
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B-3 Self-Excited Exciter and Direct-Acting Rheostatic Type of Voltage 
Regulator
Under a deviation that is not normal the a-c voltage will be ad­
justed by changing the resistance in the field exciter by the voltage
regulator. The voltage sensitivity element of the regulator acts dl-
(3)rectly on the reheostat to vary Its resistor. The schematic diagram 
of the self-exciter and direct-acting rheostatic type of voltage regula­
tor is shown in figure (B-3).
r
EXCITER
 A_____ \
A -C  MACHINE  
_____
A
SHUNT 
FIE LD
o
o
>o
EXC
Direct acting 
voltage regulator P-T<:>
FIGURE B-3
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF SELF-EXCITER EXCITER AND 
DIRECT-ACTING RHEOSTATIC TYPE OF VOLTAGE REGULATOR
Other types of excitation systems such as a rotating amplifier 
d-c machine are designed as a power amplifier such as Amplidyne (General 
Electric), Regulex (Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co.), and Rototorl 
(Westinghouse Electric).
From the beginning of this appendix we have seen the physical lay­
out of some of the kinds of excitation systems. Most of the above physi-
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cal models of excitation systems have been simulated by mathematical 
models shown in figure (B-4, B-5, B-6, B-7, and B-10).
B-4 Mathematical Models of the Excitation Systems; Classified in Four 
Models by lEEE^^ ^
The type I model continuously acts as the regulator and the ex­
citer. The excitation system designed in type I is shown in figure (B-4) 
The type I excitation system is representative of the majority of modern 
systems which are now in service. Continuously acting systems with ro­
tating exciters are included. Example of these are Regulex, Amplidyne, 
Alterrex, Rototrol and TRA regulator.
Saturotion
Function
Rmox
I + STa
other
signal
S Kf
l+S I f
FIGURE B-4
TYPE I BLOCK DIAGRAM OF EXCITATION SYSTEM 
Figure (B-4) shows the transfer function of each unit of the sys­
tem which is a satisfactory representation for computer studies. Machine 
terminal V^,, is the input applied to the regulator input filtering. Its 
time constant Tg^ is usually very small. A comparative of the regulator 
reference with the output of the regulator filter output is illustrated.
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The voltage error inputs to the regulator amplifier by the first 
summing point.
The second summing point combines the voltage error input with
the excitation major damping loop signal. and T^ are the gain and
time constant of the regulator transfer function. The hard limiter is
suggested to control the input to the exciter. An upper limit will
prevent over heating of the field winding. The lower limit is used some
times on generators to be sure that there is no loss of synchronism due
to insufficient excitation. Therefore, a lower limit might be functioned
(22)as of the light load on the machine.
The next summing point sees the saturation signal, Sg = f(E^ j),
as well as the output from the hard limiter. This results in the input
to the exciter. Kg and Tg are the gain and time constants of the exciter.
Note that Kg is negative for a self excited shunt field. K^ and T^  are
gain and time constant of the damping loop of the system.
B-5 Type II Excitation System-Rotating Rectifier System
The type II excitation system is similar to type I except that 
the major damping loop input is supplied from the regulator output as 
shown in figure (B-5).
B-6 Type III Excitation System— Static with Terminal Potential and 
Current Supplies
Excitation system, type III, is shown in figure (B-6). It 
represents the static systems which cannot be represented by previous 
types. This is because the generator terminal current is used with 
potential as the excitation source.
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Saturation
Function
EfdKa
1+ STa
other
signal
S Kf
FIGURE B-5
TYPE II BLOCK DIAGRAM OF EXCITATION SYSTEM
Vref
Rmox
I+ S T r
other
signal
S Kf
l + S Tf
Vthn'l KpVy+JKI Ijl
FD
FIGURE B-6
TYPE III BLOCK DIAGRAM OF EXCITATION SYSTEM
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An example of type III Is the General Electric SOFT. The trans­
fer function blocks are similar to type I except there is a signal added 
by the signal representing the self-excitation from the generator ter­
minals. Kp and are coefficient factors of the shunt excitation supply
proportional to V,j, and I^ . The multiplier accounts for the variation of
self-excitation with change in the angular relation of field current Ifd
and self-excitation voltage V^ , . The limiter causes the excita-thev Bmax
tion system output to be zero if A > 1 which is when the field current
exceeds the excitation output current, where A = 78 I
( - “ )•
Then
B-7 Type IV Excitation System— Non-Continuously Acting
The type IV block diagram is for rheostatic systems with con­
tacts for fast response, such as the BJ-30 by Westinghouse and the GFA4 
by General Electric. If the deviation in the generator terminal voltage 
from the desired value exceeds the range ± KV (typically .05 per unit), 
the output of the integrated is ignored and either ^Bmin
applied. Contacts to the exciter input reduces the generator voltage 
error quickly.
Saturation
Function
Auct.
Efd
Aux
Dead Bond 
±KV
VRmin
FIGURE B -7
TYPE IV BLOCK DIAGRAM OF EXCITATION SYSTEM— NON-CONTINUOUSLY ACTING
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In block diagram, figure (B-7) , the block marked by AUCT signi­
fies an autioneering circuit which reflects the output of the integrator
(8, 10)or the contact voltage or
APPENDIX C 
COMPUTER PROGRAM SIMULATION OUTPUT 
LISTING OF TYPES OF EXCITATION SYSTEMS
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E F f> p u |  . Q r A i  P t t r r O O . T l . V O l  
E F D " t . O y < E * E F O n * |
2 D 0 T « I E F O - 2 ) / T F
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V7^ Kr«/9*IT
I f  I  f F P P  * N g *  I  I  e,t^ TO 1 * 0  
I f l l t r f » # #  3 0 0 . 1 * 0 , $ 3 0  
>00 I f  c i r i » - r f o i T o  ; o u , ? j j # a o o  
2 0 0  v c # * i * r  
I5er«s 
t oo  CONTINUE 
SOOT
T E P * ; N 4 L
tlNTfr O E L T a O . O O l ,  f # N T | M « S . O  
MCtMOO e * « f *
6 0  1 0  C t O O O f f l O l O . l O f O . l O O O « t 0 3 S f t O « 0 , 1 0 S O I . | O U H
1 0 0 0 V O IT C (  s . s t t T O .T C
0 0  TO 1 * 6 0
1 0 1 0 « R |T f . C 3 . S I  1 T A .T C
CO TO 1 0 6 *
1 0 2 0 # B |? C < 3 . 5 1 1 TF ,T C
6 0  TO 1 0 6 0
1 0 3 0 •  O f T f C 3 . 5 I I K A .T C
6 0  TO 1 0 6 0
1 0 3 S " B I T E ( 3 . 5 1 ) k f . t c
6 0  TO 1 0 6 0
1 0 4 0 " R j r r ( 3 . 5 1 ) T E .T C
6 0  TO 1 0 6 *
lO SO " R I T E ( 3 . 5 1 1 K E .T C
t o s o I S S T a O
I F  I I C N T - 4 I J 5 0 0 , 5 1 0 , 5 1 0
5 0 0 t C N 7 x | C N T 4 l
6 0  TO ( 2 0 * 0  . 2 0 1 0 , 2 * 2 0 , 2 0 3
2 0 0 0 T P " T P 4 T R 0 C L T
6 0  TO 2 0 6 0
2 0 1 0 t a « t a «t a c e l t
CO TO 2 0 6 0
2 0 2 0 T F a T F A T F O e C T
6 0  TC 2 * 6 0
2 0 3 0 K A c K A fK A O E L T
6 0  TO 2 0 6 0
2 0 3 5 K F s K F + K F O E L T
6 0  TO 2 0 6 0
2 0 4 0 T E » T E 4 * E 0 € L T
GO TO 2 0 6 *
2 0 5 0 K E a K f + K E O F L T
2 0 6 0 CALL LÇCUN
S I O  C O N T IN U E  
S I  FOCMAT ( 2 ( E 2 0 , 8 ) |
CNO
P A B A M E TE* T P « 0 , O 3 . T A e O . 0 6 » l A U N « 2 . 1 C N T « t
END
P A S t K E T E C  T A « * . : 3 , T F = 0 . 3 S . % G U N % 3 , I C N T « |
e n d
P A B A M E 7 E *  7 F » . 0 I , X A « 1 « *  , | 0 U N « 4 . t C N T s l
ÜND
PA CA VETEB X A a S O . l  . T E a O . O t , l B * N « S , t C N T s |  
END
PAPAWETEB K F » . 2 5 . T C « , 2 5  • t B U N « 6 , : C N T * l
t l M E B  0 £ L T « P , 0 0 1 .  F | N T 1 M « 2 * . 0
END
P A B A F E T f O  T E a O . S $ K E * - . * 8  • | R U N « 7 . l C N T « t  
7 I * E *  D C L T a O . O O I .  F I N Y & * # 2 5 #
END
STCP
CUTOUT V A R I A B L E  SEQUENCE
I S f T  T |  T B P f N  TBNAA TCOCLT T C * : N  TC *A% TE C 2LT  K f M l N
K C W L T  K A N I N  KANAX K A O E lT  T F P l H  T * * A *  T F J T L T  TA*%N T a n a A
K f M l N  KFNAX K f C f L ?  2 2 * 0 * 1  K A L l "  K A L l *  KAL%*
2 2 0 0 * 4  V I N T  V I  E » D 2 0 0 T  V7  V2
V 4  V 4  VS  V 6  2 2 0 0 * 0  C F * P * I  2
2 2 0 * 1 3  i S t T  I C N T  T #  TA TF KA
xrvAx
tao^ lt 
e»(ss croi*c vT 
V 3  2 2 0 * * 7  V 4 P Q I
2 2 * * 1 2  TC IS E T
K f  TE KE
O UTPUTS i n p u t s  PABAMS IN T E C S
0 4 1 5 * 0 1  * 2 * 1 4 0 * ;  1 7 * 4 * 0 1  4 4  «:
NCM 8 L K S  FORTRAN  
4 *  3 * * 1  1 0 * * * * * ;
DATA COS 
21
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IV ft LPV:L ti MAIM DATE ■ TT279 07/ISfS* pAor 000:
00*1
#00*
0003
ooo*
0003
eeeo
OOJV
00000000
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
oots
0010
eoiT
001*
0010
0020
0021
0022
0023
0024
0023
0020
002?
002*
0020
0030
*031
0032
0033
*030 
0033 ' 
030 
*037
D I M E N S IO N  T O t * 3 i . T A I « 3 l  • T * ( * 3 I  • •C A I4  3 I . T C I  4 1 1 . i c r t  4 1 1 . T C l l  4 3 }  .
I  3 0 2 ( 4 3 1 .  3 0 3 1  4 3 # . 3 0 4 ( 4  1 1 . 3 0 5 ( 4 1 1 . 3 0 6 ( 4 :  I . ( 4 ? ; . T C 2 ( 4 3 ;
INTCCe* 1 4 * L ( 5 ; / * 3 3 3 3 * . ' C M  3 " . « 1 * 2  * «  C O N S .  34N « /
• 0 4 0  ( 3 . 3 0 1  ( 3 B ( | | . 3 C I ( I » . t « l . 4 l t  
*r*0 ( S . sot ( 3 * ( I I . 3 0 2 ( 1 1 . t > l . 411  
« 0 4 0  ( 3 . S 0 *  ( 3 r ( l > . 3 C 3 l l > . ( • 1 . 4 1 1  
« 0 4 0  ( 3 . 3 0 )  | K 4 ( | ) . 3 C 4 ( | | . I * ) . 4 | I  
■ 3 4 0  ( 3 . S O I  ( 3 F I  I  I .  3 0 3 1  I  ) . ! • : .  4 : 1  
■ 2 4 0  ( . 1 . 3 0 1  ( K O I  l l . 3 C b ( t i . l > l . 4 t l  
= 2 4 0  ( 3 . 3 0 )  1 4 2 ( 1 1 . 3 0 7 ( 1 1 , :  ml . 4 1 )
0 0  I *  ( " 4 2 . 4 3  
1 0  ■0 4 0 ( 3 . 3 1 )  3 A ( : l . 3 4 ( l ) . 3 « l l ) . K 4 ( ( I . K f ( l |
DO 2 0  ( " 4 2 . 4 3  
20 4 2 4 0 ( 3 . 3 1 )  3 0 1 ( 1 1 . 3 0 2  (  0 . 3 0 3 (  0 . 3 0 4 ( 0 . 3 0 7 ( 1 )
« 4 ( 3 0  ( 6 . 3 0 0 )  .
BOO F 0 C M A 3 ( * I « . / / / / « I A . < S C N S I 3 | V ( 3 T  4 N A L V S I S  OP A 3 V « E  1 E K 0 1 3 A 3 I O N " .
1 » 5 3 3 3 2 "  . / 4 % . A S  T ( " C  O O N S34K 3 3 0  13  * 4 6 ( 2 0  2 = 0 *  0 . 0  3 0  O . O S * .
2  P / 4 7 X .  . 6 U H » , 4 X . » 3 a *  . 5 * . * S 3 S 3 F m  3 IM Ç  C 0 K S 3 A N 3 * )
V « I 3 F  ( 6 . 3 2 )  ( t . 3 H ( O . 3 0 t ( O . ( m | . 4 t )
« « 1 3 3  ( 6 . 3 ) 0 )
B I O  P 0 = " A 3 (  ( « . / / / / 4 : A . « S c N 3 l 3 I V ( 3 3  A N A L Y S I S  OF 4  3 3 * 0  1 C X C I Y A T I O N * .  
I  « 3 3 S 3 F "  . / 4 3 K .  AS 3 | M :  0 0 N 4 T S M  3 4  ( S  * 4 = 1 = 0  FBOM 0 . 0  3 0  . 4 0  • •
t  f / 4 7 % . . B U N * . * % . . 3 4 ' . S % . " S 3 S 3 E *  3 ( M £  C O N S TA N Y *)
■ « 1 3 2  ( 6 . 3 2 )  ( ( . 3 4 ( 0 . 3 0 2 ( 0 . I " l . 4 1 )
■ B | 3 E  ( 6 . 3 2 0 )
B 2 0  r O « " 4 3 ( * l * . / / / / 4 | ) t , » S C N S t T I * I 3 t  A N A L Y S IS  OF A 3Y PE I  E X O I Y A Y I C N * .
1 •  SY 3 T 2 N  . / 4 3 4 . . A S  3 I " £  CO NS3AN 3 TF t S  * 4 B  t £ D  FOOM . 0 1  3 0  3 . 0 0 * .
2  / / 4 7 X . . =  U N * . e % . ' T F « . 5 X . « S 3 S 3 f *  T I " i  L C N S 3 A N 3 " )
■ « ( 3 2  ( 6 . 1 2 1  (  I .  3 F ( (  l . 3 C 7 ( O . I « l . 4 (  )
■ « 1 3 2  1 6 . 3 3 0 )
3 3 0  P 0 * M 4 3 (  I  . / / / / 4 : * .  S E N S ( 3 | * I Y V  A N A L Y S IS  OF A T Y P E  I  E X C I T A T I O N ’ .
1 « 3 7 * 3 0 "  . / 4 S X .  AS C A IN  4 4  I S  * 4 = 1 0 0  F « ? M  1 . 0 0  3 0  1 3 0 . 0 " .
2  P / « 7 « . . 6 0 N " , * » . " 4 A .  . S A . " S Y S 3 £ m  3 | « £  C 0 N S 3 A .S 3" )
■ « 1 3 2  ( 6 . 3 2 )  ( 1 . 4 4 ( 1 1 . 3 0 4 ( 1  ) . 1 . 1 . 4 1 )
• • I T E  ( 6 . 3 3 3 )
3 3 3  P C B M 4 I ( " 1 " , F / / / 4 1 X . " S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S IS  OF A Y t P E  I  E X C I T A T I O N " .
1 « 3 3 S 3 I M  . / 4 6 A .  "A S  C A IN  4P I S  V A L | £ 0  PBS" . 0 0 3  3 0  « 3  « .
2  F / 4 Y X . " 4 U N " . " 4 . " 4 r " . S 4 . " S Y S 3 E m  3 1 " . -  C O N S TA N T")
■ B I T E  ( 6 . 3 2 )  (  1 . 4 2  ( 0  .  3 0 7 ( 0 . 1 * 1 . 4 1 )
■ • I 3 E  ( 6 . 3 4 0 )
* 4 0  P 0 6 M A T ( " 1 .  . P / X / 4 1 x . " S L N S | 3 ( * ( 3 3  A N A L Y S IS  CP A T Y B "  1 E X C I T A T I O N " .  
I  4 S Y S T E M " ./4SX."A S  T IM E  c o n s t a n t  TE I S  V 4 B I C 0  3 = 0 "  . 0 1  T C  5 . 0 0 " .  
•  / / 4 7 x . " = U N " . 8 x . " T E " . 3 X . " S Y S T E M  TJMC C O N S TA N T")
« ■ 1 3 2  1 6 . 3 2 )  ( I . 3 E ( I ) . 3 0 3 ( 1  I . I  " 1 . 4 1 )
■ B I T E  ( 6 . 3 3 0 1
330 P 0 = M 4 3 ( " 1 " . / / / / « I X . " S E N S I T I V I T Y  a n a l y s i s  CP A TYPE I E X C I T A T I O N " .  
1 « S Y S T E M " ./4 =  %." AS C A iN  4 2  I S  * 4 = 1 2 0  FBOM . 0 1  3 0  I S O " ,  
t  / / 4 7 a . " R O N " . * X . " 4 E " . S X . "S YSTE M  T ( M E  C O N S T A N T " )
•■ITE 1 6 . 3 2 )  ( I . 4 E ( I ) . T C 6 ( I ) . l " l . 4 ( )
CALL P B * L 0 3 ( 3 « , 3 0 l « 4 3 . | . 4 3 . : . L A e L I  
■ R I T E I O . I O O I )
* 0 0 1  P C B M A T I  I X . / I X . " S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S I S  OP A TYPE I  E X C I T A T I O N  " .
1 8 1
n*n*H IV c LCvcL si N«l<« OATS • 772T* 0 7 / 1 5 / 5 7 *ACe 0002
0010
0 0 3 *
00*0
0 0 *1
00*2
0 0 * 3
00**
0 0 * 5
00*0
0 0 * 7
00*0
00**
0 0 5 0
0 0 5 1
0 0 5 2
0 0 5 3
0 0 5 *
0 0 5 5
0 0 5 0
0 0 5 7
OOSS
0 0 5 *
0000
1 • s r s T e w  « . O T T i M C  t h c  c / o k t  c m  t m c  a o p o o x i  « tit  
1  / : % . OP t m ;  s v s t c m  « h i n  T i n e  c o n s t a n t  t *  i s  v * «  
3  « o . o m ' i  
CA LL P « 0 l 0 T ( T A . T C 2 . * 3 . l . * 3 . I . L A O L I  
a C I T E I O t l O O Z I
1 0 0 2  C 0 C W * T (  ; % . / ! % . « S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S I S  OP A TYPC I
1 ‘ S Y S T C "  M L O T T I V *  tHU ePPCCT ON TMC *P «» «O X lN A T e
2  / I X « « C P  T h e  SYSTCN « m CN t i m e  c o n s t a n t  TA  I S  VAS
3  •  « * 0  1
CA LL PSPl O T | T P . T C 3 « * 3 « 1 « * 3 « I « L A M . |
« 0 | T e l 6 . l 0 0 3 >
1 0 0 3  P O P N A T I I X . / I X , « S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S I S  CP 4  TYPE I
1 « S t S T f v  p l O T t i n S Th e  PP PEC T ON T h e  a p p s o x i p a t e
2  / I X .  « 0 »  T h c  s y s t e m  SMEN T I M E  CONSTANT TP Ï  VAS
3  * 5 . 0  * 1
C A LL P S P L C T IK A  . T C A . A 3 . I  . * 3 « t  . L A O L t  
•  S I T C I O . l O O * »  
t o o *  P S S M A t l t x . / t x « « S L N s l T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S I S  OP A T Y P E  I
1 «S YSTEM p l o t t i n g  Th e  EPPCCT ON THE A P PR OXIM ATE
2  / t X « « O P  THE SYSTEM WHEN C A | N  KA I S  V A R I E D  PSOM 
CALL P C P L 0 T < k F . T C 7 . « 3 . I  « * 3 . 1  . L A f l L I  
• S I T C I O . I O O T I
1007 POSHAtllX./IX««S£NSIT|Virv ANALYSIS OP A TYPE I
1 «S YSTE M  P L O T T IN G  THE EPPCCT ON THE APPROXIM ATE
2  / I X .  CP T h e  SYSTEM an E N  C A I N  KP I S  V A S I E O  PS9M  
C A L L  P P P L O T | T F . T C S . * t . l  . A I . l . L A E L )
a S I T E I O . 1 0 0 5 1
1 0 0 5  P O S M A T ( I x « / l X . « S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S I S  OF A TY PE I
1 «SYSTEM  P L O T T IN G  THE EF F E C T  ON TM £ A PPR OXIM ATE
2  / I X « « O F  T h e  SYSTEM at iE N T IM E  CONSTANT TC I S  VAR
3  « 5 « 0 0 « I
c a l l  P F P l O T I k E . T C b . A I  . 1  . A I . l . L A E L )
P R I T E I * . 1 0 0 5 1
t o o *  P O A M A T I I X . / I X . « s e n s i t i v i t y  A N A L Y S IS  OP A TY PE I
1 «S YSTEM P L O T T IN G  THE E P PEC T ON THC APPROXIM ATE
2  / I X . « 0 P  T h e  s y s t e m  w h e n  C A I N  k C I S  V A R I E D  FRDM
5 0  FORMAT I 2 I F 2 0 . R ) )
5 1  P 0 R M A T I 5 I P I 0 . 2 ) )
5 2  f o r m a t  i i x . * s x . i 3 « P t * . s « 5 x . P : o . e i  
STOP
2N D
time constant.. 
IC O  PROM 0 . 0  TO
E X C I T A T I O N  « .  
T I M E  c o n s t a n t . « 
l E O  PROM 0 . 0  TO
E X C I T A T I O N  « .
t i m e  c o n s t a n t . .
I C O  FROM . 0 1  TO
Ex c i t a t i o n  « .  
t i m e  c o n s t a n t . .
1 . 0 0  TO I S O . O ' I
e x c i t a t i o n  « .  
t i m e  c o n s t a n t . ,  
• 0 0 3  TC . 3 )
E X C I T A T I O N  « .  
T I M E  C O N S T A N T " .  
l E O  FROM . 0 1  TO
E X C I T A T I O N  « .  
T I M E  CO N S TA N T".  
. 0 1  TO I S . O ' )
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••••continuous ststem mooeling pnoGftAH^^^^
••• vcastON 1.3 •••
TITLE TTPE 2 e x c i t a t i o n  STSTEM. ROTATING RCCTIPIEB STSTEM
title «ITM static voltage REGULATOR
PIXEO ISET 
FIXED ICNT 
FIXED IPUN
INITIAL
PARAMETER TP#G.0.KA*A@..TAm.G2,KE"I.0.KF*.03.TE#.73....
T F > l . e . S E a . 7 * . V R M A X * 6 . S . V R M I N a - 6 . S . V R E F > 1 . 0 . I C N T a t . I R U N M l
AUXaO.O.CTOCaO
iseiap
T f l a T F
TT2.TF
T l m T E / K E
KEFOal.O/KE
TPMAXa.Oe
TftVINaO.O
T*OELT««TRMAX-TRMIN)/*0.0
TfMINa.I 
TEMAXaS.S
TEOSLTm|TCMAX-TEMIN)/au.G
KEMAXal.S
KEMINa.I
KEDCLTa|«EMAX-KEMIN)/*0.0
■CAMAXaJOO.O
XAMIN.I.0
KAS£LT«|KAMAX-KAM|NI/«0.3
T r a i N m b . o t
TraAXafO.O
T T C E L T . I  t r M A X - T F M l K > / * 0 . 0
TANINaO.O
TANAXal.O
TAOELTatTANXX-TAMINIFAP.O
NOSOBT
IF I lO.SaKAl .LE. VRMAX I GO TO I
KALIFaVPWAX
CO TO 3
t IF I lO.S'KA) GE. VOMIN 1 GO TO 2 
KALIMavealN 
GO TO a
2 KALI"«0.5*KA
3 CONTINUE
EFOSSal|.0/KE*KALlM)/(I.**SE/KE1 
• CF01TC«II.0-EXP(-I.GII*EF0SS 
SORT
OTNAMIC
VTal.0-O.S*STEP|O.OI 
PROCEDURE VlaacFstTP.vTI 
I F  |TD| 10.20.10 
10 VtNTaREALPLll.O.TR.VTI 
GO TO 30 
20 VINT«VT 
30 VtaViNT 
CNOPRO
V 2 " V R E F * A u x - V l  
V 3 " V 2 - V 7  
PROCCOUAt « • • n O F S I T A . v 3 . K A I  
I F  ( T X >  • • . • ! . AO 
• 0  V A P R I ' A E A L P L I O . O . T A . V a i  
GO TO « 2  
4 1  V « P R | a « 3
4 >  « # • # • # . a . . a .
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•X Y*.K*«V*P*:
CMOPMO
Y S » t  I  « I T C V « « I  W. * * « « « •  V 4 »
V#5C EPO 
»6»W5-WP
c r OOP I «BC «L»i. I er 00 • TI • V» >
ero«i .o/icc*CPOPPi
V 0 * a e « V . P L < 0 . 0 . T F 2 . V S >
40CT#(v*-ZI/1Fl
2*|NTCB«.«O.O.ZOOT>
YF.KFFZOOT 
MO» OPT
IF ( «CCP .KC. I I 60 TO too 
IF(|»eT-i; 300.10e.300 
30» IF (EFO>CFOITC> 100.XC0.200 
200 TC'TIMC 
I SET-1
10» coKTiNue
SOOT
TC**:N*L
TIMCP OElT«O.OOI. FtFlTIHsI.O 
HCTmOD b u s f x
CO to (tooo.1010.1020.1030.10*0.*050*.tmWN 
too» ■mre is.oit tr.tc
CO TO 10*0 
tOlO "PIT: (3.511 TA.TC 
CO TO 1040 
*020 «CITE (3.511 TF.TC 
60 TO 1060 
*030 ■RITE (3.5*1 KA.TC 
CO TO 10*0 
*0*0 «aiTE (3.511 TE.TC 
CO TO 10*0 
*050 ariTE (3.51) KE.TC 
*0*0 :5CT»0
( F  ( I C N T - A I I  5 0 0 . 5 1 0 . 5 1 0  
5 0 0  I C N T . t C N T . I
CO TO (2000.2010.2020.2030.20*0.2050).(RUN 
2000 TPmTP.TPOELT 
CO TO 20*0 
2010 TA.TA.TAOELT 
CO TO 20*0 
2020 TF«TF*TFOELT 
CO. TO 2060 
2030 KA«KA*KACELT 
CO TO 2060 
2 0 * 0  t e « t e » t e o e l t  
CO TO 20*0 
2050 KC«KE*KEOELT 
2 0 * 0  (All PEauM 
510 CONTINUE 
51 F C F n a t  (2(E20.ai)
END
P A e A M E T E *  T A . 0 . 0 . I P U N . 2 . I C N T . * . T P . O * 0  
CFO
PASANCTEP TA.0.02.TF..* .IPUN.3.ICNT#*
CNO
P A R A P E T C *  T F . 1 . 0 . K A - 2 S .  . I R U N # * . I C N T # 1  
END
PAKANCTEP KA.100.0.TE".* .IPVN.5.ICNT.*
TlPCa OELT.0.001. FlNTlN.2.0
END
PA FA N ETE P T E . . 0  « | a u N # * . I C N T " l
CFO
STOP
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rsor^AM rv c ccvei. a: MAIH DA TE «  7 7 2 7 * PACE 0001
ooet
0002
0002
0 0 0 4
0 0 0 9
000*
0 0 0 7
000*
OOOO
oeio
0011
0012
0012
Ô 0 1 4
0 0 1 9
001*
0 0 1 7
0010
0010
0020
0021
0022
0022
0 0 2 4
0 0 2 9
0020
0 0 2 7
002*
0020
0020
0021
0022
0022
0 0 2 4
0 0 2 5  
002*
D I M E N S IO N  7 a < 4  3 ) . 7 6 ( 4 2 1 . T F ( 4 3 ) . K A ( 4 3 ) . T E ( 4 l ) • AEC4 1 1 • T C I ( 4 3 1 •
I  T C 2 ( 4 3 1 .  T C 3 ( 4 2 l . r c « ( 4 3 l . r c S C 4 1 ) . l C 6 ( 4 1 1  
I H T t C E O  L A W L ( 9 1 / * S 7 S T * , « E M  T ' . ' I w E  * , C O N S , « T A N T * /
OEAO ( 2 , 9 0 1  ( T C ( | | . T C t ( t l , l « t , 4 l l  
OCAO ( 3 . 9 0 1  ( T « ( l l . r C 2 ( t l , f « S * 4 1 >
OEAO # 3 , 9 0 1  I t f I 1 1 , T C 3 ( t 1 , t « t , 4 t l  
&EAD ( 3 , 9 0 1  ( K A (  l l , T C 4 (  t l . X a U A t l  
ACAD 1 3 . 9 0 1  ( T E ( ( l . T C 9 ( t l , X « t , 4 t l  
P E A *  ( 3 , 9 0 1  l < E ( i l * T C 6 l l l . l « l , 4 1 1  
DC t o  1 « 4 2 . 4 3  
1 0  P C A 0 ( 9 , 9 t l  T P (  I I  , T A (  t l . T F C l  l . K A d l  
0 0  2 0  ( * 4 2 . 4 3  
2 0  O C A O I 9 * 9 t l  T C t ( t l , r C 2 ( n . T C 3 ( l l . T C 4 ( t l  
W C lTg  ( 6 . 9 0 0 1
5 0 0  r o e N A T ( * t * , / / / ' / 4 | X . * 5 E N S I T |  V t T T  A N A L Y S I S  OF A T Y P E  2
1 « S Y S T C N * . / 4  3 X , * A S  T IM E  CONSTANT TP I S  V A R IE D  FROM
2  / / 4 Y % . " B U N * . a % , * T S * . S X . " S Y S T E M  T I M £  C O N S T A N T " !
« R I T E  ( 6 . 9 2 1  ( I . T R ( 1 1 . T C I ( I  1 . 1 * 1 . 4 ( 1  
« B I T E  ( 6 . 9 1 0 1
5 1 0  f o b m a t ( * i * . / / / / 4 i x , « s e n s i t i v i t y  a n a l y s i s  o f  a  t y p e  2
1 * SYSTEM* . / 4 » 3 X , "  AS T I M E  c o n s t a n t  TA I S  V A R IE D  FROM
2  / / 4 7 X . " N U N " , m X , ' T A * . 9 X , " S Y S T E M  T IM E  C O N S T A N T * !
«B 1TC  ( 6 . 9 2 1  ( I , T A ( I l . T C 2 ( l 1 . 1 * 1 . 4 1 1  
« B I T E  ( 6 . 9 2 0 !
8 2 0  f O f * A T ( " I " . / / / / 4 ( * . " S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S I S  CF A T Y P E  2
1 '  S Y S T E M * . / 4 3 X , * A 5  T I M E  CONSTANT TF I S  V A R IE D  FROM
2  / / 4 7 X . " B U N * . 8 % . * T F * . 9 X , " S Y S T E M  T l M g  C O N S T A N T *1 
« R I T E  ( 6 , 9 2 !  ( I , T F ( I  ! . T C 3 ( I  ! • I « I , * ! I  
« S I T E  ( 6  9 3 0 1
5 3 0  F 0 B M A T ( * t * . / / / / 4 | X , " S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S IS  OF A TY P E  2
1 •  S Y S T E M * . / 4 m % . " A S  C A I N  KA I S  V A B IE O  FROM ( . 0 0  TO I
2  / / 4 7 X . * & W N * . 4 A . * K A  . 9 4 . "S YSTE M  T (M E  C O N S T A N T * )
« B I T E  ( 6 . 9 2 !  ( I , X A ( I I . T C 4 ( I 1 . 1 * 1 , 4 1 1  
« P I T E  ( 6 , 9 4 0 1
5 4 0  F 0 B M A T ( * 1 * . / / / / 4 1 X . " S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S IS  CF A T Y P E  2
1 *  S Y S T E M * . / 4 3 X . * A S  T |M C  CONSTANT TE I S  V A R IE D  FBOM
2 / / 4 7 X . * B U N " . 9 X , * T E " , 9 X . " S Y S T E M  T IM E  C 0 N S T A N T *1  
« B I T E  € 6 . 9 2 1  I I . T £ (  I l . T C S d  1 . 1 * 1 , 4 1 1  
« B I T E  ( 6 . 9 9 0 1
5 9 0  F O R M A T ! * 1 • , / / / / 4 1 A . * S C N S X T t V l T Y  A N A L Y S IS  CF A T Y P E  2
1 *  S Y S T E M * . / 4 4 X , " A S  C A I N  KE I S  V A R IE D  FROM . (  TO 9 . 0
2  / / 4 7 X . * O U N " . 8 X , " K E * , 9 X . " S Y S T E M  T I M E  C O N S T A N T * !
« R I T E  ( 6 . 9 2 1  ( l , K E ( I l . T C a i l 1 . 1 * 1 . 4 1 1  
CALL M B P L 0 T ( T B . T C t . 4 3 . 1 . 4 3 . I . L A b L !
« B 1 T F ( 6 . 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 1  F 0 B * A T ( 1 X . / 1 X . " S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S IS  OF A TYPE 2  E X C l
1 •S Y S T E M  P L O T T IN G  T m E E F F E C T  ON TmE APPROXIM ATE T IM E
2 / I X . " C F  T h e  s y s t e m  «MEN T IM E  CONSTANT TR I S  V A R I E D
3  • O . O O " !
CALL P B P L 0 T ( T A . T C 2 , 4 3 , I , 4 2 * l * L A g L l  
« B I T E ( 6 , 1 0 0 2 1
1 0 0 2  F O R M A T !IX,/ I X , " S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S I S  OF A TYPE 2  E K C l
E X C I T A T I O N " ,  
0 . 0  TO O . O A " .
E X C I T A T I O N " ,  
0 . 0  TO , 2  " ,
E X C I T A T I O N " ,  
0 . 0 1  TO 3 . 9 " ,
E X C I T A T I O N * ,
00.0",
E X C I T A T I O N " ,  
,1 T O  9 , 0 " ,
E X C I T A T I O N " ,
T A T I O N  " ,  
C O N S T A N T " ,  
FROM 0 . 0  TO " ,
T A T I O N  " ,
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eOHttAM tv C LEVgL >1 MAIM SATE ■ TTÎT# «E/03/I9 PACE *00*
00S7
003#
0030
OOAO
00*1
00**
00*3
•<•0*4
00*»
00*6
00*7
0040
004*
ooso
0091
009*
0093
t  • S 7 S T E H  O l O T T I M S  TME E F f C C T  ON THE A P PS O XIM ATE  
X  / I X . « o r  T m C 9V 9TE M  « h Eh  T IM E  CONSTANT T *  I S  YAP
*  . *  « I
CALL P P P L O T I T r  . T t 3 . 4 3 .  I . A 3 . 1 . L A C L I  
« P I T E I 6 . I 0 0 3 »
* 0 0 3  f O * M A T I | X « / I X , « S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S I S  OP A TY PE 2  
I «S YSTE M  P L O T T IN Û  THE EP PEC T ON THE APPROXIM ATE
*  / I X , «0P  t h e  s y s t e m  « h e m  t i m e  c o n s t a n t  T P  I S  YAP 
3  « 3 . 9  • »
CALL P P P L 0 T I K A . T C 4 . 4 3 . I . 4 3 . I . L A D L I  
• P I T E I e . 1 0 0 * 1
too* P C C M A T I I X . / : % . « S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S IS  OF A TY PE 2  
I «SYSTE M p l o t t i n g  T h e  E F F E C T  ON THE APPO OXIH ATE
*  / I X , « O F  T h e  s y s t e m  «MEN C A IN  KA I S  V A P I E O  FP3M  
c a l l  P P P L O T I T C . T C S . * ; , I . A I . l . L A E L )
P P I T E I O . 1 0 0 9 1
1 0 0 »  F C P M X T I I X , / I X . « s e n s i t i v i t y  a n a l y s i s  O f  A TYPE *
1 «SYSTEM P L O T T IN G  TME E F F E C T  ON THE APPR OX IM ATE
*  / I X . O P  t h e  SYSTEM mhCN t i m e  CONSTANT T E  I S  YAP 
3  « 9 . 0 0 * 1
c a l l  p p p l o t i k e . t c o . a i . i . a i . i . l a e l i
V B I T C I C . t O O O )
1 0 0 6  P O F M A T I I X . / I X . « S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S IS  CF A TYPE 2
1 «SYSTEM P L O T T IN G  THE E F FE C T ON TME APPR OX IM ATE
2  / I X . « O F  T h e  s y s t e m  MHCN G A I N  ME I S  V A R I E D  FROM 
so FORMAT ( 2 I E 2 V . 0 ) )
St F O R M A T i c i F i o . a i i
9 2  f o r m a t  I I X . A S X . I 3 . F I 4 . S . S X . F I 0 . 6 I  
STCP 
2N D
T IM E  C O N S T A N T ' ,  
IC O  FPOM 0 . 0  TO
E X C I T A T IO N  « ,
T IM E  c o n s t a n t * .  
1 2 0  FROM . 0 1  TO
E X C I T A T I O N  « .  
T I M E  C O N S T A N T * ,  
I . 0 0  TC 1 0 0 . « I
E X C I T A T I O N  « .  
t i m e  C O N S T A N T * .  
IC O  f r o m  . 1  TO
E X C I T A T I O N  « .  
T IM E  C O N S T A N T * ,  
. 1  TO S « 0 « *
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e * * * C O N t  INUIIUS »VSrtM MIIOLLIHC PSOuWAM**»*
• • •  V C RS IO N l « J
tint 1 * r e  3 C A C I T A t l O N  SVSTCM 
r i A i o  iset 
r i A C o  icM 
f i A c e  IP U N
i a i t i a l
P A P A M t le C  T P * O . W , R A * A O . . T A * « d 2 . K C « l * O « « f " . 0 3 . T E # , T S * . « «
1 f * l « 0 . S E " . T * . V M M a » « * . » . * a * | N . - e . b . v q i f m | . 9 . | C N l « l . | S U N * l * , « ,  
A U A * 0 * 0 * C f O @ " a * 0 « K P m | * « K ! * l * 0 . v e * A * « « « &
isei«o
iiMe/KC
ie**A#.oa
T C M Ifc sO .O
T C D C l T « I T I > H A A > T f t M | N | / « a . d
T E H I N a . O I
T E " A *  S .
l E O C l l ' I T E M A X  T E * I N I / * d . u  
kCPAX I S .
R C " I A * « O I
K E O C L 1 " ( K E M A % - k E M | N I / * U . O
K A K A A . I S 0 .
K A P I N . 1 . 0
K APEt T •  I  RAM « A - K  AM I N I / A  0  .  (
T E M I N . O . O I
T f P A A S .
T F K L T > I T r M A X - T F H I N > / « 0 . O
T A H I N . 0 . 0
T A P A X . . S
1 A K L T « ( T X M A X - T A M I N I / « O . 0  
.  a C F P I N . 0 . 0 1  
K F P A X . . 3
K F P C L T > I X F M A X - R F M I N I / A 0 . 0
NOSORT
I F  (  ( O . S ' K X I  . L E .  VCHAX I  CO TO  1
K A L IP 'V R M A X
CO TO  3
t  I F  I  l O . S ' K A I  C E .  V R M IN  I  CO TC  2  
K A L IM o V P H tN  
CO  TO 3  
>  K A L I M . O . S ' K A  
»  CO N T IN U E
C F O S S > K A L I m / k E
C F O I T C « I I . O - E % P ( - I . O I : » E F O S S
SORT
OTNAMIC
I F O a l . - . 5 * S T C P I 0 . 0 I  
I T « t . O - . S « S T C P C O . O I  
V T > I . 0 - O . 5 * S T E P ( 0 . O I  
PROCEDURE V I > H C F S I T R . V T I  
I F  CTC.I 1 0 . 2 0 . 1 0  
t o  V I N T . E E A L P L C I . O . T R . V T I  
CO TO 3 0  
• 2 0  V I A T - V T
. 9 0  V I « V I N T  
CtO PPO
V 2 > V P E F A A U X -V I
N 0 5 3 R T
VTMENmCXeSI C M P L X I « P » V T . R | 0 | T I I  
A " ( . T O * I F O / V T M E N I * * 2
V T M E N I . V T H C N A S U P t t l . - A I  
t F I A . C T . t . l  V O M A X 'O .O  
SORT
V 3 « V 2 - V T  
PROCEDURE V A . M 0 F S I T A . V 3 . « X I  
I P  I T X I  A O . A t . A O  
AO V A P R | « R E R L P L ( O . O . T A . V 3 I  
CO TO A2
41  V A P O I . V 3
4 2  V A .K X A V A P R I  
CNOPRO
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■NOP»0
« « ■ V b » V T M C N I
v a " L I * l I ( d . @ . V W M * K , V A |
tro«l*o/u.«cro<>Ai 
Z O O I " * E f O - j l / T f  
2 * I N T C » L 1 0 . O .Z O O T )
v t «k f * / o c t
MOSOBT
I f  I  KE EP . K C .  I  I  CO TO  t o o  
i r i t S C T - l l  3 0 0 . 1 0 0 . 3 0 0  
3 0 0  I f  ( E f O - E f O I T C I  1 0 0 . 2 0 0 * 2 0 *  
2 0 0  T O T I M E  
I S E T » *  
1 0 0  C C M T IN U f  
SOPT
TEPMINAL
T IM E R  O E L T » O . O O I .  P I K T | n » 3 . *  
METHOD R K S f x  
CO TO I I O O O . 1 0 1 0 . 1 0 2 0 . * 0 3 0 . t O I S . t O « O . I O S O I . | b U N  
* 0 0 0  " R I T E  I  3 . S I  I  T R .T C  
CO TO 1 0 6 0  
* 0 * 0  " R I T E  I 3 . S I I  T A .T C  
CO TO * 0 6 0  
* 0 2 0  " R I T E  ( 3 . 5 : 1  T F . T C  
CO TO ( 0 6 0  
* 0 3 0  " R I T E  ( 3 . 5 1 )  K A .T C  
CO TO 1 0 6 0  
1 0 3 5  " R I T E  ( 3 . 5 1 )  K F . T C  
CO TO 1 0 6 0  
* 0 4 0  " R I T E  ( 3 . 5 1 )  T E .T C  
CO TO 1 0 6 0  
* 0 5 0  " R I T E  ( 3 . 5 : 1  K E . T C  
* 0 6 0  ISETmO  
I f  ( I C N T  4 1 )  5 0 0 . 5 1 0 . 3 1 0  
5 0 0  I C N T » I C N T . 1 
CO TO ( 2 0 0 0 . 2 0 : 0 . 2 0 2 0 . 2 0 3 0 . 2 0 3 5 . 2 0 4 0 . 2 0 5 0 1 . IR O N  
2 0 0 0  T P » T R . T R O E L T  
CO TO 2 0 6 0  
2 S ; S  T * s T A . T A C E L T  
CO TO 2 0 6 0  
2 0 2 0  T F s T F . T F O E L T  
CO TO 2 0 6 0  
2 0 3 0  k a » k a . k a o e l t  
CO TO 2 0 6 0  
2 0 3 5  K F » K F . K F O E L T  
CO TO 2 0 6 0  
2 0 4 0  T C < T C « T E 0 E L T  
CO TO 2 0 6 0  
2 0 5 0  K E » K E .K E O E L T  
2 0 6 0  CALL RERUN 
5 1 0  C O N T IN U E  
5 *  FORMAT ( 2 ( E 2 0 . 8 ) )
END
PARAMETER T R » O . O 3 . T A » o . 0 6 « I R U N » 2 . I C N T « *
END
PARAMETER T A » 0 . t 3 . T F » . 3 S  . I R U N > 3 . I C N T » *  
ENO 
p a r a m e t e r  T F » . 0 l . K A » : . 3 . I R U N * 4 . I C N T » *
ENO
PARAMETER K A » 5 0 . 0 . T E » 0 . 0 I . I R W N » 5 . I C N T » *
END
p a r a m e t e r  K F » . 2 5 . T E » . 2 5 . : R U N « 6 . I C N T » *  
T I M E R  O E I T » O . J O I .  f l N T I M » * 5 .
ENO
PARAMETER T E » « 5  « R f »  * . 0 0 . I R U N . T . I C N T » *  
t i m e r  O E I T » 0 . 0 0 * .  F I N T I H . I S .
ENO
STCP
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r o H T I I A N  I* 0 L C V C L  ai M i f f datc m rrirB OS/IS/SO »*ce eoAt
• 0»t 
oaoa
0403
000*
00030000
000?
0000
00000010
OOlt
0012
0013
001*
0013
0016
0017
oet*
0010
0020
0021
0022
0023
002*
002»
0026
0027
0020
0020
0030
0031
0032
0033
003*
0033
0030
0037
O l tNSKW T * ( * 3 ) « T * * * 3 ; . T # l * 3 ) . K * l * 3 ; . T C ( * I I . K E I * i ; . T C l ( * 3 ) .  
t  7 ( 2 1 * 3 * .  T C 3 I * 3 > . T C * I * 3 > . T C » 1 * 1 I . T C 6 1 * 1 * . * ? 1 * 3 I . 7 ( 7 1 * 3 »  
i N T C e r #  L * U L I 3 * / ' S Y 3 7 * . » E M  7 » . ' ! * :  * «  (Q M S  « 7 * N T * /
# 2 * 0  1 3 . 3 0 *  I 7 B I I ) . 7 ( 1 1 1 ) . 1 * 1 . « 1 »
# 2 * 0  1 3 . 3 0 )  1 7 * 1  I * . 7 ( 2 1 1 ) . 1 * 1 . « I *
# 2 * 0  1 3 . 3 0 1  t 7 r | l > . 7 ( 3 1 1 1 . ! • ! . « I I  
# 2 * 0  1 3 . 3 0 *  « K * l t * . 7 ( « l l > . t > t . « l l  
# 2 * 0  1 3 . 3 0 *  1 7 ( 1 1 1 . 7 ( 3 1 1 1 . ! ■ ) . * 1 *
■  2 * 0  1 3 . 3 0 )  K C l l * . 7 ( 6 1 1 » . 1 * 1 . « 1 »
« 2 * 0  1 3 . 3 0 1  l * r ( | ) , r ( 7 | t l . l > l . * t *
DO to 1**2.*1 
1 0  # 2 * 0 1 3 . 6 1 *  7 m n . 7 * i i i . T P i i i . K * i i i . K F t t i  
OO 2 0  1 * * 2 . * 3  
2 0  # 2 * 0 1 3 . 3 1 »  7 ( 1 1 1 » . 7 ( 2 1 1 ) . 7 ( 3 1 1 * . 7 ( * l l l . T ( 7 l t l  
6 0 1 7 2  1 0 . 3 0 0 1
3 0 0  F 0 * < * * 7 1 * 1 * . / / / / * ! » . • S 2 N S I T 1 V I 7 7  * N * L r S I S  OP *  7 V P C  3  E X ( : 7 * 7 1 0 N « .
1 •  3 7 3 7 2 "  . / * 3 x . « * 6  7 1 * 2  ( t ) N S 7 * N 7  7 #  I S  V * O | 2 0  FPOM  0 . 0  7 0  0 . 0 8 » ,
2  / 2 * 7 * . • M U N » . 8 X . » T P » . 6 * . * S T S 7 t M  7 | M £  ( 0 6 S 7 * N 7 « *
« # | 7 £  1 0 . 3 2 *  1 1 . 7 # ! 1 > . 7 ( 1 1 1  » . I * l . * l )
* # 1 7 2  1 0 . 3 1 0 1
8 1 0  F O P M X 7 1 . 1  » . / / / / * ! * . « S 2 N S I 7 I V 1 7 7  * N * L V S I S  C F  *  7 7 # 2  3  t X ( | 7 * 7 I 0 N » .
1 *  S Y S T E M . . / * 3 x . » A 6  T l » 2  ( O N & T A M  7 4  I S  V A R I 2 0  FCOM 0 . 0  7 0  3 . 0  »
2  / / * ? * . » # U N » . O X . » T * » . 5 X . » S Y S T E M  71ME ( 0 N S 7 A N 7 » )
* # 1 7 2  1 0 . 3 2 *  I  1 . 1 * 1 1 * . 7 ( 2 1 1 1 . 1 - 1 . A I »
* # 1 7 2  1 0 . 3 2 0 1
3 2 0  F O P M A 7 I » * » . / / / / * * * . « S C N S 1 7 1 V I 7 Y  * N * L Y S I 3  CF *  T Y P E  3  E X C 1 7 A 7 1 0 N » .
1 •  S Y S T E M » . / * 3 X . » * S  T I M E  ( 0 M S 7 A N T  7 F  I S  V A B IE O  FOOM 0 . 0 1  7 0  3 . 0 » .
2  / X * T x . » O U N » . » * . » t F » . S X . » S Y S T E F  T I M E  ( 0 M S T 4 N 7 » *
* # 1 7 2  1 0 . 3 2 »  1 1 . 7 F 1 1 1 . 7 ( 3 1 1 1 . 1 . 1 . * 1 1
* # 1 7 2  1 0 . 3 3 0 *
3 3 0  F 0 # M * T I » I » . / / / / * 1 X . » 3 E N » 1 7 I V : 7 Y  A N A L Y S IS  *  T Y P E  3  E X C I T A T I O N » ,  
t  « S 7 S 7 2 M  . / * 8 X . » * S  C A I N  KA I S  V A B IE O  )  P OM 1 . 0  7 0  I S O . » .
2 //*?*.»#UN .OX.»KA .3X. SYSTEM T|M2 CONSTANT»*
* # 1 7 2  1 0 . 6 2 )  t l . K * l l l . 7 ( * l l ) . I . | . * l l  
* « 1 7 E  1 0 . % 3 3 *
3 3 »  F 0 # M * 7 1 » 1 » . / / / / * 1 X . « S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S I S  OF A T Y P E  3  E X C I T A T I O N » .
1 « s t s t e m » . / * 8 X . » A S  C A I N  KF I S  VAMICO F#O M  0 . 0 1  7 0  0 . 3  » .
2  / / * T X « » N V N » . e x . » K F » . S X . " S Y S T E M  T IM E  C O N S T A N T »*
• B I T E  1 0 . 3 2 »  I I . K F t t * . T C r i l 1 . 1 * 1 . * 1 »
• B I T E  1 6 . 6 * 0 *
3 * 0  F Q W M A T I « I » . / / / / * I X . « S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S I S  CF A T Y P E  3  E X C I T A T I O N » ,  
t  » SYSTEM  . / * 3 x . » A S  T I M E  c o n s t a n t  TE I S  V A R I E D  FROM , 0 1  7 0  3 . 0 » ,
2  / / * T X « » # U N » . OX. » 7 d » . SX."S YSTE M  T I M E  CONSTANT» I  
• # I 7 C  1 0 . 3 2 )  1 1 . 7 2 1 1 * . 7 ( 6 1 1 * . 1 * 1 . * 1 1  
• » 1 T 2  1 8 , 3 3 0 »
9 3 0  F 0 R M A T I » ) » . / / / / * 1 X . " S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S I S  OF A TY P E  3  E X C I T A T I O N » ,  
t  » S T S T E M . / * # X , A S  C A IN  KE I S  V A B IE O  F R O *  . 0 1  TO 1 3 . 0 » .
2  //*?X.»NUN".8X.»KL».3A."SYSTEM 71*6 CONSTANT")
■BITE 10.32* I I . K E t l i .7(611t.iMl.*!)
CALL PBPLOIlTB.T(l.*3,l.*3.1,LAeLl 
*#17210.1001 »
SMI FOBMATllX./IX."SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF A TYPE 3 EXC37AT10N ».
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rOATfttN tv C LEVEL ft MAIN PATE • TTfTd os/ts/so PAGE 0002
0090
0090
0000
0001
000*
0009
0000
0000
0000
0009
0000
0000
0090
009t
0092
0093
0090
0099
0090
0099
0096
0090
0000
1 # 9 V 9 t C *  P L O T T IN G  TH E E F F E C T  ON TH E APPR OX IM ATE
2  / % % , ' O F  TH E  SYSTEM «H EN  T I M E  CONSTANT TR I S  VAN 
9  # 0 . 0 0 * I
CALL P f l P L 0 T ( T A « T C 2 . 0 9 . I . O S . I . L A E L I  
« P t T E l O f I 0 0 2 I
# 0 0 2  F O * « A T |;%./!%." S C N S I T I V I T T  A N A L Y S I S  CF A TYPE 3
1 *5 Y S T C M  P L O T T IN G  THE E F F E C T  ON T m l  APPROXIM ATE
2  / I X . O F  T h e  SYSTEM «HEN T IM E  CONSTANT TA I S  VAR 
9  •  . 9  * 1
c a l l  P R P L 0 T I T F . T C 9 . 4  9 . I . 4 9 . I . L A 8 L I  
• R I T E C O . t O O S )
1 0 0 3  F O R M A T # I * . / I X . ' S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S I S  OF A TYPE 3
1 #SVSTC M p l o t t i n g  TME E F # E C T  ON THE APPROXIM ATE
2  / I X . O F  THE SYSTEM • H E N  T I M E  CONSTANT T F  I S  VAR 
9  * 9 . 0  * )
C a l l  p r f l o t ( k a . t c a . a j . 1 . 4 9 . 1 . l a b l i
V R | T E C 6 . I 0 0 4 )
1 0 0 4  F O R M A T * 1 % , / I X . ' S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S I S  CF A TYPE 9
1 * S Y S T £ M  P L O T T IN G  THE E F FE C T ON THE APPROXIM ATE
2 / I X . O F  T h e  SYSTEM RHEH G A I N  KA I S  V A R IE D  FPOM 
c a l l  P R P l Q T ( K F . T C 9 . 4 9 , I . 4 9 . I . L A B L #
« R I T E  1 6 . 1 0 0 7 )
# 0 0 9  F O R M A T I I X . / I X . ' S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S I S  OF A TYPE 3
1 «SYSTEM  p l o t t i n g  T h E E F FE C T ON THE APPROXIM ATE
2 / I X . O F  THE SYSTEM KHCN CAIN KF I S  V A R IE D  FROM 
CALL PRPLOT(TE.TC9.4I. I.4I. I  . L A U D
• R I T E ( 6 . 1 0 0 9 1
# 0 0 9  F O R M A T # I X . / I X . ' S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S I S  OF A TYPE 3
1 'SYSTEM PLOTTING THE EFFECT ON Tm£ APPROXIMATE
2  / I X . O F  THE SYSTEM «MEN T |M e  CONSTANT T E  I S  VAR 
9  * 9 . 0  * )
CALL P R P L O T I K E  . T C 6 . 4 I .  )  . 4 1 .  I . L A E D  
« R I T E I 6 N I 0 0 6 )
# 0 0 6  F O R M A T # I X . / I X . ' S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S I S  CF A TYRE 3
t SYSTEM PLOTTING THE EFFECT ON THE APPROXIMATE 
2 /IX.'OF THE SYSTEM «MEN GAIN KE IS VARIED FQQM 
SO FORMAT # 2 # e 2 0 . 0 l l
9 1  F 0 O m a T # 6 ( F I 0 . 2 ) I
9 2  FORMAT ( I X . 4 5 X . I 9 . F I 4 . 9 . 9 X . F I 0 . 6 )
STOP
CNO
T I M E  C O N S T A N T * •  
IC O  FR O M 0 . 0  TO
e x c i t a t i o n  * .
t i m e  C O N S T A N T ' .  
IS O  FROM . 0  TO
E X C I T A T I O N  * .  
t i m e  C O N S T A N T * .  
IC O  FROM . 0 1  TO
e x c i t a t i o n  * .  
T I M E  C O N S T A N T * .  
1 . 0  TO I S O . * )
E X C I T A T I O N  * .  
T IM E  C O N S T A N T * .  
. 0 1  TO . 3  ' )
E X C I T A T I O N  * .  
T I M E  C O N S T A N T '♦ 
l E D  FROM . 0 1  TO
EXCITATION *.
TIME c o n s t a n t*.
-0.1 TO 19.0 *)
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###*C0NT;NUOUS SYSTEM MOOELiNC PAQGRAM##*# 
### VERSION |»S ###
TITLC TTP6 4 EXCITATION SYSTEM 
Fixeo ISET
ptxeo ICNT 
PIXZO lAVN
INITIAL
p a a a m c t e o  vA*A%«:Q,s.vAMiN#-io.5,sc".aa 
CFOOaO.O.VAEf#:#0*%CNT"I.IAVN#& 
ISETmO
VRM»! VOMA4«VAM|N|4*0
KVm»OS*V0MAM
T | m T F / % E
T E M l N m . O I
T E # A A # S . O
T C C E c T m l  niMAX-TEMlNl/AO.O 
Ac vAXaE.O
KEPLLra|KcMAX*XEM|N>/AOaO
Nosomr
iriVl.LC.VRMAXI CO TO X 
V|a,^#V0WA%
GO TO 3
1 IFIvt •oe.VANXNI CO TO 2 
VlaNQWiN
CO T C  3
2  V | a , S a v a w A *
3 C C M  In u E .
eFocsa(t*o/xe« vt )/<&.o*se/*c) 
croiTCmii*o-exA(*i«o))«cPoss
SCAT
OYNAWXC
VTal.0.0.S*STEP|0#0l 
VI«VOCF-VT
NOSOfiT
X F W 1 * C C . < V )  VA m ypNA X  
I F C V I • L E « I « R V ) I  V A m y P M lN  
t r C A o S ( V I I « L T « X V l  VAmyRH 
SORT
V2#VP-V3
Vj#SE*ffO
Ca0PR|aCtALPLlCF00«Tt«V2l 
L> 0«I•0/KC#EFOPAI 
NOSCAT
IP C KEEP .KE. t I CO TO 100 
IF(ISfT-11 300,IOC.300 
300 If ICFO-eFQITCI 100.200.200 
200 TCaîgaS 
ISETml
too ccKTiNue
SORT
TERMINAL
TIMER OELTaO.OOl, P|NT|M#|| #0
m e t h o d  r a s f x
GOTO (lOAO.tOSOI.IRUH 
)0*0 MR ITE 13.SI I TE.TC 
CO TO toeo 
toso mPITE (5.SI) KE.TC
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i o « o  I  s e r « o
I#- (ICNT-«1) see.910.910 
SCO IC»>T«tCNT»t
CO TO i2o«o.2osoi.tnuri
2 0 4 0  T C . T 2 . T 2 0 E L T  
CO  TO 2 0 4 0  
2 0 5 0  K t  K t  KCOCLT  
2 0 5 0  CA LL  k E » U N  
9 1 0  C ^ n T IK V K  
9 1  F 0 4 M A T  1 2 ( 2 2 0 . 0 1 1  
F SO
PACAMCTco Tf-e«9.Ke"-o«oa.iavy»2.iCNT"i 
T l » e *  O C L T a O . O O l .  P I N T l M * l t . O  
2  MO 
ST O P
C L f P V T v m i a o l E :SEOUENCe
itrt VCH ity T l T C M I N TEKAX TCOCLT K C K t N RENAX K E OE LT
K C C O l V I V I V I EFOSS C F O IT C VT V t VR V P
V * efc V ) V 2 2 Z 0 0 0 3 CFOPNt 2 2 0 0 C 4 TC I S E T E 2 0 0 0 9
IS E T IC N T TL KC
p«o«>.eTEcs MOT INPUT ca o u t p u t s  n o t  a v a i l a o l e  t o  s o r t  secTioN***s2T re ZEOC»*#
N S P I H  if 00
outputs inputs parahs int2CS * mcm olks portran oata cos
3 0 ( 9 0 0 1  S S d A O O l  1 3 ( 4 0 0 1  1 4  0 «  1 ( 3 0 0 1  3 1 ( 0 0 0 1  9
2A0JCS
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rcmi M A IM O A t e  •  T T 0 * 7 P A C E  0 0 0 1
0001
000*
0 0 0 3
OOOA
0 0 0 3000»
0 0 0 7
000»
000*
0010001%
0012
0 0 1 3
•0I«
o o ts
001»
0 0 1 7
0010
001*
0020
0 1  i C N S t O N  t e i A l  I  . K E t A l  1 . 7 C 1  t « t  > . T C 2  f  « 1 1
IN T C C e n  L A 0 L I 3 I /  3 Y 3 T  .  E *  7 » .  I K  « . " C O N S ' . ' T A M T " /
«CAO « 3 . 3 0 1  < T E C l > . T C I « t > . l - l . « t >
ACAO ( 3 . 3 0 )  ( K E ( I ) . T C 2 ( I I . I  « ) . * ) #
• A I T E  < « . 3 * 0 1
8 * 0  f C A M A T I ' l » . / / / / A I K . ' S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S I S  OP A T Y P E  A E K C I T A T I O N * .  
I  ♦ SYSTEM . / * 3 % .  AS T IM E  CONSTANT TE I S  V A P IE O  PPOM . 0 1  TC S  O " ,  
t  / / * 7 * . ' C U N ' , a x . ' T f . 5 * . 'S Y S T E M  T I M E  C O N S T A N T ' )
• A I T E  ( e . S S )  ( I . T E « | ) . T C I ( I ) . I « I . 4 1 )
•  A I T E  l « . S 3 0 )
8 S 0  P O P M A T I ' I ' . / / / / * % * . ' S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S I S  OP A T Y P E  A E X C I T A T I O N ' .
1 « S T S T E M ' . / A O X . ' A S  C A I N  KE I S  V A P I E O  FPOM - . 0 1 1  TO 2 . 0 0 ' .
2  / / » T * . ' S U N ' . B X . ' K E ' . S K . ' S Y S T E M  T I M E  C O N S T A N T ' )
• R I T E  * * . S 2 I  « I . K E I I ) . T C 2 ( I ) . I " I . * I )
CA LL P R P L 0 T I T E . T C I . 4 I . I . A l . t . L A b L )
•  P I T E I O . I O O S )
1 0 0 3  POPM ATI I X . / I X . ' S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S I S  CF A TY P E  4  E X C I T A T IO N  » .
1 'S Y S T E M  p l o t t i n g  TME E F F E C T  ON THE APPR OX IM ATE T IM E  C O N S T A N T ' .
2  / I X .  OF TH E SYSTEM MMEN T I M E  CONSTANT T E  I S  V A P I E O  PPOM . 0 1  T O ' .
3  •  S . O ' )  ■
C A L L  P P P L 0 T I K C . T C 2 . 4 l . l . 4 t . ) . L A B L )
• R I T E t e . l  0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0  POPM ATI I X . / I X . ' S E N S I T I V I T Y  A N A L Y S I S  OF A TYPE 4  E X C I T A T I O N  « ,
1 «SYSTEM  p l o t t i n g  T h e  E F FE C T ON T H E  AP P P O X IM A TE  T I M E  C O N S T A N T ' .
2  / I X .  OF THE SYSTEM W E N  C A I N  XE I S  V A R I E D  FROM - . 0 1  TO 2 . 0  '  )
SO FORMAT ( 2 ( E 2 0 . e i :
3 2  FORMAT ( I X . 4 S X . I 3 . F I 4 . S . S X . F 1 0 . * )
STOP
ENO
APPENDIX D 
COMPUTER PROGRAM OF ROOT LOCUS 
AND FREQUENCY RESPONSE TECHNIQUE
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0 3 C T  4.CCUS PECCOAM
PRCflLEM I O C < 4 T I P t C « T t O N  -  BTLOC CXCTCP TV PC  I
THE NUHCEATOa I S  C I V E M  8V
1P C P O L * k O " : * L  C C C P P I C t C N T S  -  I N  A S C E N D IN G  P D k E P S  OF S 
0.0 I.0000: 00
T X  P C L V A O N IA L  BOOTS ABE 
• ( « .  PABT  
0.0
I P A G I N A A *  PAST  
0.0
TX 0ENO»iNAT0B IS GIVEN or
T X  P G L T h C M IA L  C O r F F I C t ' N T S  -  I N  A S C E N D IN G  P D v E B S  OF S 
I « I TOOE 0 2  I . 6 0 3 4 E  0 2  S . 3 3 4 0 E  0 1  t .O O O O E  0 0
T X  PSLTNGVlow »0crs ABE 
BEAc PA BT
- l . O O O O E  0 0  - 3 . 3 A 0 0 C  0 0  - S . O O O O E  0 1
I P A G IN A B V  PABT
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you FCBGOT TOUR C P T I C N  CABO. ASSUME N O P T a O .
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APPENDIX E
A PHYSICAL AND SIMULATION MODEL OF C-OVERNOR-TUEBINE
FLYBALLS
TRANSIENT DROOP 
ADJUSTER-7  ,
NEEDLE
•VALVE
## O
. COMPENSATING 
DASHPOT -
ior-a-z
PILOT SERVO
SPEED
ADJUSTER
= 3 4
PILOT VALVE
PERMANENT DROOP 
ADJUSTER
RESTORING CABLE
DISTRIBUTING VALVE
GATE SERVOMOTOR
FIGURE E-1 
MECHANICAL-HYDRAULIC HYDROGOVERNOR
"In steady state the shaft speed signal, n^ , is compared to the 
reference-speed setting nr, modified by the permanent speed droop times 
gate position o*z. Sometimes the permanent speed droop is obtained by 
using generator power output rather than gate position. An imbalance 
between actual speed and the modified reference speed appears as a change 
in the input "a" to the pilot servo. When gate position is changing, a
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transient droop signal C is developed to oppose fast changes in gate posi­
tion. In mechanical-hydraulic governor illustrated, these signals are 
summed and transmitted through a system of floating levers from a mechan­
ical motion to the operation of the pilot valve.
The mathematical representation for a speed-governoring hydro 
system is shown in figure (E-2). This model shows an initial power P^ . 
This initial power is combined with the increments power due to the speed 
deviation to obtain the total power, Pgy, which is subject to the time 
lag, Tg, imposed by the servomotor mechanism.
max
Pi6V
FIGURE E-2
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF SPEED-GOVERNING HYDRO SYSTEM
The second speed-governing system for the steam turbine is shown 
in figure (E-3) and its mathematical representation is shown in figure 
(E-4).
Typically the mechanical hydraulic speed-governing system consists 
of a speed governor, a hydraulic servomotor, a speed relay and governor- 
controlled valves as seen in figure (E-3). The mathematical representa-
(9)
tion of speed-governing for steam turbine is shown in figure (E-4).
2 0 0
Governor
Speed
Changer
Position ValvePosition
Speed
Servo-
Motor
Speed
Relay
Speed
Governor
Governor
Controlled
Valve
FIGURE E-3
SPEED GOVERNING SYSTEM FOR STEAM TURBINES
Cv open CVmox
SR + . 1 1 / . 1
I + S T s r
Zt J ^
Is m / s
Cv close
Cv
CVmin
Kg
«0
FIGURE E-4
MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATION OF SPEED-GOVERNING 
SYSTEM FOR STEAM TURBINE
2 0 1
STEAM TURBINE SYSTEM^^ ^
All compound steam turbine systems utilize governor-controlled 
valves at the high pressure or a very high, high pressure turbine. The 
steam chest and inlet piping to the first turbine cylinder and reheaters 
and crossover piping down stream all impose delays between the valve move­
ment and change in the steam flow. The object in modeling the steam sys­
tem for stability studies is to account for these delays. Flows into 
and out of any steam vessel are related by a simple time constant. The 
steam turbine configuration, as well as the mathematical representation, 
is shown in figure (E-5) and (E-6), respectively for only the tandem 
compound-double reheater. There are five major models of steam systems; 
nonreheat, tandem compound-single reheated, tandem compound-double reheat, 
cross compound-single reheat, and cross compound-double reheat. The time
constants T_, T and T__ represent delays due to the steam chest and Ln Kn. CO
inlet piping, reheaters and crossover piping respectively. The fraction 
Fvhp» Fgp, F^ p, and F p^ represent portions of the total turbine power 
developed in the various cyclinders.
iReheoterl I Reheater I Crossover
Valve
Position LPLPHp — — —
Control
Valves
Steam
Chest
SHAFT
To Condenser
FIGURE E-5 
STEAM SYSTEM CONFIGURATION— TANDEM 
COMPOUND-DOUBLE REHEATER
2 0 2
Fv h p
»'GV 1 L 1
•+STch I+STrhi
.— H
F][P FLP
1 1
I+STrh2 i+s Tco
Pqv
FIGURE E-6 
MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATION OF TANDEM 
COMPOUND-DOUBLE REHEATER
Govemor-Turblne, PECO Type
Tmo
Tmox
Sd
Slip
Speed
[
1 1+ST3 I+ST4
Tr
l+STc l+STs l+STs
PILOT
VALVE
SPEED
RELAY
HI PRESS 
TURBINE TURBINE
►{s)— ►
WqhiffShift 
 ^L Torque
FIGURE E-7 
GOVERNOR-TURBINE
In figure (E-7) R equals the steady state speed regulation;
F equals the frequency; TC is the speed relay and steam bowl time constant; 
TS and T^ are the servomotor and reheat time constant; T^  and T^  are the re­
heater time constants; T is the-initial steady state torque, zero slipmo
torque and D is the damping factor.
APPENDIX F 
COMPUTER PROGRAM SIMULATION OUTPUT 
LISTING OF GOVERNOR-TURBINE SYSTEMS
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a***CONTINUOUS SYSTEM MODELING PROGRAM**##
**• VERSION 1.3 *#*
title SIMULATION OF GOVERNOR TURBINE SYSTEM.TANDEM COMPQUND-TwO REHEAT 
FIXED ISET 
FIXED ICON 
FIXED ICNT
INITIAL
PARAMETER Tl^=.07.T2a.l25.T3=. 125.TA = .25.T5=7. O.T6 = 8.5. .. . 
T7a.A.KG=%S. .Kl».22.K3=.22#K5a.3,K7=.26 ,PMIN= - 1•.PMAX=1•3»•.« 
AUX=2.J.INITP=6.0.T%MIN=U.O$TIMAX = .1S.T2MAX=.3 .T2VIN= .01•-.. 
T2vxx=.2.T3MINC.J1.Tamax=.6*TSMAXs15«0*TAMlNs.05.*••
K s l .J,T6»AX=lb..ToMINsI.O.TTMAXr.S9•T7MIN=.I,...
KG^'AX = 2b. ,XGXIN=.4 .K1MAX = .S. M  M1N=0 . 0 .K3Ml NsO . 0 .K3M Ax« .6* • •• 
<S*AXs.H. K S M : N = . # K7MAXP.8,K7M1N=.JS. ICNT = 1#1AVN=1
Isrr*o
TlUELT=tTlMAX-TlMlN)/AO.O 
T2CELT=(T2MAX-T2MIN)/4J.j 
TOL’ELTr ( T3'*AX-T3m In )/4Ü.ü 
T43CL T= < T4VAX-T4 4IN)/40.0 
T5UELT-< TSYAX-T5vl\)/4J.O 
Tfr::«;LT=( TbMAx-Te,ujN)/4J.O 
r7r-ELT=.< ■^7yAX-T7MIN)/4 J. J 
KC0£LTsIxr.MAX-KGMîM/40*Ü 
K3TEL T=(K2yAX-K3MlN)/4Ü.ü 
POÎL^sCl.S- .3)/4J.3
X ID£LT2(KÎMAX-MM1N)/40.Ü 
<070L r=<K*jMAx-^.bMlN>/4 0.ü 
LT=(<7MAX-K7v%\)/40.J 
NCT"'PT
IF ( I-KC) *LE. PMAX ) GO TO X 
KGLIM=PMAX 
CO TO ?
1 IF ( (-KG) #Gc. PMIN ) GO TO 2 
KCLIM=Pm In
GC TC 3
2 <CL1M=-kG
3 continue
0SS=<GL1M*IX1*K3*XS*<7)
PTC=<1.O-EXPI-I.0))*PSS $.42 -
SORT
DYNAMIC
SPO£RH=ST£P(O.OI 
P1=S‘»D£RC^AUX 
P2A=6E*LPL(0.0.T3.Pl>
P2â=LEDLAG(Tl.T2.P2A)
P2=kG"P20 
P3=INITP-P2
P4=LI«tT(PMlN.PMAX.P3) 
ps-Rr a l p l(o .o .T4.P4)
PfrsRF Al PL( 0.0. TS.PS)
P7=Qc auPL ( 3. 3.T6.P6) 
pj5=5 6 At PL (0,0,T7.P7)
PSAsxI#P5
P6A=R3#P6
PCEsPüA«.p‘jA
P7ASX 5«P7
P7esP7A«P40
Pp4aP**«»C7
205
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IF ( KEEP .N=. 1 ) GO TO 100 
1F(XS£T-1) 3)1.113,300
3üJ IF (PTC-P) 100.200,200 
200 TC=TI«£
100 CCMINUÎ:
SOFT
t e r m i n a l
TlVcO OELTsO •011» FINTlMaS.O .OUTOEL^.l
M£TrtC0 PKSFX
GO TO (1030, 1010,1020.1030.1040,1050.1060
1000 • F ITE (3.511 Tl .TC
00 TO X Or.J
1010 • t-lTE O  .51 ) T2.TC
GC TO I 343
1020 aP ITE (3,51) T3.TC
GO TO I0*î0
133 0 -PITF (3.51) T4.TC
GO TO 1 oeo
1040 «CITE (3.51) TS.TC
GO TO 1063
1059 âPITr(3,tl)Tô,TC
GC T.C l 353
1060 #P| TE ( 3, 51 ) T7.TC
00 TC lOMO
137 1 kPITE (3.511 HMAX.TC
GC TO 1090
106 5 • PITE (3.5:) KG.TC
GC TC 1060
109 0 •oxrec3.5i) K3.TC
136 3 I SiTr 3
IFCIP GN.Ea.10.AN0.XCNT.Cc.4l) END FILE 3
IF (ICST-Al> 500.510,510
533 I CNTr ICNT*l
GO TO (20v0.2010.2020.2030 .2040.2 050.2060
2000 Tl=Tl$T13ELT
GO TO 2090
2010 T2=T2 ♦ TZCtlLT
GC Tn 2 J93
2020 T3 = T3»T>;)tLT 
CO TC 20*i0 
203) TA*TA*T*CELT 
GO TO ?C»ÎU 
2OA0 T5=T5*T50cLT 
C.C TC :0<0 
20î)0 T6-TC*T(.CELT 
GO TC 20R0 
2060 T7=T7»T70LLT 
CO TC 20^ *0 
2 07 0 PWA%zPMAx*PCELT 
O M : N = e v i N - P 0 E L T  
00 TO ?0-0
206
OU TU 20MO
2335 < C * K C ^ K G D £ L T
GO Tn 2060
2090 k 3=K34K3DI-LT
2060 CALL 6£CUN
510 continue
51 ^CïiMAT <2( E23.8)>
END
p a c a m eTEO T2»0.05,T1=0.10.1RUNB2,ICNT«1
ENO
PAQAMETSa T3=0.05*T2=0.125.IRUN=3,ICNT=1
ENC
PACAMETEC T4=v.l$T3S0.125*IPUN*4»ICNT»l
END
PAKAM6TE9 T5a3«3.TA=3*35.IRUN=5.ICNT=1
END
PALAMETEP KG=.4.%PUN=P,%CNT=l »T6=1*0
END
PACAWÇTER T6=.6.T5=10..1RUNS7.ICNT=1
£NC
PAP AWETER KG=1.O.T7=.52# %RUN=6.ICNTal
ENC
PAPAvETER K3aJ.l#KC=25.#IPUN=9.1CNT*X
END
PACAMETEP T5=20. #K3= .4.IRVN=10.ICNT»1
END
STOP
CLTPUT VAOIAPLE SCOUENCE
ISET TIOClT T2DFLT T3DELT T40ELT T50ELT T6DELT T7CELT KGOELT K30ELT
PCEl T KICFLT AUCSl T K7CELT 220001 KGL %M KGLIM KGLlM PSS PTC
EPCFPQ PI 223334 P2A 223335 223336 P20 H2 P3 PA
220011 P5 220014 P6 220017 P7 220020 P« PSA P6A
ceo P7A P7g P3A P 220021 TC ISCT 220022 ISrT
ICNT Tl T2 T3 T4 TS T6 T7 PMAX P.VIN
KG <3
OUTPUTS INPUTS PACAMS INTEGS 4 MEM ÜLKS FORTRAN DATA COS
66(500} 121(14001 45(400) 6» 0- 6(300) 104(600) 29
E N O J C S
207
F3QTQAN tv C LEVEL 2t M A I N D A T E  m 7 7 3 ) 9 3 3/29/45 PAGE 3)3:
0 0 0 1
0002 
0003 
0334 
0035 
0006 
0 ao**
0009
0 0 3Q
0 0 1 0
001 1 
3312 
0 0 1 2  
0014
0013
3316
0017 
3 316
0019
3323
0021
3 322
0023
0024
0025 
0320 
3 327
0026 
3 329 
0030
3 3 1 1
0032
0033
OlVENStON Tl(43).72(43)#73(43).74(43)#75(43).KG(43)#K3i 431#
1 PM4X(43)#TC1(43),TC2(43)#TC3(43)#7CA(43)#TC5(43)*7C6(43)#
2 TC7(43)#TC9(43) , T6(4?).77(43).TC9(43).7C10(43) 
iNTfGSR LA3t(0)/*S7ST».«EM T"# * IKE ' ,'CONS'.'TANT'/
PE40 (3.53) (T)(I).TCl(I).1=1,41)
(3.50) (T2( I).TC2(I).1=1.41)
BEAD (3.50) (T?( 1 ) .TC3(1 ) .1=1#41) 
p e a:) (3.53) ( Tfti X ) .TC4( 1 ) .1=1 . 41)
40 (3.50) (T5(I).TC5(I ) .1=1.41)
PEAO (3.50) (KG( I).rC6(I) .1=1.41)
PC 40 (3-53) (KJ( I).TC7(X ) .1 = 1.41)
CE »•> (3.50) ( PMAxt 1 ) .TC6C 1 ). 1 = 1 .41)
DfcAO (3.53) (T*( I),TC9(I) .1=1.41)
BEAD (3.50) (T7( I ).TC10(I ).I = 1 .41)
00 10 I -42.43
13 PEA0(5.5l) T 1( 1) . T2( X ) .T3( I I .T4C n*T5( 1 I .KG( I 1 «K3(I 1 .PWAXd ) . 
1 T6(I ),T7(%>
00 20 1=42.41
23 CEA0(5.S:) TCI(I).TC2(1).TC3( I).TC4( 1).TC5(I).TC6(I).TC7CI).
I TCfllI).TC9(I) .TC10(I)
&PITZ (6.500)
500 rCP«AT(*l•.////33X.*SSNSITlVITy ANALYSIS OF TANDEM COMPOUND"#
1 • UJVCtNOr AND STLAM s y s t e m",/42X.•as time constant Tl IS".
2 ' VACIEO 3.35 TO 3.15".
3 //4 7X."PUN".Ax.'Tl".5%."SYSTEM TIME CONSTANT")
• A'lTE (6.52) t l.TU I) .TCI ( I ) . 1=1 .41 )
■ cn£ (6.513)
510 FORMAT("1'.////33X,"SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF TANDEM CCMPCUND".
1 " C.OvEPNOC AND STEAM s y s t e m" ./4£X. "AS TIME constant T2 IS".
2 • VARIED r=cv 0.05 TO 0.2".
3 //aTx. "RUN" ,9-\. • T2" ,5X. "SYSTEM TIME CONSTANT")
■RITE (6.52) (I.T2(I),TC2(I).1=1.41)
4PITE(6.U23)
£20 FORVAT(•1•.////33X.•3ENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF TANDEM CCMPCUND".
1 " G0VFRNU4 AND STEAM SYSTEM"./42X."AS TIME CONSTANT T2 IS".
2 ' VARIED FP.1M 0.35 TO 0.2" .
3 //47X,"PUN".ex."T3"*dX."SYSTEM TIME CONSTANT")
VCITC. (0.52) < : .T3( I ) .TC3(I > . I =1 .41 )
»C1T£(6.530l
£33 FCRm aK •1•,////33x."SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF TANDEM CCMPCUND".
1 ' CCVERSOS AND STEAM SYSTEM"./42X."AS TIME CONSTANT T4 IS".
2 " VARIED FBCM 3.1 TO 3.6",
3 //47X."RUN".ex."T4".5X."SYSTEM TIME CONSTANT")
•RITE (6.52) (I.T4(I).TC4CI),Isl.41)
• RITE(6 .543)
£4 0 F0SMAT(•I•.////33X."SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF TENDEM COMPOUND".
1 • OOV£t,NOP AND STEAM SYSTEM" ,/42X. "AS TIME CONSTANT Tg IS".
2 ' VARIED F=CM 3.0 TO 13.0".
3 //47V, "RUN".3x.•T5".5X."SYSTEM TJPE CONSTANT")
"RITL (6.521 (I.TSlI).TC3(I).1=1,41)
4P1TC(6.553)
550 FORMAT("1".////33X.* SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF TANDEM COMPOUND".
208
FOCTCAs IV C LEVEL 21 MAIN DATE = 77309 00/29/45 PACE 0002
1 • GOv£f.No« and stcam s y s t e m* t/4ex. «as time constant kg i s*.
2 • vAsrro FFCM 0.5 TC 3.7*.
3 //<-Tx. *;^ oN* .ex.*KG'.5x .*systêm time c o n s t a n t*)
3 3 36 *=%Tc (C..5c) ( I.<G( I )»TC6(I >• 1=1.41 I
0035 «CITHIL.SOU)
0036 560 FCCu aT(•1•.////J3X.•SCNSXTIVITY ANALYSIS CF TANDEM COMPOUND*.
1 • CfOVE-*.CF ANC -TEAM SfSTEM* ./4ex.* AS TIME COrJSTANT K3 IS*.
2 * VA=:=U rPCM 0.3 TC 0.7".
? //4 7X."CuN*.MX.*Kj*.6X,"SYSTEM TIME CONSTANT*)
0037 fc-lTE (6.52) t I .KJ( I>.TC7II I.I=1.4 I)
0038 •KI'*£(6.d7J)
)339 673 FCAMATC•I•,////33X.*SCNSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF TANDEM COMPOUND*.
1 • GOvf'NDF and STc AM s y s t e m*,/26X.•as TmE LIMITS OF THE HARD*.
2 * LIMITEK ACE VAAlcC F^3M 1.3 TO 2.3*.
2 //A 7> , *s or. • .7X. • PMAX* .4X *• SYSTEM TIMc CONSTANT")
0040 fccirc t<.-52) t I ,MMAX( I) .TCHtX ) . 1=1 .41 )
3 341 « F I J y 7 )
3C42 577 FC'.VATI * :' .////jJx.*SCXSITlVlTY ANALYSIS OF A TAN DEM COMPOUND*.
: * GCvtCNOP ANC 5Tt.AM. SYSTEM* ./46X. • AS TI M= CONSTANT T6 IS*.
2 • VA=IED FPOM 0.6 TC 3.7*.
3 //a7>.<AUN*,8X,•To*.6X.•system TIME CONSTANT*)
0043 :T& (t.o?) (I.T6tI).TC9 (I),1 = 1.41)
C0A4 *PrTt(t.57d)
0045 578 FCAmA K  • 1 • ,////33X ,* StNSITI VITY ANALYSIS OF TANDEM COMPOUND*.
1 • OCvEPr-ns ANC ST:_4M SYSTEM* ./A6X. * AS TINE CONSTANT T7 IS* ,
2 * VAFIED FCCV u.-j TO 3.7* .
3 //-7x. *Aj n . ,Pa, *T7* ,5X."SYSTEM TIMC CONSTANT*)
3J4C #=ITS M .CD) I I.T7(1 ).TC:û( I), 1 = 3 .41 )
0047 CALL PO-LÜT(Tl .TCI.43. 1 .43.1.LA£L)
0048 MAI'^Eie.IOOl )
0049 1001 FCCm a TIIX./IX.'SENSITIVI TV ANALYSIS OF TANDEM COMPOUND CCVEPNOB*.
1 ' A.'O STLAM SYSTEM KLOTTIn G THE EFFECT ON THE AFPPDXlvATE TImE*.
2 * CCNSTAfiT* ,/lx,*CF Tm £ SYSTEM xHcN TIME CONSTANT Tl IS VAPIEO*.
3 * KCCM 0.Ü6 TC J,:s*)
0050 call Hf Pl *;TCT2.TC2.43.1 .43.1.LAÊL)
3 35: *XITE 0J2 )
0 0 52 XC02 FCAm A K : x./lx.*ScNjlTIVlTY ANALYSIS CF TANDEM CCMPOUND CCVEPNOP*.
1 * AND steam system Plotting t he effect on the appadximate t i m c«*
2 * CONSTANT*./l^.'JF THE SYSTEM WHEN TIME constant T2 is VAPIEO*.
3 * FLCM 0.05 TC 0.2')
3353 call k'FPLOT (T3.TC3.43. I .43. 1, LAEL)
0054 taAITe(6.lÛ03î
0055 1003 f-0 = M AT (IX./IX. 'SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF TANDEM CCMPOLND GGv ERNOP*.
1 ' AND STLAM SYSTEM PLOTTING THE EFFECT CN THE APPPOXImATE TIME*.
2 * constant • ./ix .*(. F THE SYSTEM WHCn TIME constant T3 IS vACItO*.
3 • F PCM 3.35 TO 3.2 *)
0056 CALL PFPL0TIT4.TC4.43.1#43.1,LA8L)
0057 wPlTE(6.lg04)
3358 1334 F04m AT(1X./1X.*3lNSITIv 1TY ANALYSIS CF TANDEM COMPOUND GOV£PNOA*.
1 * AND stcam system p lotting THE EFFECT ON THE APPPOXIwATE TIME*.
2 * CCNSTa nT*./1x .*JF the system WHEN TIME CONSTANT T4 IS VARIED*.
3 • FROM 0.1 TO 0.6*)
209
F C R T P 4 N  I V  C L E V ? L  2 1  M A I N  D A T E  *  7 7 3 3 9  0 3 / 2 9 / 4 5  P A G E  0 0 0 3
00S9 CALL P*îPLOT (T5*TC5.43« 1 .A3. I «LAEL)
006Ü wPITE(6.1Ûû £)
3361 3 335 FCPMATt1X•/JX . •SENS ITIVITY ANALYSIS CF TANDEM CCMPOUNQ GOVEPNOO*.
1 • AND STfAM SYSTEM PLOTTING TME EFFECT CN TME APPPCXlVATÇ TIME*,
2 ■ constant • ./-IX . *0F THE SYSTEM »hEN TIME CONSTANT Te %S VARIED* .
3 * F = (:k" 3.0 TC lO.J*)
0 0 62 call PFPLÜT(kg .TC6.4 3.1.A3.Î.LAEL)
) 3t3 (6-1 336 I
3v)oA : 006 rCPyAT( l A  */• X  . *S.-.NS l TI VI TY ANALYSIS CF TANDEM CCMPCUND COVEMNOC • .
1 • ANC STCAM SYSTEM PLOTTING T ME EFFECT CN THE ApDCQXlMATE TIME*,
2 • CONSTANT*./IX . *3F THE SYSTEM *MEN GAIN KG IS VARIED*.
3 * FOCM 0.3 TC 3.7*)
0065 CALL PCPLCTCK3.TCr.A3.1.A3,X.LAEL)
3066 #PITE(6.1007 >
0067 1007 rOLMAT t * X./l X, *S.*NSI T2 VI TV ANALYSIS CF TANDEM COMPOUND GCVEONOP* ,
1 • AND STfAV SYSTEM PLOTTING THE EFFECT ON THE APPROXIMATE TIMÇ*,
2 * CCNSTANT* ,/lx.*JF THE SYSTEM ïkHEN GAIN K2 IS VARIED*.
3 * rACM 0.3 TO V . 7*>
OC&ftI CALL PPPLOT < PMAX.TC8.A3#1 .A3,I .LArfL)
0069 »PITE(6.:00H)
3373 1338 FORMAT(1x,/1X,•SENS ITIVITY ANALYSIS OF TANDEM CCMPCUNO GCVEPNOP*.
1 • AND stcam SYSTEM Plotting the effect on the a hprcximate t i m e*.
2 * constant • ,/Jx.*GF Th £ system when limits OF THE HARD LIMITER',
3 * ARC VARIED FROM PLUS MINUS t.U TO PLUS OR MINUS 2.0')
0071 call Pt-PLCT (^o.TC9.4j.l ,A3.l,LAaL)
03-2 1-ITH6.1 31 I J
0373 10%I fCCMAT( I X ./I X .*SrNSI7 1VITY ANALYSIS CF TANDEM CCVOQUND GOVEPNOP
1 * AND STfAM system PLOTTING THE EFFECT ON THE AcpRQxIMATg TIME*.
2 * c o n s t a n t* ,/lx.*JF THE SYSTEM wM*iN GAIN T6 IS VARIED*.
3 • FRCM 3.3 TO 0.7* Î
007a Call f r p l üT(TT ,t c lO.A3•1•43.l.LA8l )
0376 kR!TE(6.1012)
0376 1012 rCWMATIIX./lX.•StNSlTiVlTY ANALYSIS OF TANDEM CCmPOUnO GCVEDNOP*.
1 * AND steam SYSTjM Plott i n g the effect on thç a pproximate t i m e*,
2 * CONSTANT.,/lx.'UF TME system fcHCN TIME CCNSTANT T? IS VARIED'.
3 * FCC'* 3.0 TO 13.3* )
3377 S3 FORMAT (P(E23.F))
03?3 61 FCRm AT(13(R6.?)I
30’9 62 FORMAT (1X.4SX . I 3.F14,5.5X.FI 0.6 I
3333 STCM
00-: cN'C
2 1 0
••••CONTINUOUS s y s t e m  MODELING PROGRAM***»
••• VERSION 1,3 •••
TITLE SIMULATUCN OF GOVERNOR AND TURBINE SYSTEM ••PECO** MODEL . 
FIXED ISET 
FIXED IRUN 
FIXED ICNT
INITIAL
p a r a m e t e r  TMO=9.0.TMAX=6.37,T1=3.C ,T2=5.0,T3=.20,T4=.05.,..
T5 = 5. .FR = .285.ICNT=1,TMIN= 3. .DAMP=.5,T1MAX=I 5.0,TlMIN = .05.... 
T2Mix=l5. 3.T2MIN=. J5.T3.m aX = 2.0,T3MIN-0.0.T4MAX=2.O.T4MIN=.OS... 
T5VAX=I5.0.TSMIN=.C.IRUN=i 
ISET=0
T 1 DELT=(T1MAX-T1MINI/40.0 
T2DELT=(T2KAX-T2MIN)/40.0 
T3DELT=(T3VAX-T3MIN)/4J.J 
TADEL7=ITAMAX-T4MIN)/40.0 
T£CELT=(TEMAX-T5M1N)/40.0 
TDc LT-(4.J-1.D>/4 0.
NOSORT
5S=1./FRf.S
1 K ( {-SS ) .LF..TMAX) GO TO 1 
SSL IM = TMAX 
GO TO 3
1 IFH-SS) .GE.TMIN) GO TO 2 
SSLIM=TMIN
GO TO 3
2 SSLIM=-SS
3 CONTINUE
TSS=ESLIM 
TTC=(I.0-EXP(-1.0))*TSS
SORT
d y n a m i c
SD=STEP(0.0)
P1=50/FB
P2=TM0-P1
P3=LIMIT(TMIN.TMAX.P2)
P4=RFAlPL(Ü.0.T1,P3)
P5=LEDLAG{T3,T2,P4)
TM=LE0LAG{T4.T5.PSJ 
P6=TM-DAvpfSO
2 1 1
NOSCkT
IF I KtiF.o NS. 1 ) CC TO 100 
I »• ( 1S£T-1 ) 3ü0 .IOC.30Ü 
I F( TM-TTC) I JJ .2 j
200 TCiTïvc
I5rT=l 
130 CC\TINUE 
SOOT
TERMINAL
' T F OELTsO.OOl* F INT IM36.0.0UTDEL*»*1 
m l TmCO o<SrX
OC TO (1 3JO.I 32 3$I 323$1330.1040.1050 I,IRUN 
1000 WO IT! Tl .TC
GO TO 1090 
1010 -FIT:: C 3 .SI ) T2.TC 
00 TO 10^ *0 
1323 "FI TE <J.51 ) T3.TC 
GC TP 1uyo 
1030 .RITE (3.S1I T4.TC 
GC TO 1 3**3 
1040 wF: T‘T ( 3 .01 ) T5. TC 
GC TP t0**0 
1050 #FITTI 3.01) TMAX.TC 
lOflO :OFTzO
IF (ICnT-41) 533.510.513 
500 ICNT=-1CNT + 1
CC T': C2000.2010.2020.2030*2040.2C50).I«UN 
2333 Tl=T%*TlCi:LT 
GC TC 20«-J 
2C10 T2cT2»TrCELT 
GO TO 2090 
2020 T3 = T3*T?r£l.T 
GC TO :3h3 
2030 T4sTa*Ta0‘ LT 
uC TO 204J 
23*3 T5%T5*T5CELT 
GO TC 20f0 
2050 TMax“Tm a x*TOELT 
T-41n = r«l N-TDCLT 
20H0 CALL 
513 CCNT i\u!:
51 r C- .'tT ( ?tC20.») )
•■NC
P4L4METÊR T2=3.3S.T1»3.13.IPUN=2,ICNT=1 
t NO
C'A lame TES T3=0.05.12=2.5 . IRUN=3 .1 CNT=l
ENC
param e t e r T*=-0. I . T3=2.0 . IRUNs*. ICNT=1
rNC
PARAMETC» T5=3.0.TA=12.0»IR0N=5•!CNT-1
ENC
PA=Av£TEC T5=15.3.IFU\=6.ICNT=1
cNp
STCP
CUTPUT VARIABLE SEQUENCE
ISET TIOCLT T20E.LT T3CELT T*DELT TSOElT TDELT
SSLI M SSLI M TSS TTC SO PI P2
220005 220006 P5 220009 220010 TM P6
220314 I SET ICNT T: T2 TJ T*
SS ZZOOOl SSLIM
P3 22333* P*
220013 TC ISET
TS TMAX 7VIN
CUTOUTS INPUTS PACAMS INTEGS ♦ MEM dLKS FORTRAN DATA COS 
**(5001 75(1400) 25(400 3* o= 3(300) 69(600) 18
ÊS03C9
2 1 2
P0QT*5AN I V  0  L C V 5 L  21 M A IN DATE = 77309 0 1 / 5 3 / 1 1 PAGE 9001
0)01
0002
0003
0004 
0 0 *5 
0006 
OOo7 
0 0 03 
0 009 
Û0!0 
0 j% : 
0012 
0 0:3 
0014
0015
0 0 1 6  
00:7
0 0 1 3
0 0 1 9
00:0
0 0 2 1  
0 32: 
0 0 2 ?
0024
00:5
00:6
3027
Ü026
0 0 2 9
0 9 3 0
0 0 7 1  
0 0 3 2  
0 0  03
0I«£KSI0N Tl (4*3) .TJ(43) . T3( 43 ) • 14 ( 43 ) • T 5 ( 43 ) * TMA X( 43) < 
1 TC6(43). TCIt40) ,TC2t43) .TC3(43)-7C4(43)•TC5<43J 
iNTKOrw LArlLC 5)/*SYST« , ■ CV T' , ' IM£ • • • CONS * . ' T ft N T • / 
t£CD (3.50) ( Tl( : ) .TCI 1 I) ,1 =1 . 41 )
-CAC (3.50) (T?( 1 ) .TC2(I ) .r -1 •41)
-■£40 ( 3.5 )) I T 3( I Ï ,TC3< I ) .! =1 . 41 >
-CAO ( 2.6C ) ( T4( I ) • TC4< X ) , I ■=! . 41 )
*^ £40 (3.50) ( T-i( i ) ,TCSt I ) .1 .41)
CFAC ( 3,50) (Tv a a ( 1 > .TC6(1) . I = I .41)
DC 10 Ii42,4 3
,T3( I ) .T4( I ) . 7 5 0  .TMAXC I)
.TC3C I ) .TC4( I ).rest I) .TC6(I)
A PECCO TYPE OP 
CONSTANT Tl IS*.
' )
13 CFA0(5.51) Tl(I).T2(I).
00 I= a 2,4J
20 cC4*Jlb.6;) TCI ( I ) .TC2( t ) 
:Tr (t.5J3)
500 *■ ‘JAmat (• I* .////33X. * SENSÎT1 VI TY ANALYSIS CP 
1 »G'"v^ ‘"n;a and Tj'.rfXNE SYST'-M* ,/42x. • AS TIME
2 ' VA„ILU rcDM -.01 TC l.O’i*.
3 //4 7 X .*CUN*.iX.•t:•,5X.*5YSTEM TIME CONSTANT'
-CITL (6.52) (I.T 1 < I).TCICI ). I=1.41)
• c I Tf ( ^  ,r>l 0 )
510 rrc.iAT t • i • .////33x. • 3LNSI TI VI TY ANALYSIS OF A PECO TYPE 
1*urvC-\_' ANU Tu=JIN : SY3TPM* ,/*?x.*A3 TIME CONSTANT T2 
2 • vai-:5(> ku.)m j.j TO 2.0*.
2 //4T, . .5%. * T2' ,5X. 'SYSTEM TIME CONSTANT*)
/•PiTi (C.3:) ( I , T2( I ) .TC2( I ) . I =1 ,4 1 )
• t ITE (6,*-:o )
52 3 f o r m a t(•1•,////33a .•SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF A PECO TYPE 
I'GOVLCnCF anO TUPUINE SYSTEM'./42X.•as TIvE CONSTANT T3
2 • VAKIEO FB3M -I.O TO 1.0*.
3 //4Tx.*PVN'.3X,*T3*,cx.'SYSTEM T'wE CONSTANT*)
I TL ( Ü. ;»: ) ( I . T3l I ) .TC3t I ) . I =1 .41 )
*PX TE(6,530)
570 FC=m 4T('1',////33a .'SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF A PFCO TYPE 
I*GCv;ANC- AND TU"blNc SYSTEM',/42X.*AS TIME CONSTANT T4 
? * VAKieC FPCW -s. TC 16.'.
3 //4 7x. *<VUN* .nx. * Ta ' ,6X . • SYSTE V TIME CONSTANT*)
• C I t L C^.32) ( I , T 4 ( I ). T C 4 < I ).1=1.41)
#;iTC(e.64o)
£40 FCAYATL*I'.////33x.'SENSITIVITy ANALYSIS OF A PECO TYPE 
1*CCVL4v .;; and Tu -^ JIN^  SYSTEM * . /*2x. * 45 TIME CONSTANT TS
2 ' vAPiro rpcv 0.0 tc c j .o*.
3 //s.7x. *kUN' .FX. ' T5" .5X, * SYSTEM TIME CONSTANT') 
wPITC (Ô.5.?) t 1 . T5( I ).TCS( I I • 1 = 1 .41 I 
vPXTE(6.5S-J)
553 FCCm aTC•1•,////33x.•SENilTIVITY ANALYSIS CF A PECO TYPE OF ». 
l*CCVç.«‘S >  AMO ToLOlNE SYSTEM* ./42x.* AS LIMITER TM%N ANA TMAX'.
2 * VARIED )-CCM Ü.0 TC 2J.0* .
3 //4 7 X .'RUM'.8x.'T5'.5x.'Sy s t e m time CONSTANT')
WPITC (6 .52)( I.Tm AXII).TC6(I ).I=1.41 )
call PmPlOT(T1.TC1.4 7.1.4 3,I,LAbL)
• FITE it .i JOl )
tool rCPMATCix./lx.'SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF A PcCO TYPE OF GOVERNOR*.
CF'
IS*
OF*
IS*
OF'
IS*
CF*
IS*
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FOOTPAN ZV g LEVFL 21 MAIN D A T E  *  7 7 3 0 9 0 1 / 5 3 / 1 1 PAGE 0002
O03A
003b
0030
0037
0 0 2 “
0039
0040
0041
0042
0043 
0  4  
V04b
0 0 4 6  
0  0 4 7  
Ou48
0 0 4 9
0000
0
C 032 
U003
1*AN0 TUPS INC system PLOTTING THE EFFECT ON THE APPROXIMATE TIME»*
2 • CONSTANT**/lx#'OF The system WHEN TI«E CONSTANT Tl IS VAPIED»* 
Î • FROM -.01 TO :.OS')
CALL PRPlOT<T2,TC2.43.1,4 3,l.LAULl 
«oiTL*<6*lJ02)
1002 rn=MATi I A./i X.'SLNsinviTY analysis of a pecc type of g ovefno»'*
1 'AND TU»’-ÜlVE SYSrr.x plotting T;:C Ef h lCT on the a pprox i m a t e TIME'.
2 • constant *,/1A • *0F THE SYSTEM WHEN TIME CONSTANT T 2 IS VARIED'.
3 • FPCM O.Ou TJ 2.0* >
CALL PRV*LCT(T 3.rc3.43, 1 .4 3. 1 .LACL)
*RITE((j.lOU3)
1003 FCICm ATC IX./IX.'SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF A PECO TvPF OF GOVERNOR* .
I'AND TucjiNF SYSTEM Plotting the effect on the appcoximate tim?., 
c • CONSTANT*,/:x.'0F The system when time constant t 3 is v a r i e d*. 
3 * FPCV 2.0 TC 1.3*; 
call PRPL07<T4,TC4,43.I,43.1.LAHL)
■RITE(6.10J4)
1004 FC4VAT(IX./IX.'SENjlTlVITY ANALYSIS OF A PECO TYPE QF GOVERNOR*.
1•AM) IURj In E SYSTEM plotting the effect on TME AOocCxiMaTE TIM%*.
2 * constant*./:A .«or tm£ systcm when time ccnstant ta is varifo*.
3 • ♦ PPM -b. ■*0 Ib.V* )
CALL PPPL CT ( TS . r LS, 4 3. X ,4 3, 1 , L AJL )
#\ I Ti" I f , I 0 Jb )
1005 rnr.MAT I X A •/IX , *Sc NS I T I VI T Y ANALYSIS OF A PECO TYPE CF GOVERNOR* .
1 'AN) TOF*‘lr.F SYaTLM PLOTTING TMt EFFECT ON THF APPUOXIMATE TIME'.
2 * constant • ,/lx ,* jr TmE SYSTEM WHEN TIME CONSTANT TS IS VACICD*.
3 • F4CM 0.0 TO 2 j . *)
CALL .'RPLOT [TMAX ,TCo.43. 1 .4 3. 1 .LABL ) 
rC;TE(6.10Ü6)
loop FC = VAT[ 1X./1X.*SEN3ITIVITY ANALYSIS OF A RcCO TYPE COVFRNOR*.
1 ' AND rut-’-lN'F SYSTEM plotting the effect ON •^ HE APPROXIMATE 11^%'. 
? * CCNS"*f XT' ,/%x .'OF The SY5TE 4H=N LIMITER T.MIN AND TMAX*. 
3*VAI420 f-ZU 3.3 TO 13.')
50 format (2CF20.S))
51 F04 m a t (6(FS.2 Ï)
52 format llx,4yx.I3.Fl4.5.5x,F10.E)
3TCI'
END
APPENDIX G 
SYSTEM STUDY'S DATA
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TEST SYSTEM LINE DATA 
In p.u. on 100 MVA Base
BUS BUS RESI STANCE r e a c t a n c e SUSCFPT.1NCE TAP PHASE
i 2 . 0 0 3 5 0 . 0 4 1 1 0 . 6 9 8 7 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 9 0
1 39 . 0 0 1 0 0 . 0 2 5 0 0 .73000 . 0 0 0 0 , 0 0
2 3 . 0 0 1 3 0 . 0 1 5 1 0 . 2 5 7 2 0 . 0 0 0 0 .CO
2 25 . 0 0 7 0 0 . 0 0 8 6 0 . 1 4 6 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
3 a . 0 0 1 3 0 , 0 2 1 3 0 . 2 2 ( 4 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
3 18 . 0 0 1 1 0 . 0 1 3 3 0 . 2 1 3 8 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 011 5 . 0 0 0 6 0 , 0 1 2 6 0 . 1 3 4 2 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
ii l<i . 0 0 0 8 0 . 0 1 2 9 0 . 1 3 6 2 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
5 6 . 0 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 2 6 0 . 0 4 3 4 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
5 8 , 0 0 0 6 0 . 0 1 ( 2 , 0 , 1 4 7 6 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
6 7 . 0 0 0 6 0 . 0 0 7 2 0 . 1 1 3 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
6 11 . 0 0 0 7 0 . 0 0 8 2 0 . 1 3 6 9 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
7 3 . 0 0 0 4 0 . 0 0 4 6 0 , 0 7 8 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
8 9 . 0 0 2 3 0 . 0 3 6 3 0 . 3 6 0 4 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
9 39 . 0 0 1 0 0 . 02. 500 1 . 2 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
10 11 . 0 0 0 4 0 . 0 0 4 3 0 . 0 7 2 9 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
10 13 . 0 0 0 4 0 . 0 0 4 3 0 . 0 7 2 9 0 . 0 0 0 0 , 0 0
13 14 . 0 0 0 9 0 . 0 ( 0 1 0 . ( 7 2 3 0 , 0 0 0 0 . 9 0
1« 15 . 0 0 1 6 0 . 0 2 1 7 0 . 3 6 6 0 0 . 0 0 0 8 . 9 0
15 16 . 0 0 0 9 0 . 009( 10 . 1 7 1 0 0 .OOOO . 9 0
16 17 . 0 0 0 7 0 . 0 0 6 9 0 . 1 3 4 2 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
16 19 . 0 0 1 6 0 . 0 1 9 5 0 . 3 0 4 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
16 21 . 0 0 0 8 0 . 0 1 3 5 0 . 2 5 4 8 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
16 24 . 0 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 5 9 0 . 068( 10 . 0 8 0 0 . 0 0
17 18 . 0 0 0 7 0 . 0 0 8 2 0 . 1 3 ( 9 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
17 27 . 0 0 1 3 0 , 0 1 7 3 0 . 3 2 1 6 0 .OOOfl . 0 0
21 22 . 0 0 0 6 0 . 0 1 4 0 0 . 2 5 6 5 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 9 0
22 23 . 0 0 0 6 0 . 0 0 9 6 0 . 1 8 4 6 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
23 24 . 0 0 2 2 0 . 0 3 5 0 0 . 3 6 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 9 0
25 26 . 0 0 3 2 0 . 0 3 2 3 0 . 5 1 3 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
26 27 . 0 0 1 4 0 , 0 1 0 7 0 . 2 3 9 6 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
26 28 . 0 0 4 3 0 . 0 4 7 4 0 . 7 0 0 2 0 .ocoo . 0 0
26 29 . 0 0 5 7 0 . 0 6 2 5 0 1 . 0 2 9 0 0 . 0 0 9 0 . 0 0
26 29 . 0 0 1 4 0 . 0 1 5 1 0 . 2 4 9 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
12 11 . 0 0 1 6 0 . 0 4 3 5 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 6 0 . 0 0
12 13 . 0 0 ( 6 0 . 0 4 4 5 0 , 9 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 6 0 . 9 0
6 31 . 0 0 0 0 0 .02SOO . 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 7 9 0 . 0 0
10 32 . 0 8 0 0 0 . 0 2 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 9 1 . 0 / 0 0 . 9 0
19 33 . 0 0 0 7 0 , 0 ( 4 2 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 1 , 0 7 0 0 . 0 0
20 34 . 0 0 0 9 0 . 0 ( 8 8 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 9 0 . 0 0
22 35 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 ( 4 3 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 9 2 5 0 . 0 0
23 36 . 0 0 0 5 0 . 0 2 7 2 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 ( . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0
25 37 . 0 0 0 6 0 . 0 2 3 2 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 2 5 0 . 0 0
2 38 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 1 8 1 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 2 5 0 . 0 0
29 38 . 0 0 0 6 0 . 0 1 5 6 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 2 5 0 . 0 0
19 20 « 0 0 0 7 0 . 0 1 3 8 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 6 0 0 . 0 0
EXCITATION SYSTEM DATA
Unit ^A 4 ^A
V
RMAX VRMIN ®E.75Max ^EMAX
1 5.0 -.0485 .04 .06 .25 1.0 1.0 -1.0 .08 .26
2 6.2 -.633 .057 ,05 .405 ,5 1.0 -1,0 .66 .88
3 5.0 -.0198 .08 .06 .50 1.0 1.0 -1.0 .13 .34
4 5.0 -.0525 .08 .06 .50 1.0 1.0 -1.0 .08 .314
5 40.0 1.0 .03 .02 .785 1.0 10.0 -10.0 .67 .91
6 5.0 -.0419 .0754 .02 .471 1.246 1.0 -1.0 .064 .251
7 40.0 1.0 .03 .02 .73 1.0 6.5 -6.5 .53 .74
8 5.0 -.047 .0845 .02 .528 1.26 1.0 -1.0 .072 .282
9 40.0 1.0 .03 .02 1.4 1.0 10.5 -10.5 .62 .85
10*
ro
%
*Unlt 10 has constant excitation.
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TURBINE GOVERNOR SYSTEM DATA
Unit 1
IR
Tc ^3 T£> T. ^5
T
MAX
1 3.5 .2 9.65 74.4 -1.93 .965 10.4
2 1.835 .45 0 .1 13.25 54.0 6.46
3 .725 3.0 0 5.0 0 5.0 7.25
4 1.99 .24 0 .18 2.02 10.0 6.52
5 2.56 .121 0 .154 4.5 9.64 6.00
6 2.18 3.0 0 5.0 0 5.0 6.87
7 1.95 .2 0 .18 3.75 7.5 5.8
8 1.79 3.0 0 3.0 0 4.0 5.64
9 2.76 .38 0 .1 1.68 6.0 8.65
10* — — — — -
*Unit 10 has conscane mechanical torque.
SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR DATA - p.u. on 100 MVA Base
Unit H R *1 X'q
m  It
do qo "l.O ^1.2
1 42.0 .00014 .0125 .1 .031 .0155 - .0480 .1020 .1020 .15 .425
2 30.3 .00027 .035 .295 .0697 .348 .17 .1190 .0656 .0656 .07 .391
3 35.8 .000386 .0304 .2495 .0531 .0265 .0876 .0613 .0570 .0570 .08 .283
4 28.6 .000222 .0295 .262 .0436 .0218 .166 .1162 .0590 .0590 .136 .591
5 26.0 .00014 .054 .67 .132 .0660 .166 .1162 .0540 .0540 .147 .6
6 34.8 .00615 .0224 .254 .05 .0250 .0814 .0569 .0730 .0730 .09 .291
7 26.4 .000268 .0322 .295 .049 .0245 .186 .130 .0566 .0566 .139 .529
8 24.3 .000686 .028 .290 .057 .0285 .0911 .0637 .0670 .0670 .083 .268
9 34.5 .0003 .0298 .2106 .057 .0285 .0587 .0411 .0479 .0479 .106 .447
10 500.00 .0001 .003 .02 .006 .0020 .008 .0056 .0700 .0700 .0 .0
N5O
APPENDIX H 
REACTANCES OF SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES
The concepts of inductive reactance and of time constant for
static circuits have been discussed by many authors. The following is
a summarization of Kimbark's work (chapter XII) of the synchronous 
(3)machine reactance. The impedances of three-phase machines are classi­
fied base to the symmetrical components, into positive-sequence, negative 
sequence, and zero-sequence impedances. To determine one of these, the 
rotor circuits are closed but not excited and the rotor is turned forward 
at synchronous speed, current of the proper sequence is applied to the 
armature windings and the armature terminal voltage of the same phase 
sequence as the current is found. Of course the ratio of voltage to the
current is the impedance. "Any one machine has only one zero-sequence
(3)reactance and one negative-sequence reactance" but it has several 
different positive sequence reactances and that depends upon the angular 
position of the rotor and upon whether the positive-sequence armature 
currents are steady or are suddenly applied.
H-1 Direct-Axis Synchronous Reactance x^
Applying positive-sequence armature currents in a polyphase arma­
ture winding will set up a rotating magnetic field in the air gap. This 
field consists of waves of m.ra.f. and of flux. The space fundamentals 
which rotate forward at synchronous speed with respect to the armature, 
are stationary with respect to the field structure. Applying armature
221
2 2 2  :
currents produce the same fundamental m.m.f. wave, regardless of the 
angular position of the rotor; but the fundamental flux wave varies 
greatly with the rotor position. If the rotor is so rotated that the 
direct axis stays in line with the crest of the rotating m.m.f. wave, 
a path of high permeance is offered (the paths are approximately as 
shown in figure and the fundamental flux wave has its greatest
possible magnitude for a given armature current. Therefore, the total 
flux linkage of each phase winding of the armature has the greatest 
possible value for a given current in the winding, and the armature 
inductance and inductive reactance are greater than what they would be 
for any other position of the rotor.
.STATOR ISTEADY- 
MMF wave; state
STATOR
WINDING
FIGURE H-1
DIRECT AXIS SYNCHRONOUS REACTANCE FLUX PATHS
The flux linkage of an armature phase per ampere of armature 
current under these conditions if the direct-axis synchronous inductance 
Lj, hence the direct-axis synchronous reactance is x^ . Other methods to 
measure x^  are available in the literature such as a slip test. There­
fore, changing x^ physically causes permeance which is presented by the
223 1
rotor iron to the stator m.m.f. wave to be changed also. The mathematical 
derivation of was found in Appendix A.
H-2 Quadrature-Axis Synchronous x^
It was mentioned previously that the magnitude of the space-
fundamental wave of the air gap flux depends on the position of the rotor
with respect to the space fundamental wave of m.m.f. and it is the
greatest when the direct axis of the rotor coincides with the crest of
the m.m.f. wave. On the other hand, the flux wave is smallest when the
quadrature axis of the rotor coincides with the crest of the m.m.f. wave.
(3 53)The flux paths for these conditions are shown in figure H-2. ’ Under
this condition the armature flux linkage per armature ampere is the
quadrature axis synchronous inductance and the quadrature-axis syn­
chronous reactance is x . In round rotor machine x, and x^  are equal.
q a  q
, STATOR \STEAOV- 
MMrWAVEf STATE
3 :
oTffi e
FIGURE H-2
QUADRATURE AXIS SYNCHRONOUS REACTANCE FLUX PATHS
The procedure for measuring x^ suggests it is similar to the first one 
used for measuring x^ . By applying positive-sequence currents to armature, 
the rotor would be driven forward at synchronous speed with the quadrature
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axis in line with the crest of the rotating m.m.f. wave. At the same
time sustained positive sequence armature voltage would be measured,
obviously, the ratio armature voltage to armature current would be x^ .
A more feasible and easy to do measurement of x^ would be the slip test
measurement which is explained thoroughly in reference 3. Definition
for the synchronous reactance of both the d-axis and q-axis coils of
the transformed machine have been defined, x, is the self-inductance ofa
the model's direct axis coil and x^  is the self-inductance of the quad­
rature axis coil of the model. One point that needs to be mentioned is
(53)
that the effect of the fields or dampers are not represented in x^  or x^ .
The mathematical derivation of x^  were shown in Appendix A.
H-3 Direct Transient Reactance x^
"The conditions used in defining direct-axis synchronous reactance 
except that the positive-sequence armature currents are suddenly applied 
and the positive-sequence armature voltage is measured immediately after 
application of the current instead of after the voltage has reached its 
steady-state value. In both cases the rotor is rotated forward at 
synchronous speed, with its direct axis in line with crest of armature
(3)
m.m.f. wave and with field winding closed but not excited." "By the 
theorem of constant flux linkage, at the instant immediately after appli­
cation of the armature currents the field linkage is still zero. There­
fore, the only flux that can be established immediately is that which does
not link the field winding but rather passes through low-permeance linkage
(3)paths, largely in air," as shown in figure.H-3, "under these conditions 
the flux per ampere is small and is defined as direct-axis transient
(3)
inductance L^ " The mathematical derivation of x^  is in Appendix A.
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FIGURE H-3
DIRECT AXIS TRANSIENT REACTANCE FLUX PATHS
H-A Direct-Axis Subtransient Reactance
It has been assumed in defining that there were no rotor
circuits except the main field winding. However, there can be additional
circuits on both axes. Salient pole machines have amortisseur windings as
is shown in figures H-4 and H-5. A few salient-pole machines have field
collars while in round rotor machines the solid steel rotor core furnishes
(3)significant paths for eddy currents. Again, if positive-sequence 
armature currents are suddenly applied in such time phase that the crest 
of the rotating m.m.f. wave is in line with the direct axis of the rotor, 
transient currents are induced in additional direct-axis rotor circuits 
as well as in the main field winding. "These transient currents oppose 
the armature m.m.f. and initially they are strong enough to keep the flux 
linkage of every rotor circuit constant at zero value. The additional 
rotor circuits are situated nearer the air gap than the field winding is. 
Consequently, the flux set up by the armature current is initially forced 
into leakage paths of small cross-sectional area and lower permeance than
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MMF wave / ING
O <
FLUX
amortisseur
WINDING
FIGURE H-4 FIGURE H-5
..(3)would be the case if the only rotor circuit were the field winding.'
(See figure H-4.) Under these conditions the armature flux linkage per 
armature ampere is the direct axis subtransient inductance and direct- 
axis subtransient reactance is x|j. Mathematical derivation of x^ is in 
Appendix A.
H-5 Quadrature-Axis Transient Reactance x’ and Quadrature-Axis Subtransient 
Reactance x" ^------------------------------------------------------q ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
These quantities are defined in the same way as x^ and x^  except
that the suddenly applied positive-sequence armature current is in such
time phase that the crest of the space-fundamental m.m.f. wave is in line
with the quadrature axis of the rotor instead of the direct axis. The
flux paths of figure H-6 are the same as those for a steady state flux 
C3)(figure H-2). Consequently, for salient-pole machine, x^ is equal to x^ . 
"Because field current is inducted by a changing direct-axis flux though
..(3)not by a changing quadrature axis flux x^ is less than 
windings restrict the quadrature-axis flux initially to low-permeance
Amortisseur
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paths as shown in figure H-5. Mathematical derivation of and are 
in Appendix A.
-H-6 Direct-Axis Transient Open-Circuit Time Constant T^^
"If the armature is open-circuited and if there is no amortisseur 
winding, the field circuit is not affected by any other circuit. Under 
these conditoins the change of field current in response to suddent 
application, removal, or change of e.m.f. in the field circuit is governed 
by the field open circuit time constant, or direct-axis transient open- 
circuited time constant, which is given by an expression similar to that 
of any simple R-L circuit"
Tl 'ffdo R^ Radians
H-7 Direct-Axis Subtransient Time Constant TV and TV _______________________________________ do_____d
"In machine with amortisseurs, there are on the direct axis of
the rotor two coupled circuits at rest with respect to one another but
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both in rotation with respect to the armature. The two coupled circuit
have two time constants. The longer one is the transient time constant,
the shorter one, the subtransient time constant. Both time constants
are affected by the impedance of the armature circuit. If the armature
circuit is open, the time constants have their open-circuit value T^ ^
and T'l . If the armature is short-circuited, the time constants have do
their short-circuit values T^  and
H-8 Quadrature-Axis Time Constants T' , T', T" , ,and T"___________________________go’ q’ go’______ q
"In a machine with a solid round rotor, the changing amplitude 
of the quadrature axis component of alternating armature current or vol­
tage can be represented fairly well by the sum of two exponentials. The
time constants of these exponentials are T’ and T" when the armature ^ go go
(3)circuit is open, T' and T" when the armature is short-circuited."
q q
Some of the machine's time constants have been already defined in 
Appendix A.
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